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Foreward 
The author began in 2012 to document information from extraterrestrial 
beings speaking through the Australian medium, Paul Hamden. During the 
following six years, much information about humanity and the 
extraterrestrial beings emerged from interviews with them in 95 sessions. 
Transcripts of the interviews are documented and examined in books by 
Hamden and Treurniet (2020) and Treurniet and Hamden (2022a, 2022b). 
Of particular interest here is the extraterrestrial cosmology published in 
Treurniet (2019).  It describes a reality based entirely on mental processes 
or consciousness. The cosmology is also discussed in detail in Chapter 28. 

The view that all that exists are configurations in an energy of 
consciousness is known to philosophers as ‘ontological idealism’ (Kastrup, 
2019). The extraterrestrial cosmology holds to this view. The cosmology 
helps to understand that our perceived reality is but a small part of a much 
greater existence in consciousness. 

Many unusual formations in the sky were photographed by the author, 
hoping to find anomalies such as unidentified flying objects (UFOs) and 
other interesting things. Curiosity about paranormal phenomena, known 
collectively as extrasensory perception, eventually led to a physical 
mediumship séance in Spain with the German medium, Kai Muegge. This 
medium and his spirit team often demonstrated overcoming gravity with 
phenomena such as table levitation and independent movements of objects 
in the room. They have materialized various kinds of matter such as 
ectoplasm, crystalline objects, and the bodies of spirits. Neither such 
phenomena nor UFOs can be explained by human science, and so they are 
usually not acknowledged.  

The penultimate chapter in the book includes a description of the properties 
of consciousness in the cosmology. It also addresses how the cosmology is 
a framework for explaining phenomena that are now poorly understood. 
Finally, the last chapter discusses the anomalous observations in the earlier 
chapters. Many of them are readily explained by the extraterrestrial 
cosmology and are evidence from that perspective that reality is indeed 
multidimensional.
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1. Introduction 
Many of the phenomena addressed in the following chapters are supported 
by photographic or video evidence. Some are observations of unusual 
occurrences in the sky. They are known as unidentified flying objects 
(UFOs) or unidentified aerial phenomena (UAP). Some light sources in the 
sky that exhibit unusual behaviors are also known simply as orbs.  

Other phenomena examined are materializations of physical objects. Also, 
low resolution yet recognizable images were decoded from digital data 
streams found in crop formations, from data received psychically, and from 
data recorded by a “trans-dimensional communication” device. 
Experiments on electronic voice phenomena (EVP) are also described. EVP 
are speech samples allegedly spoken by deceased people.  

Such observations are typically ignored by the scientific community for 
various reasons. The primary one seems to be that they fall outside the 
purview of human science. That is, scientists usually feel they have neither 
the tools nor the theoretical insight needed to study them. Even without any 
analysis, such phenomena are usually ignored by scientists or disparaged as 
misidentifications or hoaxes. 

The aerial phenomena examined might be extraterrestrial in origin, they 
might be produced by a human technology, or they might be natural 
phenomena. An important clue that a UFO is an extraterrestrial technology 
is the presence of an optical artifact associated with it. The nature of this 
artifact is discussed in Chapter 3, “A toroidal artifact near UFOs in 
images”.  
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Other phenomena are attributed to covert human research as suggested in a 
UK Ministry of Defense (MoD) report written in 2000 and released in 2006 
(Defense Intelligence Analysis Staff, 2006). The report spelled out some 
military research objectives. Our analyses of some aerial phenomena 
suggested that researchers in the military-industrial complex may be able to 
create orbs in the sky. Perhaps they are attempting to replicate observations 
that have an extraterrestrial origin. 

The nature of strange phenomena like orbs and craft in the sky is usually 
unclear. The ambiguity was mentioned many years ago by Jacques Vallee 
(1975). He suggested that the absurdities reported by people contacted by 
extraterrestrial beings should not be ignored. These stories may indicate the 
operation of a control system designed to modify humanity’s beliefs 
regarding the nature of reality. Such a control system is discussed further in 
Chapter 2, “A rationale for a UFO control system”. 

Scientific materialism is the basis of reality in many Earth cultures. 
However, Kastrup (2019) argued on logical grounds that materialism 
should be rejected and that a form of ‘ontological idealism’ should take its 
place. This philosophical position holds that the physical universe is 
entirely a construct of the mind, an illusion brought into awareness by 
decoding thoughts that persist in the energy of consciousness. Kastrup 
observed, “Physically objective matter is not an observable fact, but a 
conceptual explanatory device abstracted from the patterns and 
regularities of observable facts – that is, an explanatory abstraction.”  

Kastrup (2019) developed a mental model of reality and our place in it. The 
model is valuable because it shows with a plausible analogy how an 
approach based on this philosophy would work. Treurniet (2019) 
recognized a limitation of Kastrup’s model and presented a different 
cosmological framework. It includes attributes of consciousness which 
more accurately account for experiences that people have described.  

The cosmology is discussed in Chapter 28, “A science that explains the 
inexplicable.” The chapter suggests how quantum theory could be smoothly 
integrated with the new conceptual framework. The cosmology makes 
assumptions that differ from those of scientific materialism, so the 
theoretical approach can address phenomena that conventional science 
cannot explain.  
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2. A rationale for a UFO control system 
Summary. Jacques Vallee hypothesized in 1975 that the UFO phenomenon 
is an element in a control system. The control system uses various 
absurdities that people experience to change the mythology that we have 
about reality. He believes that there is a non-human intelligence involved, 
that there are physical manifestations, and that there is also a deep psychic 
dimension. His hypothesis about a control system is consistent with 
communications received from an extraterrestrial race. In the cosmology 
of the extraterrestrial beings, nothing could exist without consciousness, 
including our matter universe. Something like Vallee’s control system may 
be part of a strategy to help us recognize that. 

 

In 1975, Jacques Vallee published a book, “The Invisible College”, in which 
he developed an unusual hypothesis related to the presence of 
extraterrestrial beings and the craft we call unidentified flying objects 
(UFOs). He observed from his analysis of UFO reports that a 
“characteristic feature is a constant factor of absurdity that leads to a 
rejection of the story by the upper layers of the target society and an 
absorption at a deep unconscious level of the symbols conveyed by the 
encounter.” Although the reports were often fantastic by ordinary human 
standards, the described phenomena seemed to be produced by a technology 
that followed well-defined rules. The technology often altered the 
observers’ states of consciousness, perceptions, and emotions in order to 
change their understanding of reality. 
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There appears to be an intelligence behind the UFO phenomenon that he 
felt may be conducting some kind of experiment. This would explain why 
there is no genuine direct contact between observers and the 
“experimenters”. People are being exposed to absurdities in order to 
produce reactions. However, Vallee was reluctant to say that we are locked 
like lab animals in a cage by higher-level beings. Instead, he suggested that 
we are ruled by our mythologies from which spring all political and 
intellectual activities. When unknown forces exemplified by UFO 
phenomena modify the beliefs expressed in our myths, a new normal is 
gradually established. 

Vallee suggested that our myths or belief systems change to be consistent 
with experience. He likened this to a control system where one variable 
changes predictably in response to a change in another variable. When there 
is sufficient exposure to the apparently acausal absurdities seen in UFO 
encounters, the mythologies in society change to better accommodate the 
experiences. In an interview, Vallee suggested that the UFO phenomenon 
is such a social technology in action (Vallee_interview1). He felt that the 
effects of this technology on human beliefs is more important to humanity 
than the nature of the associated physical technology. In particular, there is 
an already observable change in the increased willingness of humans to 
believe in extraterrestrial life. 

What is the end goal that these unknown experimenters wish to achieve? 
Vallee (1975) suggested, “We can recognize it for what it is - the result of 
a shifting of our mythological structure, the human learning curve bending 
toward a new cosmic behaviour. When this irreversible learning is 
achieved, the UFO phenomenon may go away entirely. Or it may assume 
some suitable representation on a human scale. The angels may land 
downtown.” 

He went on to say that our present concept of humanity is being threatened 
by the shift in mythological structure. “It is no longer to science that we 
must turn to understand the nature of this psychic crisis and find its key. … 
The solution lies where it has always been - within ourselves. We can reach 
it any time we want.” 

In another interview, Vallee described his view on this technology for 
changing our beliefs (Vallee_interview2). “I think we are dealing with 
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something that is both technological and psychic and seems to be able to 
manipulate other dimensions.” 

In the first interview, Vallee suggested that the existence of the control 
system can be tested. We do not have access to the physical technology used 
by the UFOs or to the intelligent beings that appear to be controlling it, but 
we do have access to the control process during UFO manifestations. He 
proposed that the control system might be infiltrated by interfering with its 
feedback mechanism. Any unexpected feedback on the part of the UFO 
observers might elicit a reaction from the so-called “experimenters”. 

Vallee did not believe that genuine direct communication with these 
intelligent beings had yet occurred in 1975 when his book was published, 
and there was no indication in the later interviews that his position had 
changed. However, it would have been easy for him to dismiss any such 
communication that did occur as just another absurdity intended to change 
the observer's belief system. 

But suppose the communication from the unknown intelligence explicitly 
stated that the intent was to change humanity’s belief system. The message 
would not be an absurdity if that actually is the purpose of the control 
system. Such a communication was received from extraterrestrial beings 
speaking through the Australian medium, Paul Hamden. They said 
explicitly that there is a loosely defined control system (Treurniet and 
Hamden, 2022a). It is intended to encourage the human race to change its 
belief system by raising its level of consciousness.  

In the cosmology described by these beings (Treurniet, 2019), 
consciousness is fundamental to all existence and may be understood as a 
vibrating energy. The energy has states arranged on an ordinal scale, so that 
one state can only be described as a higher or lower level than another state. 
The states have a felt property analogous to vibration. Each aspect of 
existence is at a particular level of consciousness, and beings at lower levels 
are unaware of potential experiences at higher levels. 

For humans, states of consciousness or vibration correspond to states of 
unconditional love, so a dimension of love underlies all of existence. A 
being cannot be forced to feel greater unconditional love and so the control 
system attempts to create suitable conditions by presenting us “with a 
technology that transcends the physical and is capable of manipulating our 
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reality, generating a variety of altered states of consciousness and of 
emotional perceptions. The purpose of that technology may be to change 
our concepts of the universe” (Vallee, 1975). 

The absurdities noted by Vallee might shake human observers out of their 
intellectual and emotional passivity and cause them to wonder in awe about 
a universe that can produce such perceptions. Contactees have received 
messages that promote responsibility and love toward the earth 
environment. The messages encourage the creation of a new mythology 
emphasizing love, compassion, and forgiveness. Many humans do not yet 
recognize the desirability of a higher, all-encompassing love as a state of 
being, and getting them to do so may not be easy. 

The proverb, “You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make it drink”, 
expresses the limits of the control system. All that the control system can 
do to raise the level of the human collective consciousness is create 
conditions that are likely to make it happen. Individual humans must still 
accept or reject the new mythology. 

The need for bi-directional control 
Why should the number of people who experience the absurdities described 
by Vallee be limited? Why are there not many more people all over the 
world seeing craft with impossible flight characteristics? According to 
some extraterrestrial beings, the human collective consciousness needs to 
become more loving to communicate with their races. Forcing a new reality 
by overexposure to UFOs would promote fear rather than love. Revealing 
too many absurdities at once to too many people may impede their ability 
to freely choose a higher state of love. 

Suppose one day the skies were filled with UFOs exhibiting movements 
that should not be possible. The phenomena could not be denied by 
mainstream media and the intelligentsia. Institutional scientists would be 
expected to understand what was happening using their ill-equipped 
theories. Security forces would label it a possible threat to be countered 
using methods they understand. As a result, the average person would be in 
fear and would “leave it to the experts.” They would feel little incentive to 
discover how a different world view based on a dimension of love made it 
happen. So the operators of the control system walk a fine line. They need 
to create enough absurdities to attract the average person’s attention and 
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wonderment, but not so many that the phenomena become problems to be 
solved by society’s institutions. 

These opposing requirements appear to demand a more active intervention 
capability by the control system. If a certain level of absurdities generates 
more attention than expected, there would need to be a way to reduce the 
level of scrutiny, or at least, generate a plausible conventional explanation. 
Either way, the responsibility to understand an absurdity would be returned 
to the individual. Those of us who have followed the UFO phenomenon for 
many years, will recognize the role of the media debunker who creates 
“plausible deniability” with regard to unexplained UFO sightings. The 
debunking is typically based on conventional explanations such as high-
altitude balloons, Chinese lanterns, and even marsh gas. 

We can see now that both the critical debunker and the wondering observer 
could be important elements of the control system. The intelligence 
operating the system may play one against the other in varying degrees so 
as to maintain an optimal level of uncertainty about the cause of the 
absurdities. An intervention about a sighting may simply be in the form of 
a thought placed telepathically in the mind of a critically placed person. The 
thought transformed into action could have a large public effect. 

Discussion 
Vallee (1975) proposed that the UFO control system changes a belief using 
a simple positive reinforcement learning protocol. Waves of UFO sightings 
suggested to him a partial reinforcement schedule which psychologists say 
is particularly effective in preventing extinction of a behavior.  

He believed the reinforcement gradually changes the myth in a particular 
direction without a need to bring it back. The objective would be to bring 
people to adopt a belief that UFOs exist. The more evidence, the faster the 
change would occur. However, the debunkers in a bidirectional control 
system would bring uncertainty about the sightings back to an optimal level. 
The uncertainty would bring a gradual change to the belief system and be 
more likely to bring about the positive emotional response that should come 
from understanding the new reality. 

Vallee (1975) said, “We are faced with a technology that transcends the 
physical and is capable of manipulating our reality, generating a variety of 
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altered states of consciousness and of emotional perceptions. The purpose 
of that technology may be to change our concepts of the universe.” The 
change may be a set of facts explaining the absurdities, and perhaps a new 
understanding of reality. 

Although not addressed by Vallee, physical mediumship phenomena are 
treated similarly. Séances are typically conducted in a way that makes it 
difficult to gather objective evidence about spirit energy. Plausible reasons 
are usually given by the medium or the spirit control. For example, they say 
that light interferes with spirit energy, although a weak red light is 
sometimes allowed. In the darkness of the séance room, very few anomalies 
can be visually confirmed by the sitters. Modern scientific instrumentation 
is also said to emit electrical noise that disrupts spirit activity, so physical 
measurements are rarely permitted.  

The problems caused by light and electrical noise may be real, but spirits 
have been able to deal with them when they occasionally chose to do so. 
The imposed prohibitions conveniently allow a spirit control to maintain a 
level of uncertainty for the sitters. The prohibitions also provide reasons for 
preventing formal scientific investigations that would significantly reduce 
the uncertainty about anomalous physical effects. The level of uncertainty 
is optimized so that people may wonder but still have plausible deniability. 
That is, they can accept conventional explanations and choose to reject the 
concept of the spirit realm if they wish, and fear is avoided. 
An interview with an extraterrestrial Zeta being (Treurniet and Hamden, 
2022a) confirmed the existence of a control system that maintains a level 
of uncertainty about how to explain UFO and physical mediumship 
phenomena. The control system’s purpose is to prevent the fear that would 
probably occur in response to generally accepted, irrefutable evidence of a 
multidimensional reality. Without the fear, humanity will be better able to 
recognize and accept a revolutionary change in worldview. The control 
system is managed jointly by non-terrestrial beings, by humans in 
influential positions, and by spirit controls in physical mediumship séances.  

The following chapters discuss both UFOs and physical mediumship 
phenomena with a view to better understanding both. The extraterrestrial 
cosmology presented in the penultimate chapter gives an integrated vision 
of reality compatible with both kinds of phenomena. 
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Evidence of extraterrestrial craft 
 

The presence of unidentified flying objects (UFOs) has been documented 
in photographs since cameras have become generally available. However, 
such evidence is considered unreliable since photographs of UFOs are 
easily hoaxed. This section will show that photographic evidence may yet 
have value. Many photos show subtle toroidal optical effects near UFOs 
that can be interpreted as three-dimensional projections of a duocylinder, a 
cylinder in four dimensions. A duocylinder bridge analogous to the 
theoretical Einstein-Rosen bridge could be a path through hyperspace. The 
toroidal patterns are evidence that some UFOs may be intelligently guided 
craft.
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3. A toroidal artifact near UFOs in images 
Summary. The elusive Unidentified Flying Objects or UFOs seen in our 
skies are not easy to study. They have been photographed, but the value of 
such images is generally thought to be suspect. Some have been shown to 
be hoaxes designed to fool people for various reasons. This chapter 
presents research showing that some images provide useful data that are 
unlikely to be found in hoaxed photographs. The UFO is often 
photographed next to a transparent toroidal pattern. Some image features 
imply that the pattern is caused by both gravitational and magnetic fields. 
The consistent spatial relationship between the UFO and the toroidal 
patterns suggests that the fields are created by the propulsion system of 
craft under intelligent control. 

 

A difficulty with photographs of UFOs is that they can be created by 
hoaxers. A photographer may claim that a photograph of an object 
suspended or thrown in the air is a UFO (see examples in Condon and 
Sullivan, 1969, Plates 7, 8, 47). If done well, the object may never be 
revealed for what it is. Nevertheless, photographs of UFOs may still reveal 
useful information. 

Examination of many photographs has uncovered a visual anomaly often 
associated with UFOs (Treurniet, 2017). The anomaly is a subtle toroidal 
distortion in the space beside the UFO. The presence of the anomaly in 
photographs taken over many years suggests that the UFOs in those 
photographs were unlikely to have been hoaxed. 
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3.1 The toroidal anomaly 
The anomaly is usually hard to see in the original photograph and is easily 
overlooked or interpreted as a natural element in the scene. When the 
brightness of the area of interest is not saturated, a simple image processing 
technique known as equalization can extend the visual range of intensities 
in the image and improve perceptibility of the anomaly. The anomaly is not 
created by the image processing since it can occasionally be seen unaided 
in the original photograph. More than 40 images containing the anomaly 
have been identified using this technique. 

The visibility of a torus may be accentuated by its outline which ranges 
from diffuse to distinct. The surface of the torus may be the same, lighter, 
or darker than the background. Since the surface typically has the same 
texture as the background, it often appears to be transparent. 

In the photographs, the optical distortion is interpreted as a projection of a 
three-dimensional toroidal shape onto the two-dimensional frontal plane. A 
torus in the frontal plane is most easily detected, but those with other 
orientations have also been discerned. As the angle between the frontal 
plane and the plane of the torus increases from 0 to 90 degrees, the 
projection of the torus is an ellipse within an ellipse and finally an 
approximate rectangle. The projection can be more confusing when two tori 
intersect at an arbitrary angle. In spite of such occasional difficulties, the 
consistency of appearance and placement across images suggests that the 
optical effects are phenomena to be explained. 

The toroidal patterns do not have a fixed size relative to the UFO. Some are 
small and some are very much larger. In most of the photographs, the UFO 
is observed to be on the torus, just inside or outside the boundary of the 
torus, but never at the center. The geometry may vary widely but is never 
symmetric around the UFO. 

3.2 Examples of the anomaly 
Examples of the anomaly in photographs are not hard to find. Many photos, 
some taken more than 50 years ago can be found in UFO databases on the 
internet. Although some show good evidence of the toroidal anomaly, they 
are not included here because of the difficulty in tracking down copyright 
holders. Photographers hold the copyright to their photographs.  Rather than 
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risk potential problems with regard to copyright, only a few photos are 
mentioned in this chapter. Additional examples owned by others are 
reproduced in some of the following chapters (i.e., Chapters 5, 6, and 8) 
with the approval of the copyright holders.  

The image of Figure 3.1a was cropped from a photograph taken by Chris 
Malcheski in the South Dakota Badlands.  

Figure 3.1a  UFO over South Dakota, 2010. Credit for original image: 
Chris Malcheski (reproduced with permission) 

Figure 3.1b  Enhanced (Left), annotated with graphic (Right) 
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The UFO in the image is positioned next to a rainbow. In the enhanced 
image of Figure 3.1b, the right end of the object is a red color. The nearest 
source of red light is the rainbow, so the red color from the rainbow appears 
to have been displaced to the left at the level of the object. A toroidal shape 
emphasized with the solid-line graphic in the right panel appears to overlay 
the object at that point, and it may have had something to do with the 
refraction of the red color from the rainbow toward the object.  

Similarly, a strip of violet color overlays the red color of the rainbow at the 
top of the torus. Here, the rainbow color appears to have been refracted to 
the right by the torus. The displacement of the rainbow colors suggests that 
the torus defines a region of space with an altered refractive index. 

An unusual object in the Hubble Space Telescope image of Figure 3.2a was 
thought by NASA scientists to be the result of a collision between two 
asteroids (HUBBLE_UAP). However, some of the supposed debris in the 
image, when enhanced with equalization, is organized in a partial toroidal 
pattern visible in Figure 3.2b. This suggests that the oddly shaped feature 
on the incomplete torus is in the same class as the objects in other images 
that show a toroidal pattern.  

Figure 3.2a  Hubble image of an anomaly in space, 2010. 
Credit for original image: NASA, ESA, and D. Jewitt (U. of 

Cal, Los Angeles), Photo No. STScI-2010-07 
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In UFO images where the torus appears, it is most likely to be near or 
touching the UFO. Another example of this is from the image of Figure 3.3a 
which was cropped from a photograph of the sky taken by the author. There 
are two objects of interest in the image - the white elongated object on the 
left and the ‘starburst’ on the right. The ’starburst’ pattern is novel and is 
yet to be explained. 

The area immediately adjacent to the left object is shown enhanced in 
Figure 3.3b. There is much clutter in the image, but a toroidal shape can be 
discerned that is almost in contact with the object. There are regular features 

Figure 3.2b Enhanced (Left), annotated with graphic (Right) 

 

Figure 3.3a  UFOs over Ottawa, Canada, September, 2019.  
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on the ring of the torus like the petals of a flower, suggesting a more detailed 
underlying structure. The toroidal shape is outlined with a graphic overlay 
in the right panel of the figure for convenience. Because of the clutter, the 
torus is not as obvious as it often is in other photographs of UFOs. However, 
its presence suggests that the white object belongs to the same class as some 
UFOs in other images.  

In images such as these, the consistent proximity of the torus to the UFO 
implies that they are linked somehow. Perhaps the UFO is a craft, and the 
toroidal shape is an artifact created by the craft's propulsion system.  

If the UFOs are indeed craft, the discovery of a magnetic field where an 
unidentified craft had been is of interest. Maccabee (1994) reported that a 
craft had been observed to rise from the ground, flip over and remain visible 
for three or four seconds before it suddenly disappeared in a clear sky. He 
and a colleague arrived on the scene the next day and measured a strong 
magnetic field where the craft had been. The field pulsed at a rate of about 
10 Hz and was strongest in the space above some trees. Since there was 
nothing there except air, Maccabee concluded that "a large magnetic field 
was clearly present in an area where there should have been no such field". 
The unusual location suggests that space itself had been altered in some way 
to create the field. It persisted for many hours, presumably while the space 
gradually returned to normal. 

3.3 The duocylinder bridge 
A duocylinder is a hyperspace construct which appears to account for the 
observed toroidal patterns (DUOCYLINDER_GIF). Like the wormhole known 
as an Einstein-Rosen bridge (Redd, 2017), it would be a shortcut for 

Figure 3.3b  Enhanced (Left), annotated with graphic (Right) 
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traveling arbitrary distances in three-dimensional (3D) space. The method 
involves the creation of a cylinder in four-dimensional (4D) space. By 
analogy with a 3D cylinder, a volume of 3D space between Plane A parallel 
to Plane B is rolled up in a fourth dimension. A craft at a location on Plane 
A would move across the "seam" of the duocylinder to arrive at an adjacent 
location on Plane B. It is a small step to cross the seam in the fourth 
dimension, but when the duocylinder is flattened again into three 
dimensions, the craft will have moved the length of the duocylinder 
circumference. 

The duocylinder is "an object bounded by two mutually perpendicular 3-
manifolds with torus-like surfaces" (DUOCYLINDER_GIF). This means that 
projection of a 4D duocylinder onto a 3D space at a suitable angle would 
appear to us as a toroidal shape. This is analogous to the circular projection 
of a 3D cylinder onto a two-dimensional surface at the correct angle. The 
online reference at DUOCYLINDER_GIF shows an animated graphic of a 
rotating duocylinder, with toroidal shapes appearing on the 3D projection 
at two perpendicular angles of the rotation. A similar demonstration may be 
seen in a video of a rotating duocylinder (DUOCYLINDER_VIDEO).  

Figure 3.4 shows a sequence of 3D projections that were created by Prof. 
Dr. Eckhard Kruse of Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative State University 
in Germany. The projections were obtained by rotating the 4D cylinder in 
increments of 15 degrees. By extrapolation, the projection at 90 degrees is 
clearly perpendicular to the projections at 0 degrees and at 180 degree. How 
the projection appears to an observer would depend on the orientation of 
the duocylinder in 4D space as well as the orientation of the projection 
relative to the observer in 3D space. 

The toroidal pattern seen near a craft could be a projection of what we may 
call a "duocylinder bridge" by analogy with the Einstein-Rosen bridge. The 
duocylinder bridge generated by the craft would enable it to move almost 
instantaneously from Plane A to Plane B. These locations could be far apart 
in 3D space but adjacent in 4D space. As in the formation of a theoretical 
Einstein-Rosen bridge, creation of the duocylinder bridge would require 
knowledge of the start and end locations of the journey. Although we do 
not know how to construct a duocylinder bridge, the tori in photographs of 
UFOs suggest that they do exist from time to time.  
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Seeing an unambiguous toroidal projection would depend on the 4D angle 
of the duocylinder and the 3D angle of the projection in relation to the 
observer. Usually, only one torus is seen next to a UFO and, if there are 
more than one, their relationships are usually unclear.  

Some photographs of a UFO show two obvious toroidal shapes in mutually 
perpendicular planes. The tori would be projected by orthogonal 
configurations of the duocylinder. Perhaps this arrangement has some 
special significance for craft navigation. The perpendicular relationship can 
be seen in the images displayed in Chapters 5 and 8. Also, a second torus 
in Figure 3.1b, identified with dotted lines, appears to be perpendicular to 
the torus refracting the rainbow colors.  

If a craft were using a duocylinder bridge to travel, what might an observer 
expect to see during a sighting? When the distance traveled in 3D is not too 
large, the object should disappear from one location and reappear some 

Figure 3.4  3D projections of a 4D cylinder rotated by 15-degree 
increments (created by E. Kruse, reproduced with permission) 
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distance away. It would not traverse the space between the two locations. 
In fact, there are many sighting reports in which the observer sees a UFO 
disappear and almost immediately reappear at another location. These 
reports are consistent with the view that UFOs are intelligently guided craft 
that can move by generating a duocylinder bridge in four dimensions. 

The following chapter, “A UFO intercepts a Russian rocket”, describes the 
apparent use of a duocylinder bridge during the failed launch of a Russian 
Proton-M rocket in 2014. A video showed that the ball of light (BoL) 
pursued the rocket and was stationary near it for about 60 msec. It was then 
replaced by two smaller BoLs. Significantly, one BoL was positioned on a 
toroidal shape just visible in the rocket exhaust. This configuration also 
lasted about 60 msec. The torus and the two BoLs were then replaced by a 
triangular object which persisted for about 100 msec. The shape of the 
object was similar to triangular or pyramidal UFOs that have been reported. 

The following plausible scenario is proposed to explain the sequence of 
events. Occupants of a triangular craft at some distant location prepared to 
move to a location near the Russian rocket. To do so, they sent a remotely 
controlled probe (the BoL) to obtain the coordinates of the rocket position. 
When the probe was near the rocket, it stopped relative to the rocket and 
communicated its position to the craft. The craft and orb then created the 
duocylinder bridge with the craft's location as the start point and the probe's 
location as the endpoint. The arrival of the craft was indicated by the 
appearance of the triangular object near the rocket exhaust. 

Discussion 
There are many examples of images that show a UFO accompanied by a 
toroidal pattern nearby. However, the copyright holders of even well-
known older images are difficult to track down assuming they are still alive. 
Chapters 5, 6, and 8 also show tori in photos, and permission to reproduce 
the images were obtained from these copyright holders.  

The torus is present under a variety of conditions, and so it is a robust 
phenomenon. It often has a simple, clearly defined geometry with a smaller 
oval nested inside a larger oval. Such a configuration is unlikely to be a 
natural phenomenon. Further, the consistent proximity to an unknown 
object suggests that the effect is produced by a technology associated with 
the object. It may be a craft under intelligent control. 
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The toroidal pattern is typically seen adjacent to a UFO inside the 
atmosphere, but as suggested in the above discussion of the Hubble image 
in Figure 3.2b, it may appear in airless space as well. The partial ring of 
debris seen in the latter image would have been formed by a toroidal 
gravitational field with the field direction perpendicular to the boundary of 
the torus.  

An alternative effect of a gravitational field is to bend the path of light 
passing through it. Astronomers refer to this as gravitational lensing. The 
effect has been seen as an Einstein Ring (MERLIN Press Release PE9801) 
when the light source, gravity source, and observer were properly aligned 
(King et al., 1997). Some images show cloud material near a UFO that is 
similarly shaped in the form of a torus. However, the effect of gravitational 
lensing is symmetric around the source of the field. The toroidal shape is 
never symmetric around a UFO, so gravitational lensing with the UFO as 
the source of the field is unlikely to create the anomaly. 

What could account for the refraction of light observed in Figure 3.1b? A 
conventional explanation like a change in the density of the air inside the 
torus seems implausible since the refraction is of opposite sign at the top 
and bottom of the torus. In addition, since in this case the torus extends well 
above the UFO, and in other cases the size of the torus relative to the UFO 
may vary substantially, it is unlikely to be caused by air turbulence created 
by the UFO.  

Refraction of light in the atmosphere may also be caused by a magnetic 
field due to a phenomenon known as the Cotton-Mouton effect. Jenkins and 
White (1957) explained the latter as a double refraction caused by the 
alignment in the field direction of magnetically anisotropic molecules in the 
air.  

The enhanced Hubble telescope image of Figure 3.2b suggested that the 
toroidal effect also occurred outside the atmosphere. Further, the magnetic 
field reported by Maccabee (1994) could be an aftereffect of a duocylinder 
bridge where it projects onto 3D space. The gradual disappearance of the 
field suggested that space itself was magnetized by the 4D configuration. 
Its return to the non-magnetized state was not immediate after departure of 
the craft, so the alleged craft appeared to affect space itself.  
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An altered permeability of space may have created the persisting 
magnetization found by Maccabee in the space above the trees. The 
magnetic flux density, which depends on the permeability of the medium, 
would have changed inside the torus. Perhaps in this strange circumstance 
when 3D space is rolled up in a fourth dimension, permeability might even 
become greater than unity. According to Maxwell’s theory of 
electromagnetism, the ambient magnetic field would then be amplified. 

The light refraction by the torus seen in the image of Figure 3.1b, as well as 
the strong magnetic field identified by Maccabee (1994), could both have 
been caused by a change in the permeability of space.  

The vacuum of space has the properties of permeability and permittivity, 
and these parameters define the coefficient of refraction. The permittivity 
of space (𝜀0) is a measure of its resistance to forming an electric field, 
while the permeability (𝜇0) is a measure of its ability to conduct magnetic 
lines of force. The refractive index, n, is a function of those parameters as 
defined in Eq 3.1 (Paschotta, 2020). 

n= ± sqrt(𝜀0 𝜇0)     3.1 

The	 permeability	 parameter,	 𝜇0,	 also appears in Maxwell’s theory of 
electromagnetism (Sears, 1958; Kip, 1969) as  
 B= 𝜇0H      3.2 

Equation 3.2 says the magnetic flux density within a material, B, is 
proportional to the magnetic field strength, H, of the magnetizing field. As 
suggested above, if 𝜇0 exceeded unity for a time after the creation of a 
duocylinder, any small ambient magnetic field would be amplified where 
the craft had been and would become measurable. 

If the three-dimensional projection of a duocylinder onto 3D space changes 
the permeability of the space, the equations predict certain effects that were 
observed. The refractive index (Eq. 3.1) inside the torus was affected as 
seen in the image of Figure 3.1b, and the magnetic flux density (Eq. 3.2) 
inside the torus may have been affected as suggested by measurements 
reported by Maccabee (1994). A gradual return of the permeability inside 
the torus to its original value after the collapse of the duocylinder bridge 
would account for the measured magnetic flux density inside that space.  
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In summary, the appearance of a torus near a UFO in photographs is 
consistent with the creation of a 4D duocylinder. The duocylinder would 
project onto 3D space as two mutually perpendicular tori characterized by 
a strong magnetic field. The resulting duocylinder bridge would enable a 
craft to move almost instantaneously from one location in 3D space to 
another without traversing the intervening space.  
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4. A UFO intercepts a Russian rocket 
Summary. In May, 2014, a Russian rocket carrying an advanced satellite 
crashed after a UFO known as an orb crossed its path, as seen in a video 
of the launch. Analysis of the video showed several anomalies which 
suggest the orb incorporated either secret human technology or 
extraterrestrial technology. The object had the ability to rapidly modify its 
shape and to instantaneously come to a halt relative to the position of the 
rocket. At one point, it appeared to be closely accompanied by a toroidal 
shape, which is known to be the three-dimensional projection of a four-
dimensional duocylinder. The toroidal shape is thought to be associated 
with the propulsion system of extraterrestrial craft. 

 

The on-line Russian RT News reported on May 15, 2014, that a Russian 
Proton-M rocket with an advanced satellite on board crashed about nine 
minutes after lift-off (RTNEWS, 2014). According to the Russian national 
space agency, Roscosmos, the crash was likely caused by a failure in one 
of the third stage’s steering engines. An emergency engine shutdown 
occurred when the rocket deviated significantly from its intended trajectory. 
The exact cause of the crash could not be established, although the rocket's 
third stage propulsion system was blamed for the failure. 

Two videos of the launch were included in the article. In the second video 
(ROSCOSMOS, 2014), a white dot or orb can be seen rushing to intercept the 
rocket. The rocket exhaust flared about a minute after meeting the orb, and 
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the launch was aborted a short time later.  The launch failure may have had 
nothing to do with the apparent intersection of the orb and rocket flight 
paths. On the other hand, the orb may be evidence of covert human 
technology or, as some have speculated, evidence of an extraterrestrial 
presence. 

4.1 Video analysis 
The interception of the rocket by the mysterious orb was enlarged in a video 
published by THETRUTHBEHINDUFOS (2014). The enlargement gave a better 
view of the orb as it neared the rocket, and the analysis is based on this 
video. Permission to show frames from the video was requested from the 
Russian space agency, but no reply was received.  

 
Figure 4.1. Use of a duocylinder bridge. Credit for the video goes to 

Roscosmos and THETRUTHBEHINDUFOS, 2014.  

Although the movement of the orb in the video is in a straight line toward 
the rocket, it is not smooth. The reason for this is more obvious when the 
playback speed of the video is reduced. Stepping through the video frame 
by frame shows the object alternating between a circular and a more oblong 
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shape, and sometimes disappearing altogether. Its slightly erratic 
movements could be due to rotation of an asymmetrical body.  

Of interest is the video sequence immediately after the orb stopped near the 
rocket. Successive frames were extracted after that point in order to study 
them more closely. Each frame shown in Figure 4.1 had a duration of 1/30 
of a second. At Frame 1 of this sequence, the orb halted near the rocket 
exhaust. At Frame 2, it divided into two parts, each about half the size of 
the orb in Frame 1. One of the two smaller orbs was positioned on what 
appeared to be a toroidal shape configured in the rocket exhaust. The 
context suggests it was likely a manifestation of a duocylinder bridge. At 
Frame 3, the toroidal shape and the two orbs were replaced by a triangle 
shape. By the seventh frame, the triangular object began to disappear and 
in the eighth frame it was gone.  

4.2 Human or extraterrestrial technology? 
The video shows that the object passed close to the rocket just before a 
problem with the launch suggested by the blooming exhaust. The orb was 
associated with a toroidal structure that appeared briefly in the rocket 
exhaust gases. Chapter 3 suggested such a structure was associated with a 
duocylinder bridge. The object may not have had anything to do with the 
launch failure, but was the orb human or extraterrestrial technology? 

Balls of light have been seen in the sky presumably before humans began 
to develop the capability to put them there. Since the year 2000, it seems 
that a technology has been developed secretly by humans that can place 
balls of light in the atmosphere. A summary of the evidence is presented in 
Chapter 13 entitled, "Can orbs be created with human technology?" An orb 
captured on video over England was estimated to have a very high velocity. 
This suggested that it was painted in the sky by a remote generator on the 
ground, analogous to a spot of light from a laser. But even if humans could 
create such orbs using a fixed device on the ground, it is unlikely to have 
traveled some distance to intercept the Russian rocket.  

The argument that this was not human technology depends mainly on the 
interpretation of the toroidal shape in Frame 2 of the analysis. It could be 
written off as merely a video compression artifact since it was relatively 
small and of brief duration. However, the events surrounding its appearance 
suggest it was a real object. The torus may have been a 3D projection of a 
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4D duocylinder as discussed in Chapter 3. This implies a plausible scenario 
describing what happened just before the rocket launch was aborted.  

The scenario assumes that the orb was a remote-controlled device sent to 
observe the launch and to open a path for a craft to arrive at the rocket's 
location using a duocylinder bridge. When the orb stopped near the rocket, 
it split into two smaller orbs. One was near a torus visible in the rocket 
exhaust, suggesting that it participated in the creation of a duocylinder. The 
location of the orb was the endpoint of the path to be traversed. The two 
orbs and the torus disappeared when a triangular object appeared. The 
object is presumed to be a craft. The duocylinder bridge enabled the craft 
waiting at the start point to enter the physical space near the rocket. The 
craft remained there for a brief interval until it, too, disappeared. The 
sequence of events in the video is consistent with a craft using a duocylinder 
bridge and suggests that the ball of light was extraterrestrial technology. 

The brief appearance of the torus was an essential part of the proposed 
scenario. Its importance in the scenario supports the view that the torus was 
not a compression artifact but a projection of a duocylinder bridge. How 
else to explain the sudden appearance of the triangular object? The orb and 
the presumed craft were represented unambiguously even though they were 
smaller than the torus, so the resolution of the camera was arguably not a 
limiting factor. 

The appearance of such shapes next to UFOs was discussed in the previous 
chapter. In most cases, the supposed craft is situated on or just outside the 
torus. Near the Russian rocket, the ball of light touched the ring of the 
toroidal shape and so is consistent with that observation.  

The torus would have been the visible manifestation of a path through 
hyperspace which enables instantaneous transport for a distant craft. 
Humans are far less likely than extraterrestrial beings to have access to such 
technology. It is unlikely that a plasma ball, if it were created with human 
technology, would have divided in two to be accompanied by a toroidal 
shape. The proposed scenario appears to account for the observations from 
the video and suggests that the orb was a non-human technology.
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5. A UFO over Devon, England 
Summary. A photograph of a large, bright, oval UFO was enhanced to 
reveal a large toroidal pattern nearby. It was accompanied by a similar 
smaller pattern in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the larger one. The 
perpendicular configuration of two tori is known as a projection in three 
dimensions of a four-dimensional cylinder. Such a duocylinder bridge, 
analogous to an Einstein-Rosen bridge, may have been created as a path 
through hyperspace by an extraterrestrial craft. Enhancement of the craft 
itself suggested that light shone through the translucent wall of the craft 
and was not a reflection from an external source.  

 

On August 18, 2018, two photos were taken by John Mooner of Newton 
Abbot, Devon, England. They showed an oval UFO near a jet aircraft. The 
photographer commented, “I was watching passenger planes flying over the 
area. I was looking through my high-powered binoculars when I spotted a 
passenger plane that had an oval shaped object right above it. The object 
was simply massive, and it dwarfed the plane in size. The massive object 
was matching the planes airspeed following it across the sky. I put down 
my binoculars and immediately picked up my Nikon P900 camera. I zoomed 
in and took two photographs in quick succession. I continued to watch the 
plane and the massive object cross the sky together for approximately 60 
seconds before they passed over the horizon and out of sight.” The two 
photographs were taken on the 18 August 2018, 3:18 PM at Newton Abbot,  
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Devon, England. The two photos are very similar so only the analysis of 
one is shown. Figure 5.1 shows the photograph resized to fit the page. 

Analyses of other photographs taken over the years have determined that 
the image of a UFO is often accompanied by an adjacent optical distortion 
having the shape of a donut or a torus. The evidence discussed in Chapter 3 

Figure 5.1 Original photo resized. Credit for original image: 
John Mooner (reproduced with permission)  

Figure 5.2 Enhanced photograph 
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suggests that the torus owes its existence to a strong magnetic and/or 
gravitational field.  

The image of Figure 5.1 was enhanced to reveal two toroidal shapes 
adjacent to the object accompanying the aircraft. The enhancement is 
shown in Figure 5.2, and the two tori are marked with graphic overlays for 
convenience in Figure 5.3. 

Chapter 3, “A toroidal artifact near UFOs in images”, discussed the 
duocylinder, a cylinder in four-dimensions. Its projection onto three 
dimensions is in the shape of two tori that may be visible to us. One torus 
is in a plane perpendicular to the other torus (see Figure 3.4 or the 
DUOCYLINDER_GIF URL). The image in Figure 5.3 reveals both tori, one 
drawn with the solid lines, and the other with the dotted lines. The planes 
of the two tori could well be perpendicular to each other. The figure 
demonstrates that the craft did create a duocylinder, perhaps as a path 
through hyperspace. 

In order to study it further, the craft was cropped from one of the original 
photographs, enlarged and enhanced with equalization. The result is shown 
in Figure 5.4. The apparent translucence of the enhanced object suggests 
that it may have an internal source of illumination. The light does not seem 
to be from an external source reflected from the object.  

Figure 5.3 Tori annotated with graphics 
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These photographs offer further evidence of non-human visitors to earth. 
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the toroidal field effect also seen in other 
photographs of UFOs. The field is thought to be generated by a novel 
propulsion technology. The second torus in a plane perpendicular to the first 
strongly suggests that a duocylinder existed at that place and time, perhaps 
to be used by the craft to travel through hyperspace. Such craft in the skies 
of earth are likely not operated by humans. 

 

Figure 5.4  Object appears to be self-illuminated 
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6. Another UFO over Devon, England 
Summary. Two photographs taken in sequence showed a UFO close to an 
aircraft. The enhanced photos showed a toroidal pattern near the object. 
Comparison of the photos suggested that the UFO created the pattern. This 
is consistent with earlier evidence that the torus is generated by the 
propulsion system of an extraterrestrial craft. 

 

On June 22, 2018, two photos, taken in quick succession by John Mooner 
of Newton Abbot, Devon, England, showed a translucent UFO near a jet 
aircraft. The time in the EXIF information that recorded when the photos 
were taken was the same for both photos. The photographer recalled that 
the camera was set to burst mode, so the photographs were taken 
milliseconds apart.  

Figure 6.1 shows the original photographs resized to fit the page. They show 
an aircraft and a nearby orb which is not easily seen in the images. When 
the photographs were enhanced with equalization, an interesting detail 
appeared in the sky near both objects. It was a pattern in the shape of a torus. 
Figure 6.2 shows the torus that appeared in each image and shows more 
clearly the positions of the orb. Figure 6.3 identifies certain features of 
interest for the purpose of discussion.  

The orb’s position was measured relative to the horizontal line passing 
through the center of the torus. It changed from 10 degrees in the first 
photograph to 60 degrees in the photograph taken milliseconds later. 
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The toroidal pattern may be a camera artifact, or it may have been generated 
by either the aircraft or the UFO. These possible explanations are assessed 
by comparing details in the two photographs. 

Is the torus a camera artifact produced by its internal structure? One 
possibility is that the torus was a lens flare caused by a source of bright light 
in the photograph. The brightest source is the aircraft and its contrail. The 
torus was not in the same position in each image, but the aircraft’s position 
did not change. If the torus were a lens flare, it should not have moved 
relative to the stationary aircraft. 

Vignetting by the camera is another possible effect on a photograph. It can 
cause the lower illumination around the edges accentuated in Figure 6.2, 

Figure 6.1. Credit for original image: John Mooner 
(reproduced with permission) 

Figure 6.2. Photos enhanced with equalization 
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but the center of the photograph should then have been brightest. Also, the 
torus should have appeared at the same position in each photo. Figure 6.3 
shows that the center of the torus is further to the right in the second image 
compared to the first. It appears that the torus was not created by vignetting 
in the camera. 

Was the torus created by the aircraft? In the annotated photographs of 
Figure 6.3, the vertical line identifies the position of the aircraft. It is in the 
same position in each photo, indicating that the change in position of the 
aircraft was very small in the very brief interval between images in the 
camera’s burst mode. Admittedly, the camera field of view may have 
shifted slightly to maintain the aircraft's position. In either case, however, 
the position of the aircraft was fixed in the field of view while the relative 
position of the torus changed. This independent behavior suggests that the 
torus was not generated by the aircraft. 

A third possibility is that the torus was generated by the orb. This is 
plausible considering a number of other photographs of UFOs taken over 
the years. These observations suggest that the UFOs are extraterrestrial 
craft, and that the toroidal pattern is generated by magnetic and/or 
gravitational fields associated with a craft's propulsion system (see Chapter 
3). The pattern appears when the fields affect matter in the vicinity. Like 
the orb in this image, the craft is always on or very near the toroidal pattern.  

Chapter 3 also discusses a hyper-dimensional technology that such craft 
may have. In particular, a "duocylinder bridge" was proposed that would 

Figure 6.3. Images annotated with graphic overlays 
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account for the toroidal patterns. It is thought to be a path through 
hyperspace for travelling arbitrary distances in 3D space almost 
instantaneously. Space is rolled up into a 4D cylinder, a duocylinder. A craft 
would step across the duocylinder "seam" to arrive at a distant location after 
space is unwrapped from four to three dimensions again.  

The 4D duocylinder at a particular angle of rotation may form a torus in 
normal 3D space. It would account for the torus seen in the above 
photographs. In the second photo, the torus and the associated orb have 
moved relative to their positions in the first photo. The center of the torus 
moved from the left to the right of the aircraft position, and the orb moved 
from its position 10 degrees from horizontal to a new position still on the 
torus but rotated 60 degrees from horizontal. The orb also moved further 
away from the center of the torus. It is possible that translation and rotation 
of the duocylinder in hyperspace could account for the change in position 
of the torus in three-dimensional space. 

The torus in the images does not appear to be a camera artifact or to have 
been created by the aircraft. It may have been created by an extraterrestrial 
technology associated with the orb in these images.  
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7. A UFO over Ottawa, Canada 
The image of Figure 7.1 was taken by the author in the mid-afternoon of 
April 19, 2007, with a Nikon Coolpix 2500 digital camera. The exposure 
time was 1/2506.2 seconds. The image was cropped from the original 
photograph. 

A small aircraft is shown, a Bombardier Dash 8, on its approach to a nearby 
airport. Above the airplane in the image is another object that appears to 
have the shape of a flying saucer seen in other photographs. 

Figure 7.1 Aircraft and UFO  
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The focus of the shot was the aircraft, and the object above it was not 
noticed until the photo was displayed on the computer screen. Such an 
object is sometimes thought to be a craft of some kind when it is, in fact, 
nothing more than an insect that was in the field of view precisely when the 
camera shutter was open.  

The photographer faced west south-west about a meter to the left of the 
house in the photograph. It was a sunny mid-afternoon, so the sun would 
have been quite high, above and a little to the right of the mystery object. 
Figure 7.2 shows the object cropped from the original photo. Most of the 
light reflected from the object was from the side closest to the sun. The dark 
underside is also consistent with a shadow cast by the object.  

The approximate height of the wall of the two-story house just visible in the 
photograph was 6 m. The sunlight was reflected from the object so it must 
have been higher than the wall. Otherwise, the wall would have blocked the 
sun. 

The image of Figure 7.2 was enhanced, and the result is seen in Figure 7.3. 
A toroidal pattern near the object could be the effect of a magnetic or 
gravitational field from a propulsion mechanism as suggested in Chapter 3. 
Figure 7.4 identifies the location of the torus with a yellow overlay. 

The object reflected light consistent with its position relative to the sun. 
Since sunlight was reflected, its altitude was higher than 6 m, the height of 
the adjacent house. It could still have been a bird even though it had a shape 
seen in many other photos of UFOs. This possibility was rendered less 
likely when the toroidal pattern appeared adjacent to the object in the 

Figure 7.2 Image of the UFO 
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enhanced photo. Such a pattern has often been found next to objects thought 
to be extraterrestrial craft. All things considered, the unknown object was 
most likely an extraterrestrial craft as well. 

The Dash 8 aircraft has a typical landing approach angle of 6 degrees. Since 
it was about 5 km from the airport, its elevation would have been about 500 
m. The object was, of course, no higher than the cloud ceiling which was 
around 6000 m. The ceiling information for that day was obtained from a 
website called the “Weather Underground". 

The Dash 8 has a wingspan of 26 m. In the photo, the width of the unknown 
object was about 1/5 the width of the aircraft, and so the diameter of the 
mystery object can be calculated. For example, if it were at an altitude of 
500 m, the object would actually be 5.2 m across. However, if it were at 
6000 m, the object would have a diameter of about 62.4 m. 

Figure 7.3 Enhanced image 

Figure 7.4 Annotated image 
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8. A UFO over Reading, England 
The image in Figure 8.1 was a photograph taken by Claire O’Regan of 
Reading, England, on July 22, 2011. At first glance, the object appears to 
be a bird since it has a similar shape. Closer inspection suggests that it is 
something quite different. 

Figure 8.2 shows the object enlarged and after an equalization algorithm 
was applied to enhance contrast. The enhanced image suggests that there is 
an illuminated dome centered on the top of the object. The image also shows 
the pair of orthogonal tori identified in Figure 3.1b and Figure 5.2. 
Overlaying the left end of the object are two toroidal effects. Figure 8.3 

Figure 8.1 UFO cropped from original photo. Credit for original 
image: Claire O’Regan (reproduced with permission) 
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shows the positions of the two tori as graphical overlays. One torus is 
outlined with solid lines and the other with dotted lines.  

The dual toroidal feature is important because it is thought to be the visible 
manifestation of a three-dimensional projection of a four-dimensional 
duocylinder as discussed in Chapter 3. The projection has a magnetic or 
gravitational field which becomes visible when it organizes matter into a 
toroidal pattern. It's presence here indicates that the unknown object is 
likely an extraterrestrial craft. 

Figure 8.2 Equalized image of the object 

Figure 8.3 Tori marked with graphic overlays 
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9. A UFO over Kauai, Hawaii 
A photograph shown in Figure 9.1 was taken by the author on the island of 
Kauai, Hawaii, in the mid-morning of October 17, 2007. It shows an 
equilateral triangle shape in the clouds. The location near the US military 
base near Pearl Harbor suggests the triangle shape is most likely the 
underside of a US military craft. However, the possibility that it is 
extraterrestrial technology cannot be ruled out. 

Figure 9.1 Original photograph 
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When the contrast was enhanced with equalization, Figure 9.2 showed 

Figure 9.2 Enhanced photograph 

Figure 9.3 Labelled features 
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several features that appear to be parts of a craft. The features are identified 
graphically in Figure 9.3 and indicate that the triangular object is the 
underside of a craft floating in the clouds. 

Feature 1 in Figure 9.3 shows a landing strut at the nose of the craft, 
Features 2 and 3 are landing pads at the other two vertices, and Feature 4 
appears to be a hexagonal appendage that could be some kind of antenna. 
Figures 9.4 and 9.5 show enlarged views of Features 2 and 4, respectively. 

Figure 9.4  A presumed landing pad 

Figure 9.5  A presumed hexagonal antenna 
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Feature 2 in Figures 9.2 and 9.4 is a cupped, triangular structure positioned 
at a vertex of the main object. A similar, more obscured structure is 
recognizable at another vertex (Feature 3) where landing pads would be 
expected. Figure 9.5 shows extensions leading from the main object to what 
appears to be a hexagonal structure (Feature 4). It may well be an antenna 
since hexagonal designs are not uncommon and may have some advantages 
over other designs. 

Feature 5 in Figure 9.3 suggests an alternative means of communication. It 
is enlarged and enhanced in Figure 9.6 and seems to be two circular 
components one inside the other so that they are almost mutually 
perpendicular. The device might possibly be an antenna for transmitting 
longitudinal or scalar waves (e.g., Meyl, 2001; van Vlaenderen, 2003). The 
antenna for transmitting a longitudinal electric wave is typically spherical, 
and the device in question approximates a spherical shape.  

The triangular craft is unusual in appearance although such craft are not 
unknown in the US military. For example, the triangle shape of the 
advanced TR-3B aircraft is not a well-kept secret. The island of Kauai 
where the photograph was taken is near the US naval base at Pearl Harbour. 
The proximity of the base suggests that the object in the photograph might 

Figure 9.6  A longitudinal wave antenna? 
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be a US military craft. Alternatively, some extraterrestrial craft are known 
to have a triangular shape, and such a one may have been monitoring the 
military base. 

The schematic drawing in Figure 9.7 summarizes these interesting features 
in the photograph. It shows a sector-shaped main object with structures that 
could serve as landing pads at each vertex. Circular and hexagonal 
extensions from the craft might be antennae.  

The cloud elevation over Kauai around that time was obtained from a 
website called the “Weather Underground". It was roughly 1300 feet. The 
object subtended an angle of about 20.5 degrees, so the estimated length of 
one side of the triangle is approximately 487 ft, or 150 m. This is more than 
twice the wingspan of airliners such as jumbo jets. A triangular craft of that 
size is unusual, even for the US military.  

 

Figure 9.7  A schematic of the object in the photograph 
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Are orbs covert human technology?  
 

For many years, luminous spherical objects, or orbs, have been seen in the 
sky. The orbs are usually white or orange in color, but red, yellow and green 
orbs have been seen as well. Some are thought to be meteors entering the 
earth's atmosphere, while others have been attributed to mundane human 
activity such as the release of Chinese lanterns. But many orbs are said to 
behave as if they are controlled by an intelligent agent. For example, they 
sometimes change direction like an aircraft, or several appear to cooperate 
to form patterns in the sky. The number of orbs in a sighting have ranged 
from a single orb to hundreds forming large "flotillas". This section 
examines whether humans have the technology to create orbs, or whether 
orbs are most likely created by extraterrestrial technologies.
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10. Fast motion of an orb over England 
Summary. In July, 2011, a luminous orb was recorded on video making 
rapid random movements in the sky over Reading, England. The orb 
appeared to be near the cloud ceiling since it was seen to pass behind a 
piece of cloud material. Given this altitude, its diameter was calculated to 
be about 5 m. The orb's extreme estimated velocity suggests that it was most 
likely "painted" in the sky by a ground-based mechanism. The phenomenon 
may be a result of UK military research proposed in 2000 to create plasma 
balls in the sky. 

 

On July 22, 2011, Claire O'Regan placed a video camera (JVC GZ-MG680) 
on a tripod and pointed it upward toward the sky at an angle of about 85°. 
The camera recorded for a duration of 20 minutes without using zoom. It 
was unattended while recording, and the anomalies to be discussed here 
were found when viewing the recorded video later. During about 20 sec of 
the recording, a white dot appeared and executed apparently random 
movements in the sky. 

The motion of the dot reminds one of random processes that occur in nature. 
For example, it might have been caused by a particularly reflective insect 
flying in a restricted space in front of the camera. Or it might have been 
sunlight focused by a raindrop bobbing in a spider web suspended just 
above the camera. However, a careful frame-by-frame study of the video 
revealed that these kinds of explanations fall short.  

In one of the frames, a streak formed by the dot appeared to pass behind 
strands of cloud material. Figure 10.1 shows this image in the right panel 
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and the preceding image not containing the dot in the left panel. The two 
consecutive frames show that the dot must have been an object located at 
the level of the clouds. 

During playback, each frame has a duration of 1/25 sec, and this rate is fast 
enough that motion appears continuous. In a frame-by-frame analysis of a 
flying bird, for example, the shape of the bird is displaced on successive 
frames that depends on the speed of the bird's motion. Most of the time, the 
white dot in the video also moved some distance from one frame to the next 
and appeared to move with a corresponding velocity. 

Unlike the bird motion, the image in the right panel of Figure 10.1 shows a 
streak rather than a dot. It is unclear when the electronics of a video camera 
capture data from the image sensor. The data must be moved to an input 
buffer within the 40 msec frame duration or less. While the data is in the 
image sensor, a moving dot could create the observed streak. As shown in 
Figure 10.1, the dot's motion was so fast that it illuminated the entire length 
of the smear in that interval, just before the optical data was transferred to 
an input buffer for further processing. 

The image in Figure 10.2 shows another effect in the video likely caused 
by the same process. In the frame, a bright streak is followed by a dot some 
distance away. Both the streak and the dot must have been created during 
the frame’s exposure interval just before the optical data was collected. 
During this time, the high-velocity dot formed the streak, switched off its 

Figure 10.1 Consecutive frames showing a light passing through a cloud. 
Credit for original video: Claire O’Regan (reproduced with permission) 
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brightness, then switched back on when it reached the location of the bright 
spot some distance away. 

From information available at a website called the “Weather Underground", 
the cloud ceiling was about 1100 m at the time the video was recorded. The 
light dot was at approximately this altitude since it passed through the 
underside of a cloud in Figure 10.1. The camera field of view was measured 
to be about 52°. The camera’s image capture time is unknown, so a range 
of 5 msec to 40 msec was assumed. This would be the time the current frame 
data stays in the input sensor before it is transferred to a camera buffer.  

The beginning of the streak in the frame to the following dot subtends an 
angle of 12.3°. This distance was calculated to be about 240 m. Given the 
proposed range in the image capture time of 5 to 40 msec, the speed of the 
dot could have been anywhere between 6 km/sec and 48 km/sec. Further, 
the diameter of the unsmeared dot was about 5 m. The dots elsewhere in the 
video appeared to be roughly that size as well. 

Discussion 
The orb's velocity estimated from the available data ranged from 6 to 48 
km/sec or approximately 17 to 140 times the speed of sound. Such 
velocities cannot be achieved by most conventional propulsion systems. 
Alternatively, the object might have been "painted" in the sky like a 

Figure 10.2. A streak formed in the camera sensor. Credit for 
original video: Claire O’Regan (reproduced with permission) 
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flashlight shining a beam of light at a distant wall. The 12.3° angle covered 
during the assumed 5-40 msec data capture interval would have required a 
rotational speed of a ground-based control system anywhere from 0.85 to 
6.9 revolutions per second. This mechanism is feasible if a technology 
exists to create a ball of plasma high in the sky from a ground-based 
platform. 

There are only suggestions in the public domain scientific literature on how 
such plasma balls might be created. We know from a published report 
(Kosch, 2004) that the EISCAT antenna array in Norway created glowing 
balls of plasma in the sky that were visible from the ground. If the research 
has progressed since then so that large antenna farms are no longer required, 
it might be used anywhere to create visible plasma balls in the sky. Another 
approach is suggested by what has been called superpotential theory 
(SUPERPOTENTIALS; Bearden, 1984). This theory points to a technology that 
creates energy at a distance without flowing through space like the more 
familiar electromagnetic energy. 

The above analysis of the streaks in the video shows that a luminous orb 
with a diameter of about 5 m made rapid random movements in the sky near 
the cloud layer. Its altitude is known from the elevation of the cloud ceiling 
since the object was seen to pass through a piece of cloud material. Further, 
the orb's brightness switched on and off during the camera's very brief 
optical data acquisition interval. The orb may be a result of military research 
on how to create plasma balls in the sky. 
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11. More orb structures over England 
Summary. A video from 2011 shows multiple plasma orbs in close proximity 
over Reading, England. These orbs are similar to lone orbs observed 
previously. The British Ministry of Defence proposed in 2000 to create 
plasma balls in the sky, so the group of orbs in the video may be the result 
of military research. According to the MoD, visual structures formed by 
multiple luminous plasma balls would have a number of military uses. 

 

A previous video suggested that some orbs seen in the sky are man-made 
and probably painted in the sky as balls of plasma using an apparatus on the 
ground. The following discusses another video in which orbs behave in 
ways that are consistent with this idea.  

The video was recorded by Claire O'Regan around 1:00 PM on September 
15, 2011, near Reading, England. It shows several anomalous balls of light 
moving independently but near each other. In Figure 11.1, a sequence of 
frames from the video begins with three orbs in a triangular pattern. This is 
followed by a fourth orb bouncing around a little before it settles in as the  
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fourth member of the group. In the last frame, the orbs are organized in a 
square pattern. 

Figure 11.1 Consecutive frames from the video. Credit for 
original video: Claire O’Regan (reproduced with permission)  
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Discussion 
The orbs seen in this video may be part of a research effort to create 
complex visual structures in the sky. A likely candidate for this research is 
the British Ministry of Defense (MoD). An MoD document asserted that 
creating balls of plasma in the atmosphere would have military applications 
including creation of decoy targets (Defense Intelligence Analysis Staff, 
2000). The ability to arrange multiple orbs in stable patterns would be a step 
in this direction. The Reading video shows several orbs positioned to form 
linear, triangular and square patterns.  

The MoD report recognized that many luminous objects in the sky were 
unexplained. Since then, they may have developed the capability to create 
similar objects. We need to learn to discriminate between plasma orbs that 
are now man-made and those unexplained orbs that might have an 
extraterrestrial origin. 
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12. An aircraft and orb over England 
Summary. In August, 2011, a luminous orb in the sky over Reading, 
England, was recorded on video. The orb appeared to be relatively 
stationary, oscillating randomly around a fixed location. The orb could 
have been created by a UK military research program. Such a program of 
research was proposed in a 2000 MoD report released in 2006. An 
alternative interpretation is that an orb of extraterrestrial origin was 
pursued by the aircraft. This explanation is thought to be less likely since 
the orb did not behave as if it were being pursued. 

 

Chapter 10, entitled “Fast random motion of an orb”, discussed an orb 
executing fast, random motions in a video of the sky over Reading, 
England. Analysis of two frames led to the suggestion that the orb was a 
luminous plasma ball painted in the sky by an apparatus on the ground.  

Almost a month later, on August 19, 2011, Claire O'Regan recorded a 
second video in the same place, again with camera unattended. The video 
recorded an orb which remained approximately in the same location in the 
sky. However, the orb oscillated randomly around a fixed point. After a few 
minutes, an aircraft appeared heading directly for the orb's location. 

The frame in the top panel of Figure 12.1 shows the aircraft coming into 
view, aimed directly at the orb. The gap has narrowed in the lower panel 
and the orb continues to be on the projected path of the aircraft. After the 
aircraft merged with the orb, it remained near the aircraft's contrail and 
faded away as the aircraft left the scene. 
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Discussion 
In the video discussed in Chapter 10, “Fast random motion of an orb”, the 
orb was physically located near the cloud layer. Its measured velocity 
suggested that it was controlled by a distant device, analogous to a spot of 

Figure 12.1. Orb approached by an aircraft, Credit for original 
video: Claire O’Regan (reproduced with permission) 
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light from a flashlight on a wall. The orb may have been illuminated by 
plasma in the sky energized via a novel technology on the ground. 

This interpretation can also explain the oscillation of the orb around a fixed 
point in the sky in the present video. The orb’s random pattern of movement 
suggested that the targeting mechanism was under the control of a device 
on the ground that underwent much smaller random motion. Vibration on 
the ground would have made the orb dance around its mean position. 

If the pilot of the aircraft had seen the orb as it was approached, it is no 
surprise that the flight path did not deviate as a result. An MoD report 
concerning orbs in the sky recommends that "pilots should be advised not 
to maneuver, other than to place the object astern, if possible" when an orb 
is encountered (Defence Intelligence Analysis Staff, 2000). 

Alternatively, the orb may have been of extraterrestrial origin and was 
pursued by a military aircraft in an attempt to study its properties. This is 
unlikely, however, since the orb did not behave as if it were being pursued. 
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13. Can orbs be created with human technology? 
Summary. Luminous orbs seen in the sky sometimes behave as if they are 
under intelligent control. This chapter discusses accumulated evidence that 
some orbs are made with covert technology which can create balls of 
glowing plasma in the atmosphere from a distance. The orbs appear also 
to be used as voxels for drawing three-dimensional objects in the sky. 
Plasma ball formations in the sky as well as some crop formations on the 
ground may have come from clandestine research on control systems for 
creating and positioning the plasma balls. 

 

The British Ministry of Defense (MoD) acknowledged that unexplained 
luminous objects have occasionally been seen in the sky (Defence 
Intelligence Analysis Staff, 2000). However, "the conditions for the initial 
formation and sustaining of what are apparently buoyant charged masses, 
which can form, separate, merge, hover, climb, dive and accelerate are not 
completely understood". The report suggests that such objects are likely 
glowing plasmas resulting from particular natural configurations of 
electromagnetic fields. The authors recommend an investigation into the 
use of such plasmas for novel military applications. For example, since such 
charged masses can appear as visual, infra-red and radar targets, they could 
be useful as decoy targets, or as passive electromagnetic spectrum energy-
absorbers. Also mentioned is Russia's interest in plasma technologies 
related to "very high-power energy generation, RF weapons, impulse 
radars, and air vehicle drag and radar signature reduction or control". 
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It is not obvious how to create plasma balls remotely with the science and 
technology in the public domain. But covert military research has the 
resources needed to put it well ahead of academic research in certain areas. 
Given British and Russian interest in plasma-related technologies, and 
given the huge defense budget of the USA, we should not be surprised to 
see the results of such research in the sky. However, differentiating between 
plasmas generated by military technology and the natural plasmas 
acknowledged in the MoD report may be difficult. The so-called natural 
phenomena may even originate from extraterrestrial technology. Since the 
presumed military research remains covert, such discrimination relies 
mainly on circumstantial evidence. 

Some orbs may be man-made plasma balls 
Chapter 10, “Fast random motion of an orb”, discussed a video of an orb 
which appeared suddenly in a cloud layer and moved rapidly in a random 
pattern for a few seconds before it disappeared. The speed of the orb during 
this particular frame was so great that it created a streak in the image. If the 
orb was indeed a ball of plasma that achieved the high velocity without 
leaving a trail, the plasma decay time after excitation had ceased must have 
been almost instantaneous. 

A calculation using the cloud ceiling and the camera's field of view gave an 
estimated velocity of 6 to 48 km/sec depending on an assumption about how 
the camera functioned. The orb's diameter was calculated to be about 5-10 
m. The video suggested that the orb behaved much like a moving spot of 
light on a wall from a rotating flashlight, including almost instantaneous 
reversals in direction of movement. Assuming the dynamics of the 
flashlight, the measured speed of the orb in the video could be produced by 
a ground-based projector rotating at a more manageable rate of about .8 to 
7 revolutions per sec. 

Put another way, the ball of light appeared to travel at 17 to 140 times the 
speed of sound. This kind of performance is unlikely for a self-propelled 
heavy object unless its mass or inertia were negated. That is thought to be 
impossible according to current physics. It is much more likely that a 
plasma ball was remotely created and manipulated by a device on the 
ground. How this might have been done is not in the public domain, but it 
is at least within the realm of possibility. 
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Chapter 12, “An aircraft and orb over England”, discussed another video 
which showed a spot of light in the sky dancing randomly around a mean 
position for about six minutes. This behavior is consistent with a projector 
on the ground vibrating slightly during its operation and causing jitter in the 
plasma ball's position. Perhaps the vibration was caused by an idling, 
mobile vehicle carrying the device. The rapid small movements would be 
possible only if the plasma decayed almost instantaneously after excitation 
ceased. 

Drawing in the sky with orbs 
A number of reports also mention luminous non-spherical shapes. In some 
cases, more complex objects appear to be constructed out of luminous balls 
of light. For example, a photograph of a fireball passing over Reading, 
England, shows what appear to be three connected orange-yellow orbs 
arranged in a triangular pattern (Figure 13.1). The colors are typical of 
plasmas consisting of nitrogen and oxygen found in the atmosphere. The 
shape of the object suggests that the technology enables plasma balls to be 
created relatively close to each other. 

This ability to arrange multiple orbs in close proximity was also seen in a 
video of the sky over Reading, England. The daytime video is discussed in 
Chapter 11, “More orb structures over England”. It showed an initial 
arrangement of three white orbs at the vertices of a small triangle. The 
triangle was transformed into a square following the rapid arrival of a fourth 

Figure 13.1. Colored balls of light in the UK. Credit for original 
image: Claire O’Regan (reproduced with permission) 
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orb. A video available from Amazon (URZI_UFO_CASE) shows other 
examples from Italy of drawings in the sky composed of individual orbs in 
close proximity. 

We can infer from these observations that a technology has been developed 
that can be used to draw objects in three-dimensional space using balls of 
plasma as voxels. Even more realistic objects might be seen in the sky when 
the technology is able to create smaller plasma balls in closer proximity. 

Reported sightings of more complex shapes suggest that a higher resolution 
has already been achieved. The two objects in Figure 13.2 were seen in 
Hoboken, New Jersey, USA (Vander Ploeg, 2011; Auld, 2016). The witness 
reported that "The objects changed shape and seemed like rounded squares 
coming apart then back together." These objects seem more solid than those 
photographed in the UK or Italy.	

Discussion 
The complex objects seen in the sky suggest that a novel technology has 
been developed. With this technology, three-dimensional digital images can 
be painted in the sky by creating small balls of plasma as voxels. How this 
might be done is not easily explained by the science in the public domain. 
Visible emissions from plasma in the upper atmosphere have been achieved 
using a large array of antennae built to stimulate the ionosphere (e.g., Kosch 
et al., 2004), but such an apparatus is unlikely to create the lower altitude 
plasma balls that have been reported. 

Figure 13.2. Constructs in the USA. Credit for original 
images: Doug Auld (reproduced with permission) 
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The expected properties of plasmas are typically not associated with 
observations of lights in the sky. Condon and Sullivan (1968, p. 750) 
discussed views expressed at a conference on plasmas. Participants with 
backgrounds in theoretical or experimental plasma physics agreed that 
containment of plasmas by magnetic fields under atmospheric conditions 
would likely not last more than a second or two. A large plasma would be 
expected to be hot, produce ozone and the smell of nitrous oxide, create 
convective air currents, cause electrical and acoustic noise, and be 
accompanied by unusual meteorological conditions. This suggests that balls 
of light are now created and maintained by a new technology which may 
even be based on a new physics (e.g., Bearden, 1984). The observed effects 
are generated near populated areas possibly using inconspicuous mobile 
equipment. 

The locations of the sightings discussed above suggest that some of this 
development may be taking place near Reading, England, and also 
somewhere in the northeastern USA. These might be independent activities, 
since the quality of the "paintings" in the USA seem different from the orb 
activities in the UK. Places in other countries such as Italy have also been 
linked to the development of such technology. 

Balls of light were associated with the appearance of some crop formations. 
Haselhoff (2001) analyzed a simple crop circle that had allegedly been 
created by a “ball of light” according to an eyewitness. He found that the 
elongation of the flattened plant nodes varied monotonically from the center 
of the circle to the edge. The pattern of node elongations was fit very well 
by a model of a source of electromagnetic radiation suspended 4.1 m above 
the center of the circle. The model implies that the plants fell over because 
of local heating of the moisture in the plant nodes by the radiation. A similar 
conclusion was reached earlier by Levingood and Talbot (1999). 

Such an effect on plants would have offered an opportunity to plasma 
researchers to practice control over positioning a ball of plasma. To 
maintain secrecy, they would have needed an application where the plasma 
ball had freedom of movement in the atmosphere yet did not attract 
attention to who was responsible. Creation of crop formations would offer 
a way to clandestinely measure the accuracy of positioning a plasma ball. 
Attributing the formations to aliens or to crop artists with stomping boards 
would provide the necessary misdirection. Flyovers of new crop formations 
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by military helicopters have been observed, and these would have obtained 
photographs for assessing the accuracy of the plasma ball control system. 

The MoD report suggested that orbs prior to 2000 may have been caused 
by particular configurations of naturally occurring electromagnetic fields. 
But there is considerable evidence that we are being visited by a nonhuman 
intelligence (e.g., Dolan, 2002, 2009; Kean, 2010), and perhaps some orbs 
appear because of their activities. If so, researchers may be working to 
understand and replicate that capability. Some plasma balls and plasma ball 
formations in the sky, as well as some crop formations on the ground, may 
have been created by military research programs, perhaps designed to 
understand extraterrestrial technology. 
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Effects of non-human technologies 
 

Whenever something really strange happens in the environment, there is an 
understandable tendency to explain it as the work of non-human entities. 
The entities are taken from the myths that underlie our understanding of 
reality, such as demons or angels, spirits from the spirit realm, 
extraterrestrial beings from other worlds, and so on. The first four chapters 
in this section describe communications that, explicitly or otherwise, 
suggest the involvement of non-human entities. It is up to us to figure out 
the purpose of the information communicated. The last chapter in the 
section discusses an energy that causes matter to disintegrate. This was 
initially said to be an other-worldly effect, but circumstantial evidence 
suggests that some human agencies now have the ability to generate the 
particular form of energy. 
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14. Scenes in clouds as extraterrestrial art forms 
Summary. A number of the author’s photographs of the sky contain 
representations of lifeforms in the clouds. Pareidolia does cause perception 
of familiar forms in clouds. Nevertheless, the complexity and artistic 
realism of some of these scenes suggest that there was more involved than 
a chance arrangement of cloud material. The photographs depict humanoid 
figures and other familiar lifeforms. One complex image containing 
humanoid forms also showed signs that an extraterrestrial craft was 
nearby, suggesting the image was created by a non-human artist on the 
craft. Several years later, four striking images appeared sequentially to the 
author during an interval of about 30 minutes. Such temporal clumping of 
recognizable images in the clouds is highly unusual and suggests that these 
images were created by an unseen hand. 

 

Several photographs taken by the author show representations in clouds of 
familiar human and animal lifeforms. These would usually be attributed to 
pareidolia, the recognition of forms in random organizations of matter. On 
the other hand, a case can be made that these organizations of cloud material 
were created by intelligent entities. There is evidence in one image in the 
form of a toroidal artifact that a craft was near the alleged artwork. Some 
examples of such an artifact were discussed in the earlier chapters. The torus 
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is believed to be a manifestation of the craft’s propulsion system and its 
presence in the image suggests that the object was a craft. 

Humanoid interaction  
The photograph of Figure 14.1a was taken in September, 2011. Figure 
14.1b shows the photograph with contrast enhanced using equalization. 
Figure 14.1c labels significant elements of the image for ease of reference. 
The image tells a story of an interaction between two humanoid entities.  

Although only a small sample of viewers have given feedback, it seems that 
the author’s interpretation of the image was not always shared by other 
people. In retrospect, the interpretation predicted events in the author’s life 
still to come at that time. If you are one of those who cannot accept the 
interpretation as given, please do accept it as the author’s strongly held view 
and read on. Perhaps the image was meant for him only. 

In Figure 14.1c, the representations of beings are arbitrarily labeled Alice 
and Bob to more easily tell their story. Alice and Bob are fictional names 
often used in the scientific literature as place holders for discussions (e.g., 
Rivest et al., 1978). That purpose serves us as well. Figure 14.1b clearly 
shows Alice’s mouth, nose, and eyes, and she even has a part in the hair on 
her head. Her head and body are reasonably proportioned, and she appears 

Figure 14.1a The original photo  
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to be kneeling or crouching beside Bob. Bob is lying on his back and Alice’s 
hand appears to extend into his wide-open mouth. Bob’s hand is on his 
chest, and his eye, nose, and mouth are also visible. He appears to be on a    

Figure 14.1b The equalized image 

Figure 14.1c The labelled scene 
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sled-like device or travois indicated by the tow rope attached next to his 
head. The image suggests that he is being dragged somewhere. 

The scene conveys rather intense emotional activity. Alice appears to be 
vocalizing loudly while holding Bob's mouth open, and Bob appears to be 
incapacitated and lying on his back. 

The bright spot illuminating Alice’s throat suggests that the energy of the 
throat chakra should guide interpretation of the photograph. A person with 
a balanced throat chakra has the ability to clearly and honestly express 
themselves. Alice's bright throat chakra would be consistent with her wide-
open mouth suggesting speech communication. Bob is the receiver of the 
information. He is apparently in dire straits and may need the information 
offered by Alice. 

Other elements in Figure 14.1c suggest who created the scene in the image. 
Near the top is an object positioned on a larger toroidal shape. As discussed 
in earlier chapters, the toroidal pattern in an image next to an extraterrestrial 
craft is believed to be a manifestation of the craft’s propulsion system. 
Therefore, the object in this image would be a craft. The artist who created 
the detailed imagery in the cloud may have been in the craft. 

A half hour of cloudscapes  
The images in this section were all recorded on the same day, the morning 
of June 10, 2017, within a short time interval of about 30 minutes. That they 
appeared in such a short time was remarkable. The author recognized the 
images as representations of living organisms including humans. 

 The diver  
The photograph of Figure 14.2 was taken at 10:54. The image was cropped 
from the center of the original photograph. The contrast was slightly 
enhanced using equalization.  

The image shows a human figure as if it were leaping from a diving board 
into a pool of water. The arms are stretched overhead, the almost spherical 
head is tilted downward, and one knee is bent while the other is straight. 
The diver’s goggles are just visible over the left eye, and crude 
representations of fingers are seen on the left hand. 
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The seahorse and riders 
The photograph of Figure 14.3a was taken at 11:09. The equalization 
process brought out many details in the image as seen in Figure 14.3b. 

Figure 14.3a  Seahorse and riders 

Figure 14.2 Cloud image of a diver 
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The subject of the presumed creation is the image of a seahorse, and on its 
back are the faces of two riders that could be described as a dog on the left 

Figure 14.3b  The image enhanced with equalization 

Figure 14.3c  A heart shape behind the 
beings on the seahorse 
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and a rabbit on the right. Behind the rabbit is the face of a being that might 
be humanoid. 

Figure 14.3c shows an enlarged view of a heart shape visible behind and 
above the riders of the seahorse. The heart suggests the interpretation that 
the various lifeforms are bound together by love.  

The arachnid 
The slightly enhanced photograph seen in Figure 14.4 was taken at 11:16. 
The subject was thought at first to be an insect or an arachnid like a spider. 
Insects have faceted compound eyes and three sections to the body, while 
an arachnid could have as few as two eyes and two sections to the body. 
The entity in the image has these properties of an arachnid. Notice also the 
proboscis and the detail in the eye. 

 

 

 

Figure 14.4  An arachnid in the sky 
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The profile of a human 
The photograph of Figure 14.5 was taken at 11:25. On the right side of this 
image, the features of an adult human male face are clearly visible. A tuft 
of hair overhangs the forehead, there are eyebrows and a nose, a mouth with 
upper incisor teeth and a lower jaw with teeth, and a chin. A pair of glasses 
appears to be resting on the bridge of the nose. The breath is implied by the 
puffs of cloud near both the mouth and the nostrils. 

Discussion 
The photograph of Figure 14.1a was taken in 2011 and is the most 
meaningful in the set. It is now known to predict what was then the author’s 
future. The image appears to represent the main focus of the author’s 
activities during the years to come. Unbeknownst to him at the time, he was 
about to undertake the extended task of documenting conversations 
between human interviewers and extraterrestrial beings speaking through a 
medium (Hamden and Treurniet, 2020; Treurniet and Hamden, 2022a, 
2022b). Bob’s apparent dire straits symbolized the human condition well. 

Figure 14.5  Face of a human male 
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Alice's apparently animated speech activity and the illumination of her 
throat chakra emphasized creativity, communication, and sharing of truth 
as the theme of the artwork. The throat chakra is “the way of inspired 
creativity, seeking and sharing of the truth. It is the way of standing up for 
what you believe, saying no when you need to, and being open and honest 
in what you say” (THROAT_CHAKRA). The simulated emanations from the 
craft down towards Alice suggested that her information would come from 
a higher source. Bob, the other humanoid, was in dire straits and his welfare 
seemed important to Alice. 

The being who created the scene was obviously familiar with the human 
chakra symbol system. In the yoga tradition, the chakras are associated with 
seed sounds that activate a particular energy when said aloud (SEED_SOUND1, 
SEED_SOUND2). The seed sound of the fifth or throat chakra is “HAM”. This 
syllable points to the medium, Paul Hamden, who the author would meet 
the following year. The Zeta information would come through the medium. 
The relation between the seed sound and the medium’s name implies that 
he was to be part of the communication process represented by Alice.  

Amazingly, to the author at least, the scene in the sky accurately foresaw 
the arrival of the information from the extraterrestrial source symbolized by 
Alice, that the information was to be creative, truthful and honest, and that 
it was meant to benefit the human race symbolized by Bob. In retrospect, 
the information given is critical for the evolution of human consciousness. 
The cosmology brought by the extraterrestrial beings contains a worldview 
desperately needed by the human race mired in the illusion of materialism. 

With regard to the remaining images, it is rare for such recognizable, 
detailed images to be seen as cloud formations in the sky, much less 
clumped together in time. Perhaps extraterrestrial beings were in the 
neighborhood and playfully exercised their artistic talent by creating the 
four works of art. More than that, they came with love as suggested by the 
heart shape in Figure 14.3c. 

On a warm and sunny day in the summer of 2019, another cloud image was 
experienced. This time, it was animated and too brief to record on video. It 
appeared in the sky at the start of a morning walk directly in front of the 
author on the path taken. The image was like the face of a dog. Almost 
immediately, a tongue came out of its mouth and swept upward, spreading 
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cloud particles simulating saliva as it went. The wind that day was an 
unremarkable breeze and would not have caused such rapid cloud 
movement. The emotion of joy or delight stirred by the image still 
accompanies the thought to this day. After the greeting, the image quickly 
dispersed.  

This experience was reminiscent of another animated sighting in 2007 when 
the author saw balls of light in the sky during a sunny midday. Two small 
white spheres appeared above a blue opening in the clouds. Both spheres 
moved rapidly toward each other and downward through the opening. They 
then halted suddenly as if a transparent barrier had been encountered, and 
both instantaneously became wispy, horizontal tendrils of cloud material. 
The speed of the spheres was too great for them to be cloud material, and 
their relative motion in opposite directions was inconsistent with any 
possible scenario involving air currents.  The feeling immediately after the 
sighting was of a slightly altered state of consciousness.  

Like the movements of the spheres, the “kiss” thrown by the image of the 
dog was inconsistent with the stillness of the surrounding clouds. Both 
experiences seemed objectively real, but both may have been perceptions 
implanted in the mind by an invisible companion. The interviews with the 
extraterrestrial beings revealed that they have the ability to do that. The 
heart displayed in Figure 14.3c and the joy felt with the “kiss” suggest it 
was done with love. 
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15. Images from a non-human intelligence 
Summary. Two videos, recorded at different times on a trail camera, 
contained still images that appeared to have a non-human origin. The first 
image showed what appears to be the Alpha Centauri binary star system. It 
included the accompanying star, Proxima Centauri, which has properties 
known to astronomers. The evidence identifying this star system is 
discussed. A second image received about three months later was of a 
conical object superimposed over the normal garden scene. The shape was 
thought to represent a portal technology that sent the images from one 
realm to another.   

 

Alison, who lives in Nottinghamshire, England, loves the animals that come 
to visit her garden at night. She has a motion sensitive trail camera that takes 
videos of visitors such as owls, foxes and hedgehogs that come to feed. The 
camera is tied to a post approximately three inches above ground level. 

The camera is a VicTsing Trail Camera. It has 44 LEDs that emit infrared 
light to illuminate the scene. The LEDs are said to be low-glow, but some 
visible light is still emitted that can likely be seen by the animals. A 1080P 
video recording begins 500 msec after detection of motion with a passive 
infrared (PIR) motion sensor. The range of motion detection is 20 meters. 

On two different occasions, in January and March, 2018, the camera 
recorded a still image in video format that was thought to have an 
extraterrestrial origin. Possible interpretations of the anomalous images are 
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proposed in this chapter. The images are scientifically important because 
they show what seem to be (1) a relatively close image of the Alpha 
Centauri binary star system, and (2) an image of a portal technology. 

Image of a binary star system 
On January 6, 2018, the trail camera recorded a static image on video that 
is shown in Figure 15.1. The two white areas are saturated and attempts to 
enhance the image revealed no internal structure. However, some tendrils 
extending from the boundaries of the areas are wound around each other, 
and some are curved to give the illusion of a three-dimensional 
embankment around the white area. These structures suggest that the white 
areas represent real objects and are not artifacts created in the camera. 

The two larger white areas in Figure 15.1 might be images of the stars in 
the Alpha Centauri binary system, the nearest star system to our own. It 
consists of the binary star, Alpha Centauri A and Alpha Centauri B. In the 
image, the shape of each presumed star is not spherical, which might be 
attributed to mutual gravitational attraction. The smaller light to the right of 
the larger white areas could represent a third star known as Proxima 
Centauri which is included by astronomers in the Alpha Centauri system. It 

Figure 15.1  A presumed binary star system. Credit for original 
image: Alison Kirkbride (reproduced with permission) 
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is a red dwarf star 0.24 light-years away from the binary star. Proxima 
Centauri is known to have an earth-like planet named Proxima b, as well as 
the recently discovered Proxima c (Damasso et al., 2020).  

A NASA Hubble telescope image of the Alpha Centauri binary system is 
shown in Figure 15.2 (HUBBLE_ALPHA, 2016). The apparent discrepancies 
between the relative sizes of the presumed stars in Figures 15.1 and the stars 
of Figure 15.2 could be due to differences in viewing angle. There are 
innumerable radial features around each star in the Hubble image, and the 
star bodies are not quite spherical. These features seem to correspond to 
properties of the presumed binary star in the image of Figure 15.1. 

The presumed star, Proxima Centauri, was cropped from the image in 
Figure 15.1 and is shown enhanced in Figure 15.3. The image indicates 
there is dust in the region around the star.  

An ESO Science Release (ESO1735, 2017) said, "The ALMA Observatory 
in Chile has detected dust around the closest star to the Solar System, 
Proxima Centauri. These new observations reveal the glow coming from 
cold dust in a region between one to four times as far from Proxima 
Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The data also hint at the presence of 
an even cooler outer dust belt and may indicate the presence of an elaborate 
planetary system." The structure in the dust mentioned in the ESO report 

Figure 15.2  NASA image of Alpha Centauri A and B. 
Image credit: ESA/NASA 
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can be seen in the image of Figure 15.3. A circular transition from dense to 
less dense dust may be discerned, and it could define the inner and outer 
dust belts mentioned in the report. 

The ESO report also said that conditions around Proxima Centauri are right 
for the presence of an "elaborate planetary system". In the image of Figure 
15.3, the presumed star appears to be surrounded by many small objects. 
These could be three-dimensional objects like planets. Features of the 
image are consistent with human astronomical knowledge and suggest that 
the central object is indeed an image of the star, Proxima Centauri.  

Possible image of a portal 
On March 10, 2018, just before 6 AM, another mysterious anomaly 
appeared on the trail camera video. The familiar garden scene was portrayed 
for the first 20 seconds. Then a conical object was suddenly superimposed 
on the left side of the image. It remained there until the video ended after a 

Figure 15.3  Presumed star Proxima Centauri 
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further 35 seconds. A view of the object in the otherwise normal garden 
scene is shown in Figure 15.4. 

The anomalous object did not appear instantaneously. This was determined 
by advancing the video a frame at a time. The brightness of the object was 
initially at a low level and increased to a maximum over four frames (~160 
msec). This level was maintained for about three frames (~120 msec). The 
brightness then reduced slightly and remained constant until the end of the 
video. 

The conical object in the figure has a funnel shape sometimes associated 
with a portal. A portal is thought to be a quick way to travel between two 
points in space via a higher-dimensional “wormhole” (e.g., Redd, 2017). It 
would have had to switch on and off very quickly in order to account for 
the almost instantaneous changes in the recordings.  

Discussion 
The image of Figure 15.1 appears somewhat similar to the Alpha Centauri 
binary star system which includes the star, Proxima Centauri. The presumed 
star appears to be surrounded by layers of dust clouds discussed in an 
astrophysical report. The existence of many planets around the star was also 
predicted, and the image shows features that could indeed be planets. The 

Figure 15.4  A mysterious conical object. Credit for original 
image: Alison Kirkbride (reproduced with permission) 
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image implies that someone had the ability to approach the Alpha Centauri 
system four light years from Earth.  

The second image may show portal technology that may have brought the 
images to the trail camera. If it is indeed a portal, the image shows an ability 
to travel from one vibrational state to another. This, of course, implies a 
multidimensional reality. 
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16. An image decoding algorithm in a crop circle 
Summary. A crop formation that appeared near Wilton Windmill, Wiltshire, 
on May 22, 2010, contains data simultaneously representing two 
meaningful text strings and four images showing familiar objects. One text 
string is a form of the mathematical equation known as Euler's identity. The 
other text string was interpreted as an algorithm for decoding a stream of 
bytes to an image format. The decoding algorithm was applied to data also 
obtained from the Wilton Windmill crop formation. Remarkably, four low 
resolution but meaningful images were decoded from the same data set by 
ordering the bits in different ways. The same algorithm was applied to data 
obtained from the 2002 Crabwood crop formation and to a bit stream that 
was said to originate from a UFO encounter in Rendlesham Forest, 
England. Again, meaningful images emerged from both data sets. The 
nature of the images and how they were represented suggest that non-
human entities were the authors of the images. 

 

In May, 2010, a crop formation appeared near Wilton Windmill, Wiltshire, 
England. The formation was found to represent bits of information that 
encoded a famous mathematical formula. This chapter shows that an 
additional text string as well as four recognizable images were also encoded 
in the formation. The second text string was interpreted as a high-level 
algorithm for decoding the images. Unexpectedly, the same algorithm 
decoded a meaningful image from the 2002 Crabwood crop formation. 
Even more surprisingly, images were also decoded from a bit sequence that 
came from the UFO encounter at Rendlesham Forest, England, in 1980. 
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The 2010 Wilton Windmill crop circle 
A photograph of the Wilton Windmill formation created in May of 2010 
may be found on several websites (e.g., Pringle, 2010a; Moore, 2010). The 
circular formation had twelve equally spaced radial lines, and up to eight 
arcs of different lengths projecting from either side of each line. The 
appearance of the formation suggested to a number of people that bit 
sequences interpretable as ASCII characters might be represented there. 

This was confirmed when a text string was decoded from the flattened 
vegetation which took the form of Euler’s identity, a famous mathematical 
formula (Moore, 2010). An arc at a given position was read as a 1 and the 
absence of an arc was read as a 0. On one side of each radial line, the bit 
nearest the center was always 0, and only this side was used. Since the bit 
nearest the center was constant, it was ignored. The remaining seven-bit 
positions represented a 7-bit ASCII character code, starting from the second 
bit position and moving towards the circumference. Successive characters 
were read from adjacent radial lines moving in the clockwise direction. The 
decoded text string "e^(hi)pi)1=0" was recognized as a close approximation 
to "e ^ (i pi) + 1 = 0", the correct form of the equation (e.g., Pringle, 2010b). 

Another text string was found later by an anonymous participant in an on-
line discussion group, but it was not recognized as meaningful. Each 
character in this string was decoded from the other side of each radial line, 
with bits read from the circumference towards the center. Again, the bit 
nearest the center was ignored since it was constant. The text string 
",But45x459!y" decoded from this data can be interpreted as a high-level 
algorithm for transforming 8-bit symbols into a visual format. 

The string contains two numbers, 45x459, that are each divisible by nine. 
They may be rewritten as 9x9x255. The number 255 is the maximum 
decimal value of an 8-bit (or byte) code that represents the intensity of a 
pixel in a grayscale image. The 9x9 could specify the size in pixels of an 
image array. Finally, the ‘!y’ characters could mean that the bits in each ‘y’ 
byte are to be negated. The ‘!’ symbol is the logical NOT operator in some 
computer programming languages. Therefore, a translation of the original 
text string would be ", but see the image decoded using a 9x9 array of bytes 
with bits inverted". 
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But where in the formation is the byte array to be decoded into an image? 
Is it possible that it is hidden, waiting to be found? Sufficient information 
to encode an image was found in a reconstruction of the formation by Zef 
Damen (Damen, 2010). His reconstruction lines offered a way to decode 36 
bytes of data which would be enough to represent a 9x4 image array. Figure 
16.1 shows his drawing of the formation that includes the relevant 
construction lines as dashed lines.  

The approach to finding the data took advantage of the observation that the 
arcs projecting from the 12 radii in the formation are not all the same length. 
Between each pair of dashed lines left in from the reconstruction process 

Figure 16.1  Construction lines on a drawing of the Wilton Windmill 
formation. Credit: Zef Damen, (reproduced with permission) 
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there are a different number of bits of the arcs. Each bit encountered 
represented a 1 for that bit position, else that position was a 0. This basis 
for bit assignment can be seen in the diagram of Figure 16.1. Eight bits of 
data are found between each pair of dotted lines, giving a total of 288 bits 
or 36 bytes of data, sufficient for a 9x4 image array. 

How the bits should be read was not obvious since at least four ways were 
identified. It so happened that a choice was not necessary since each of the 
four ways yielded a different and apparently meaningful image. The starting 
point was always the radial line marked by the X in Figure 16.1, since this 
gave the first symbol of Euler's formula. As in the decoding of the formula, 
successive bits or bytes were obtained by moving only in the clockwise 
direction. The meaningfulness of the relatively simple decoded images is 
subjective, of course, but the proposed interpretations should be acceptable 
to most viewers. 

For the first image, the order of the bits was suggested by the trigonometric 
form of Euler's formula, which can be expressed in terms of the sine and 
cosine. The bits in the first byte were read from the center to the 
circumference between each pair of dotted lines. Moving clockwise to the 
adjacent pair of dotted lines, the second byte was read from the 
circumference to the center, the third was read from the center to the 
circumference, etc. This sinusoidal pattern continued until all 36 bytes were 
constructed. Then according to the high-level decoding algorithm described 
above, the bits were inverted and the byte values were assigned to a 9x4 
array of image pixels. The result was the image shown on the left in the first 
row of Figure 16.2.  

On the right is the image smoothed with a Gaussian filter. The filter 
removes high frequency components introduced by the edges of the blocks 
representing individual pixels. The image is easily interpreted as the frontal 
view of a humanoid figure with head tilted to the side and left arm waving.  

If we think of the order of the bits in the previous image as being read in 
sine phase, we can construct a second image by reading the bits in cosine 
phase. To do this, the bits in the first byte were read from the circumference 
to the center, the second was read from center to the circumference, the third 
was read from circumference to the center, etc. This pattern continued until 
all 36 bytes were constructed. After inverting the bits, the bytes were again 
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assigned to the 9x4 pixel array. The result is shown in the second row of 
Figure 16.2. Remarkably, the smoothed version is a similar humanoid 
figure, this time turned sideways and appearing to be stepping away while 
waving with the right arm. 

For the third image found in the formation, each byte was built up of bits 
assigned from the center to the circumference between every pair of 
adjacent dashed lines progressing clockwise. Then the bits were inverted 
and the resulting byte value assigned to a pixel of the 9x4 grayscale image. 
The result was the image shown in Figure 16.3. The smoothed version is 
interpreted as a face with large ears as in a drawing of a bunny in a child's 
book. 

Figure 16.2  A hand-waving humanoid 

Figure 16.3  A bunny with ears 
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For the fourth image, the bits were organized according to their positions in 
the eight concentric circles. That is, the bits were read by going around each 
consecutive circle in the clockwise direction, beginning at the inner circle. 
As before, the algorithm inverted the bits and assigned the resulting byte 
value to a pixel of the 9x4 grayscale image. The result was the image in 
Figure 16.4. The smoothed version is interpreted as a child riding a tricycle. 

In retrospect, the appearance of each image is intuitively related to the 
ordering of the bits yielding that image. In Figure 16.2, the two images 
resulted from the up-and-down ordering of the bit arrays forming each byte 
as suggested by the trigonometric form of Euler's formula. This sinusoidal 
pattern corresponds to the implied motion of the waving arm in each image. 
Also, one bipedal figure appears to be turned 90 degrees to the side relative 
to the other figure, and opposing arms are raised. These differences 
correspond to the sine/cosine phase difference. As an aside, the reason for 
the apparent error in the decoded Euler's identity now seems obvious. The 
incorrect "hi" substring is telling us that the raised arms in the images are 
to be interpreted as a greeting. 

The image of Figure 16.3 also appears to be related to the particular bit 
order used in its construction. The alert raised ears of the bunny correspond 
to the diverging construction lines in Figure 16.1 guiding the strictly inner-
to-outer ordering of the bits. Also, the image of Figure 16.4 was obtained 
by going around circles of different radii to form the bytes. Of course, the 
most prominent features of a tricycle are its circular, different-sized wheels. 

Figure 16.4  A child on a tricycle 
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It is nothing short of amazing that the set of bits in this formation are 
arranged so that two interpretable text strings and four meaningful images 
could be decoded simply by choosing different bit ordering schemes. Not 
only was the same set of bits used, but the bit values on each side of a given 
radial line in the formation were constrained to be complementary. That is, 
if a 1 were represented on one side of a line, then the other side of the line 
represented a 0, and vice versa. Successfully encoding this much 
meaningful text and image information in such a co-dependent way is very 
unlikely to have happened by chance. Perhaps it was done by optimizing an 
appropriate cost function, if one could even be defined. 

That these particular images were decoded as intended is supported by the 
similarity of the two images of Figure 16.2. The data were sampled 
according to the sinusoidal hints from Euler's formula. Each image showed 
a humanoid figure with an arm raised perhaps in greeting. The obvious 
conceptual similarity of these two images is persuasive confirmation that 
the decoding algorithm and the data sampling scheme were applied as 
intended. 

The 2002 Crabwood crop formation 
The image decoding algorithm obtained from the Wilton Windmill 
formation was also applied to an existing binary data set derived from the 
Crabwood crop formation discovered much earlier in 2002. 

The Crabwood formation appeared in August, 2002, and may be seen in the 
article by Pringle (2002). The formation shows a representation of an alien 
being leaning through a rectangular portal. The being’s outstretched hand 
supports a disk shape peppered with clumps of crop organized in a spiral 
array like a phonograph record. It is already known to contain a binary-
encoded text message.  

The binary code on the disk was interpreted as a sequence of ASCII 
characters soon after the formation appeared. The sequence yielded the 
following message (Collie, 2007).  

"Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN PROMISES. Much 
PAIN but still time. 

BELIEVE. There is GOOD out there. We oPpose DECEPTION. Conduit 
CLOSING\" 
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The existence of a second message in the data set was suggested by the odd 
mixture of upper- and lower-case letters. Perhaps capital letters were 
substituted for lower-case letters in order to improve the encoding of an 
image in the same sequence of bits.  

The first 81 bytes of the sequence provided by Collie were processed by the 
image decoding algorithm, and the resulting 9x9 image is shown in Figure 
16.6.  

The right side of the smoothed image appears to show a bipedal figure in 
motion. The strategic placement of lighter and darker areas gives the body 
a 3-dimensional appearance, with the head and one leg projected towards 
the viewer. The left side of the image may be interpreted as a three-fingered 
right hand. The hand appears to extend towards the viewer because of its 
disproportionately large size. The image appears to be a representation of a 
bipedal figure extending a three-fingered hand in greeting. 

The 1980 Rendlesham Forest UFO Incident 
A well-known encounter with UFOs occurred during two nights after 
Christmas, 1980, in southern England. Mysterious lights seen in 
Rendlesham Forest were investigated by personnel from the nearby 
American military base at Bentwaters. A description of the reported events 
can be found in Pope et al. (2014). 

During the first night of the event, Sgt. James Penniston was among a group 
of people who investigated moving lights spotted in the forest near the 
military base. During the investigation, Penniston approached a strange 
glowing object on the ground. When he touched it with his hand, the object 
increased in brightness. Almost 30 years later, he revealed that he then 

Figure 16.6  A biped extending a hand 
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experienced telepathic communication with the object. He learned that the 
object was from our future and was involved in a project to save future 
humanity from genetic degradation. He also received a download of 
uninterpretable binary data into his mind. The data persisted in his mind 
until he wrote it down in his notebook after returning home. 

18.3.1 The first image 
In the fall of 2010, Penniston released the first five pages of the notebook 
to the public. The data on the pages consisted of a long sequence of 1's and 
0's. When the sequence was treated as a continuous stream of 8-bit ASCII 
character codes, a string of text was obtained. 

Some embedded words were interpretable, but the text as a whole did not 
make much sense. Perhaps it should have been decoded as an image instead. 
The word ‘EXPLORATION’ was at the beginning of the character 
sequence. It was spelled correctly and may have been intended to mark the 
beginning of image data. If so, communicating an image would have been 
the primary purpose of the download to Penniston’s mind. 

Figure 16.7 shows the image decoded from the initial 81 bytes of 
Penniston's binary code using the algorithm given by the Wilton Windmill 
crop formation. The image was again smoothed with a Gaussian filter. 

The image appeared to show the profile of a being like a sitting cat or dog, 
facing left, with its tail curled up over its back on the right. 

18.3.2 The second image 
In the spring of 2014, the book by Pope et al. (2014) on the 1980 
Rendlesham Forest incident was published, which described events 

Figure 16.7   First image from the Rendlesham code 
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surrounding the landing of the UFO. It included the remainder of the 
sequence of binary codes said to have been downloaded into Penniston's 
mind when he touched the mysterious craft.  

According to the decoding algorithm from the Wilton Windmill crop 
formation, a second image should begin after 81 bytes, or 648 bits from the 
beginning of the data. Again, the ASCII text decoded after the first 81 bytes 
made little sense. This sequence of bits was then decoded as a 9x9 image 
using the Wilton Windmill decoding algorithm. The resulting image 
smoothed with a Gaussian filter is shown in Figure 16.8. 

Like the other low-resolution images, it is a cartoon-like representation. It 
is readily interpreted as a person standing on the right looking left, and 
another person, seated in the upper left quadrant facing right. The seated 
person appears to be sitting on something with wheels, and the standing 
person appears to be pushing something with wheels. 

General Discussion 
The image decoding algorithm is the common thread connecting the Wilton 
Windmill and Crabwood crop formation designs and the Rendlesham 
Forest UFO sighting. The same algorithm decoded recognizable images 
from data obtained from the three different events. A striking feature is the 
temporal relations among the events. The algorithm appeared about eight 
years after the 2002 Crabwood formation appeared, and even longer after 
the data from Rendlesham was said to have been received in 1980. This 
means that the decoding algorithm was part of a long-term plan initiated 
before 1980 by an unknown agency. This plan would allow us to see the 
images, but only after 2010. 

Figure 16.8. Second image from the Rendlesham code 
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Who we think this agency might be is influenced to some extent by our 
interpretation of the Rendlesham Forest event. Either alien entities were 
present there, or a human agency wanted us to believe they were. By his 
own account, Penniston’s mind was manipulated by the download of the 
data by some agency. Was this agency from beyond our space and time as 
he was told? Did it have the ability to maintain the data in his mind for a 
period of time as he says? Or was it a human agency with sufficient 
expertise in mind control to modify his perception of reality? A human 
agency might have made Penniston believe it was an alien download, and 
then placed pages of encoded image data in his notebook. Whether human 
or alien, the agency involved must have defined both the decoding 
algorithm and the encoded image data. 

Because of the shared algorithm, the same agency that staged the 
Rendlesham experience must also have designed the Crabwood and Wilton 
Windmill crop formations. There has been considerable controversy over 
the years about who should be given credit for making crop formations. 
Undoubtedly, some have been made using simple equipment to 
mechanically flatten the crop. However, others have been made with more 
sophisticated methods. For example, Haselhoff (2001) found in his analysis 
of a simple crop circle that the elongation of the flattened plant nodes varied 
monotonically from the center of the circle to the edge. A witness had 
observed a ball of light floating above the field where this particular circle 
appeared. Haselhoff assumed that the ball of light emitted electromagnetic 
radiation which caused the plant nodes to stretch because of local heating. 
The pattern of node elongations was fit very well by a model of a source of 
electromagnetic radiation suspended 4.1 m above the center of the circle. A 
similar conclusion was reported earlier by Levingood and Talbot (1999). 

There is as yet no suitable human technology in the public domain that can 
create and manipulate such balls of light. This does not mean that the human 
technology does not exist. It is a given that the results of covert military 
research typically remain secret until they are no longer of value to a 
potential enemy. In particular, we know that the UK Ministry of Defense 
has expressed a strong interest in developing technology to create plasma 
balls high in the sky (Defense Intelligence Analysis Staff, 2006). If this 
research has been successful, such technology might be used today to create 
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crop formations as well. But would it have progressed far enough by 2002 
to create the Crabwood formation? 

A distinction could be made between the design and the actual making of 
crop formations. The Crabwood formation could have been designed by a 
good graphic artist, but its creation in the field would have required a special 
talent. Construction of the complex formation in a short time would have 
required extraordinary methods and technology. Nevertheless, several 
expert crop circle investigators were convinced in 2002 that the formation 
was man-made. It had to be, because it contained digitally encoded English 
text. However, there was no physical evidence to support this opinion. 

The Wilton Windmill formation, on the other hand, would have been 
relatively easy to make using mechanical methods, but very difficult to 
design. Remember that the same set of bits in the formation represented 
multiple text strings and images. The required organization of the bits might 
have been determined by solving a mathematical optimization problem. A 
solution is typically found by minimizing a cost function tailored to the 
problem. However, a cost function would be complex and difficult to define 
in this case. Sophisticated resources would be needed to solve the problem. 

It appears that carrying out the implied plan required a number of 
extraordinary capabilities: the ability to manipulate human perceptions, to 
display completely novel flight technologies, to create very complex crop 
formations, and to solve sophisticated optimization problems. If there is no 
human agency that can do all this, then we may have seen the results of 
extraterrestrial technology at work. 

It is also possible that there was collaboration between extraterrestrial and 
covert human agencies. Extraterrestrial technologies may have done the 
really difficult things, such as manipulating Penniston’s memory, designing 
the Wilton Windmill formation, and implementing the Crabwood formation 
design. Human collaborators may have helped things along by, for example, 
tampering with Penniston's notebook and enlisting crop artists to implement 
the Wilton Windmill design. 

Certainly, we would like to know who is behind the strategy to present the 
images to the world. Thanks to the images from Rendlesham Forest, we 
know that the plan was initiated more than 30 years ago. Why would 
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someone plan that long ago to make the images available to us now? Too 
much time and effort were expended for it all to be a mere practical joke. 

The rather benign contents of the images offer a clue about authorship. 
There are friendly waves and what appears to be an offered handshake from 
humanoid figures. There is the face of a fuzzy animal, a child riding a 
tricycle, a seated cat or dog, and people engaged in some kind of innocuous 
activity. Figure 16.9 shows the collection of images. 

Three of the seven images offer greetings, and the remaining four depict 
harmless animals and people at work or play. The implied message seems 
to be that we should not fear the authors of the images when we eventually 
meet. Since this message would be trivial if the source were a human 
agency, we may infer that the authors are probably not human or are 
representing non-human entities. 

 

Figure 16.9   Collection of images from all sources 
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17. Audio pulses from the Scole experiment 
Summary. During several sittings in the Scole physical mediumship 
experiment, audio signals were recorded from a special decoder designed 
for that purpose. The audio contained sequences of pulses said to encode 
messages sent from another realm. The recordings from two sittings were 
processed and analyzed as digital image data. The image from each sitting 
contained a bar pattern with an orientation that varied with image width. 
The orientation of the bar pattern was not vertical as expected if it were a 
test pattern. It could be made vertical only by deleting pixels from the data 
stream at periodic intervals. Novel properties of a communications channel 
could explain the apparent insertion of data. Consistent with the alleged 
source of the messages, these channel properties could be attributed to 
vibrating realm boundaries. 

 

The Scole experiment on physical mediumship took place from 1993 to 
1998 in Scole, England. The core group of four people met as often as twice 
a week. Robin Foy, who participated as one of the sitters, extensively 
documented each of the sittings in a book (Foy, 2008) which reads like a 
diary. Two of the sitters acted as mediums and were almost always in an 
unconscious trance state. The group developed a friendly working 
relationship with spirit entities speaking through either of the mediums. 

The group was introduced to a special “Trans-dimensional 
Communications” device (or TDC) by a spirit team member said to be the 
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deceased Thomas Edison. A schematic of the device was given to the sitters 
during a séance in an image that appeared on film in an unopened 
unexposed film pack. The image included a signature that was very similar 
to Edison's own while he was alive. The schematic is publicly available and 
the circuit appears relatively easy to construct.  

An important feature of the circuit is a germanium crystal said to optimize 
reception of spirit communication “on a one-to-one basis with remote and 
distant dimensions.” The device was general purpose as it received voice, 
music, and also information encoded as a series of clicks. 

The sitters were informed by the spirit team that the latter were messages 
“composed of pulses, which were actually around us 24 hours a day, every 
day. They came from a very far dimension and had been amplified through 
the germanium device” (Foy, 2008, p. 425). 
The encoded information received as a train of clicks was heard in 1997 
during the sessions of July 14, 16, 20, and 22. According to the spirit team, 
the data received on July 14 were two messages intertwined, so it is 
perceived to be of lesser value. The possibility that the data was Morse code 
was rejected, but no other interpretation was suggested. The recordings 
from the July 16 and 20 sessions were shared with the author, and both were 
processed and analyzed in the same way.  
It should be said that the results of the Scole experiment had both fans and 
detractors in a group of respected scientists who spoke out on the subject. 
Detractors were not convinced that all possible controls had been applied in 
the experiments, while others were willing to accept the evidence as 
observed and reported. 

However, the general level of confidence in the procedures followed should 
be a minor issue with respect to the work described in this paper. The reader 
needs only to accept that the data was recorded from an unknown source in 
the manner described by Foy (2008). Just the four regular sitters were 
present during the July 16 and 20 sittings, but a number of guest sitters that 
included scientists can attest to the functionality of the TDC device in other 
sittings.  
The analysis found that the data sets have unusual properties that are 
difficult to explain even if they were transmitted by a conventional source. 
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An unconventional channel consistent with the claimed source of the 
messages is proposed to account for apparent anomalies in the data. 

Audio processing 
Each analogue recording was digitized at 44100 Hz. The clicks, which 
sound like fast typing on a mechanical typewriter, were clearly audible but 
embedded in considerable background noise. Figure 17.1 shows a visual 
sample of the original audio recording.  

Much of this noise was removed by hi-pass filtering and by subtraction of 
the noise spectrum. Figure 17.2 shows a sample of the resulting audio data, 
and the clicks are now clearly visible. The levels of the clicks are quite 
variable, with some reduced almost to the level of the remaining noise. The 
following describes the steps taken to arrive at a meaningful interpretation 
of the clicks. 

Figure 17.1   A sample of the original audio recording 

Figure 17.2   A sample of audio after noise removal 
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An autocorrelation analysis took an arbitrary 1-sec sample from near the 
beginning of the sequence of clicks, and correlated it with successive 
overlapping 1-sec samples of the audio. Figure 17.3 shows a piece of the 
resulting autocorrelation function.  

The figure shows that the correlation spiked at equidistant intervals. The 
interval between spikes was the same as the shortest time between adjacent 
clicks in the original audio. This suggests that the time between successive 
clicks was the same whenever there were clicks. By inspection, larger gaps 
separating adjacent clicks had a duration that were integer multiples of the 
basic interval shown by the autocorrelation. It seems that the sender decided 
to send a pulse, or not to send a pulse, at fixed intervals.  

The clicks in the audio were not well localized because of ringing in the 
electronic circuitry, so the exact location of a click was hard to quantify 
accurately. In order to convert the clicks to numeric values by computer, 
the computer needed to identify unambiguously the positions of the clicks 
and to differentiate them from the surrounding noise. Most of the 

Figure 17.3   The audio autocorrelation function 

Figure 17.4   A sample of the clicks in the computed audio envelope 
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uncertainty regarding position was removed by calculating the envelope of 
the audio using the Hilbert transform as shown in Figure 17.4. The clicks 
are better defined and more amenable to further processing to convert 
automatically to a numeric format. 

The duration of the longest uninterrupted sequence of clicks was 10.3 
minutes in the July 16 data and 4.8 minutes in the July 20 data. These audio 
sample were extracted from the original files and the noise was removed as 
described. The sampling rate was changed to 8000 Hz to reduce the amount 
of data to process, and the envelopes of the audio were computed. The time 
interval between successive pulses was observed to be about 85.5 msec, or 
a frequency of 11.7 pulses/sec. The intervals rarely deviated from this value 
by more than 0.5 percent, with an occasional deviation up to 3 percent. 

Decoding the data 
We do not know what the data is intended to represent. We humans encode 
characters in text messages using standardized digital encoding schemes 
such as ASCII. However, if we allow that the source may be off-planet, it 
is unlikely that a message would use an earth-bound coding scheme. 
Further, the sender is unlikely to know any of our languages. It is more 
likely that the data represented an image if we assume that the sender also 
experiences a spatial domain.  

The presence or absence of a pulse in the envelope could be interpreted as 
a decision to send a binary 1 or 0. However, there may be additional useful 
information in the varying heights of the pulses. Each pulse might represent 
the grey level of an image pixel.  

Since the pulses in the envelope are placed at multiples of a fixed interval, 
long gaps do not interfere with the predicted position of the next pulse. The 
height of a pulse found at or near a predicted location can be taken to 
represent the brightness of an image pixel in a greyscale image. 

The size of the image is not given, so that was investigated empirically. 
Special-purpose software was written to view the data as an image. The 
width of the image could be incremented or decremented with the click of 
a button, and a wide range was examined. 
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Conversion to pixel brightness 
During the decoding, pulses in the data were initially treated as binary 
values in order to predict and fine-tune the position of successive pulses. In 
Figure 17.4, for example, the first two pulses are separated by the base 
interval, so each would represent a 1. The following gap is three times the 
base interval in width, so there are two unfilled positions in that gap. Each 
of these would represent a 0. After the pulse location was determined, its 
height was recorded. 

The interval between the successive times when a pixel value was 
represented was 85.5 msec. There were some small variations around this 
interval, and a deviation window of plus or minus 6.25 msec at each 
predicted location was examined to find the exact location of the pulse.  The 
following algorithm describes how the envelope data was converted to 
integer values.  

1. Look for the first pulse above a threshold after the beginning of the data, 
set an anchor at this position, and save the height of the pulse. 

2. Move ahead 85.5 msec from the anchor position and look for another 
pulse inside the deviation window centered on this new position. 

3. If the height of the pulse is above the threshold, set the anchor to the 
position of the pulse, else leave it at the predicted position. 

4. Save the height of the pulse at the anchor position. 

5. Go to Step 2. 

The height of each pulse was compressed by taking the logarithm of its 
value, which was then scaled so that the maximum value corresponded to 
the brightest possible pixel. The scaled pixel values were displayed row-by-
row as a rectangular image on the computer screen. The width of the image 
was easily incremented or decremented by pressing a button on the display. 

The most interesting result was the non-random pattern of bars in the 
images with orientations that varied with image width. The existence of the 
bars means that the pixel values in the dataset are not independent. That is, 
the value of a pixel at one point in the data set helps to predict the value at 
other points. Examples from the two sessions where the bars are almost 
vertical are shown in Figure 17.5. In this figure, the images are 43 pixels 
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wide. A deviation from the vertical is expected for this image width, but it 
should have been much greater. An artificial example shows why this is so. 

In Figure 17.5, each individual bar and gap appears to be about 6 pixels 

wide. The center pattern in Figure 17.6 approximately simulates the bar 
pattern in Figure 17.5 by using a repeating sequence of three pixels off and 
three pixels on for an image width of 36 pixels – an integer multiple of the 
bar width. Figure 17.6 shows that the vertical bar pattern changes its 
orientation when the width of the image is decreased (left pattern) or 
increased by one pixel (right pattern). This occurs because the width is no 
longer an integer multiple of the bar pattern 'wavelength', and the pixels are 
shifted successively to the right or left in each row of the image. Notice that 
the change in slope of the bars due to the change in image width by only 
one pixel is significantly more than that seen in Figure 17.5.  

If not a discordant image width, what could account for the rather small 
deviation from the vertical seen in Figure 17.5? The orientation should be 
exactly vertical for image widths that are multiples of the bar width, or as 
shown in Figure 17.6, it should deviate much more than it does. We can 
cause the center bar pattern in Figure 17.6 to slant a small amount by 
systematically removing or inserting data values. When a pixel value was 
added or deleted at the end of every 10th row (every 360th pixel) before 

Figure 17.5   Pattern of bars in the images 
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displaying the image, the slopes shown in Figure 17.7 were much more like 
those seen in Figure 17.5. This suggests that similar insertions or deletions 
corrupted the data received during the Scole sittings.  

Further, the modifications to the data must have been continuous and 
periodic for the slanted bars to remain relatively straight.   

Figure 17.7   The smaller slant produced by deleting (left) or adding 
(right) a pixel value at the end of every tenth row 

Figure 17.6   Change in orientation when the width of the center 
image is decreased by one pixel 
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Figure 17.8 shows the received patterns from the July 16 session data that 
correspond to the widths of the three simulated patterns in Figure 17.6 (35, 
36, and 37 pixels).  

Although the patterns are noisy, the bar orientations are clearly different 
from those in the simulated images in Figure 17.6. The center pattern is 
more like the right pattern in Figure 17.7, suggesting that the center image 
is a combination of a transmitted vertical bar pattern with pixels somehow 
added to the image during transmission. If so, removing those additional 
pixels should restore the original vertical orientation of the pattern. This 
was investigated by removing pixels at periodic intervals and observing the 
effect on bar orientation. 

Figure 17.9 shows the same data from the July 16th session as Figure 17.8 
but with every 46th pixel deleted. This was done by multiplying the integer 
index of the data array by 0.9784 and truncating back to an integer. At 
certain periodic intervals, two adjacent indices were the same, and the 
second associated data value replaced the first, effectively deleting it. This 

Figure 17.8   Patterns with widths of 35, 36, and 37 
pixels (left to right). 
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operation restored the presumed orientations of the original patterns 
simulated in Figure 17.6.    

Similar results were obtained for all other image widths that are multiples 
of six pixels.  The July 20th session differed slightly from the July 16th 
session in that the best vertical orientation appeared when the index 
multiplier was 0.9760, causing every 41st pixel to be deleted. This change 
of only 0.25 percent in the index multiplier was nonetheless required to 
minimize the detectable deviation of the bars from the vertical. 

Discussion 
A skeptic of physical mediumship phenomena would be quick to say that 
the signal detected by the TDC device was generated by a man-made 
process somewhere on earth, and that there is no need to believe the spirit 
voices who say that it came from a “far dimension”. But the systematic 
distortion found in the data is undeniable and even a conventional 
explanation is difficult to find.  

Figure 17.9   Corrected patterns with widths of 35, 
36, and 37 pixels (left to right) 
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The image of vertical bars suggests that the data was sent by an intelligence 
of some kind as a communication test pattern. For example, it is possible 
that the TDC device coincidentally detected earthly electromagnetic signals 
intended for another purpose. But why would anyone add the observed non-
random digital distortion? It was not superimposed like analogue noise on 
the signal but was periodically inserted into the digital data stream. It is not 
likely that a sender would purposely distort the signal in such a way before 
it was sent.  

A possible way that samples might be inserted periodically into the data 
stream might be by repeated Doppler shifts of the carrier signal. The 
Doppler shift would occur with a change in relative velocity of the signal 
source and the Scole location. Although it would likely be unnoticed, a 
single change in frequency caused by a Doppler shift would shorten or 
lengthen the interval between pulses of digital data modulating a carrier 
wave. However, for a Doppler shift to create the extra digital samples 
observed in the data would require a change in velocity of the signal source 
relative to the TDC receiver every 85.5 msec. It is highly unlikely that the 
bogus digital samples would have been inserted in that way.  

The following section proposes an alternative scheme that assumes the 
signal moved across realm boundaries. This was suggested by the Scole 
spirit team when they said the pulses were communicated from remote and 
distant dimensions.  

A proposed communications channel 
An unusual property of the communications channel may have been 
responsible for periodically delaying the signal. If the proper timing were 
maintained, the delays would appear like extra samples in the data stream. 
Let us suppose that the signal recorded by the Scole group had to pass 
through a channel that included two filters with special properties. Each 
filter has a permeability to the signal that varies as a square wave pattern. 
Further, the frequencies of the two square waves differ by a small amount. 
Permeability is high during the positive phase of each square wave cycle, 
and low during the negative phase. Therefore, the channel is open to the 
signal only when the two waves of permeability are simultaneously 
positive. We will call this phase coincidence.  
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When the frequencies of the two square waves differ by a specific small 
amount, the pattern of phase coincidence has the desired channel properties. 
That is, a 1 is assigned to the pattern if corresponding samples from both 
waves are positive, else it is assigned a 0. The resulting pattern has a series 
of closely spaced pulses separated periodically by a gap that is 
approximately twice the width of the usual distance between the pulses. 
These conditions were found with two square waves with 50% duty cycles 
having frequencies of 11.55 Hz and 11.8 Hz, respectively. Figure 17.10 
shows the gaps and the gap periodicity in the phase coincidence pattern. 

In this scenario, a signal pulse was received by the TDC device only when 
the pattern shown in Figure 17.10 was high; that is, when both square waves 
were in the positive phase of their cycles. The gap in the received sequence 
of pulses would have been interpreted incorrectly by the decoding algorithm 
as part of the signal and assigned a value of zero. The mean of the square 
wave frequencies of 11.67 Hz is close to the measured signal pulse rate of 
11.69 Hz. Furthermore, the separation of 46 pulses between successive gaps 
in the pattern of phase coincidence corresponds well to every 41st or 46th 
data position that was eliminated to restore the received bar patterns to 
vertical. Therefore, this transmission channel seems to adequately account 
for the recorded data rate and the observed digital distortions. 

An instantiation of the channel 
The mechanism proposed to account for the nature of the data received via 
the TDC device is only an abstraction so far. The two filters oscillating as 

Figure 17.10   Square wave phase coincidence (F1=11.55 Hz, 
F2=11.8 Hz)       
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square wave patterns would need to have some kind of implementation in 
reality. Hints about the nature of this implementation are given in comments 
by Edwin, a member of the Scole spirit team.  

According to Foy (2008, p. 425), Edwin told the sitters, “The unusual 
messages were composed of pulses, which were actually around us 24 hours 
a day, every day. They came from a very far dimension and had been 
amplified through the germanium device.”  
The pulses were said to be a form of natural radiation that is always around 
us. But the coordinated pulses of the unspecified radiation came from a 
“very far dimension”.  The communication was sent from a mysterious 
source realm and was received by our familiar realm. The oscillating nature 
of each of the filters in the communications channel could then be 
understood as a property of a realm boundary. The signal could penetrate to 
our realm only when the two realm boundaries had the proper phase 
relationship. 
The nature of realms can be little more than speculation at this point, but let 
us assume as some do, that all of reality is represented at a fundamental 
level in a frequency space analogous to a hologram (e.g., see Talbot, 1991; 
Treurniet, 2019). A realm would then be represented by a particular 
complex resonation of frequencies.  A signal from another realm entering 
our realm would create a momentary change in our realm's pattern of 
vibration. The perturbation would be detected by the germanium crystal in 
the TDC device since it was part of the pattern of resonations of our realm. 
The phase coincidence model is probably the only reasonable way to create 
the gaps that were misinterpreted as data. It can explain how information 
was transferred between realms having boundaries with different 
frequencies. The model assumes that a waveform at a realm boundary has 
both negative and positive polarity. The waveform is an oscillating 
potential. In order for a piece of data to be transmitted across the boundaries 
of both the source and destination realms, a positive phase from each realm 
boundary must coincide to form a phase coincidence potential. The 
potential would behave like an AND gate in computer jargon and allow the 
signal to pass. 

In a conversation with Zeta beings speaking through the medium, Paul 
Hamden, they said, “Between each boundary or realm as you would say, 
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there are delineating frequencies that are conjoining. … There is no 
imbalance in energy between realms.” That is, the vibrations of a realm 
boundary form a configuration with the vibrations of an adjacent boundary. 
The vibrations of the two boundaries are said to be balanced in energy. 
Accordingly, the phase coincidence function in Figure 17.10 was formed 
by comparing similar square wave frequencies of equal amplitude 
representing the two realm boundaries.  

Transmission of each successive piece of message data across the realm 
boundaries might be triggered by detection of a phase coincidence 
potential. The periodic longer gap due to the vibrational mismatch of the 
realm boundaries was initially interpreted as data sent by the originator of 
the message. Perhaps it was their intention that we learn why the irrelevant 
but confusing data points appeared. This would give us insight into the 
nature of realm boundaries. Finding the vertical bar pattern would have 
been a means to that end.  

A communication system 
It was said by the spirit team that the energy of the pulses is normally always 
around us.  If this is so, we may already be aware of it. Realm boundary 
dynamics may cause continuous perturbations of the underlying frequency 
representation of our space-time, and these may be a signal which is 
“around us 24 hours a day, every day.”  

The sitters were told that “this form of contact was establishing a permanent 
'bridgehead'. Soon, other types of communication would be brought in 
along the same channels” (Foy, 2008, p. 426). The received messages went 
some way towards achieving that objective by establishing that the 
communication could be interpreted as visual. But more than that, it 
allowed us to infer some properties of the communications channel. These 
properties are consistent with a non-spatial foundation of existence – one 
based on the resonation of frequencies analogous to holographic 
cosmological models that have been suggested (e.g., Talbot, 1991; 
Treurniet, 2019). Such models allow multiple realms of existence and one 
of them might have been the source of the messages. 

A spirit being on the Scole team indicated that a functioning communication 
channel passed through a set of compatible realm boundaries. A message 
was said to pass through relay stations identified as 'Lima 3' and 'West 7', 
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presumably the third and seventh stations in the respective sets. 
Compatibility of realm boundaries would be determined by the phase 
coincidence function generated by a particular pair of realms. If the function 
were unusable for communicating a message, another realm would have to 
be found that could intercede between the realm boundaries.  

More specifically, if the phase coincidence function of Realms A and B 
were found to be unusable for communicating a message between the 
realms, another realm, C, would have to be found that is compatible with 
both A and B. For example, the message could be routed from A to C and 
on to B, and from B to C and on to A. Several such intermediary realms 
may form the set of relay stations implied by the spirit being. 

A message sent from one realm to another may always pass through a 
particular set of relay stations after the set was found to work. As suggested 
by the spirit being, a set of compatible realms was drawn from different sets 
named ‘Lima’ and ‘West’. On the other hand, if the frequencies of realm 
boundaries are not stable, a working set may need to be confirmed each 
time a message is sent. Such instability was suggested by a comment from 
a Scole spirit communicator. He said that the TDC communication system 
in use at the time was 'a fraction of frequency' out. Perhaps the assumed 
frequency of a realm boundary was inaccurate, resulting in a faulty phase 
coincidence function and incorrect compensation for the gap anomaly. 

Although the spirit team in the Scole séances expected various kinds of 
communications to happen eventually, it appears the nature of realm 
boundaries needed to be understood first. The knowledge is required to 
design a communications system that can compensate for such unusual 
channel properties. Perhaps the system could detect the phase coincidence 
potentials as part of the process and avoid misinterpreting the gaps as data. 
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18. A technology that disrupts cohesion of matter 
Summary. Wilbert B. Smith found evidence in the 1950s for the existence of 
a technology that can reduce the binding force holding together the 
constituents of matter. He was advised by extraterrestrials in the earth 
environment that their spacecraft generated a field which produced such an 
effect. This chapter examines mysterious physical effects that have been 
reported since then which might be explained by a reduction in binding 
force. According to circumstantial evidence, technology that reduces 
binding force appears to have been developed in secret by a human agency. 

 

That solid matter will disintegrate under certain conditions was first 
appreciated by Wilbert B. Smith, a Canadian government 
scientist/engineer. In the 1950's, Smith became involved in an investigation 
of unidentified flying objects (UFOs) (Bray, 1962). He determined to his 
satisfaction that the UFOs were extraterrestrial spacecraft. A form of 
communication was established with the extraterrestrial beings via a 
medium and other "contacts". He began a dialog with these "people from 
elsewhere” and received novel scientific insights that he was able to test 
empirically. 

In 1953, General Chidlaw, Commanding General, US Air Defense 
Command, stated that "we have lost many men and planes trying to 
intercept them" (i.e., UFOs) (Good, 1988, p.355). Perhaps because of this 
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statement, Smith was prompted to ask the extraterrestrials if they were 
somehow responsible for the downing of military aircraft. He was informed 
that a few aircraft had crashed because they had approached too closely the 
craft they were pursuing. The craft's propulsion system creates a field that 
reduces the force holding together the constituents of matter. This reduced 
binding force increased the likelihood that aircraft components under 
mechanical stress would fail. 

Smith was given the design of a simple instrument by his extraterrestrial 
contacts for measuring the binding force. The instrument consisted of a 
gauge attached to a stretched nylon fiber on one side and a metal wire or 
spring on the other. In response to a reduction in the local binding force, the 
nylon would stretch more than the metal, and this would be reflected in the 
position of the gauge. The instrument showed a reduced binding force in 
the volume of space near two airplane crashes that Smith investigated. He 
also gave the device to a military pilot flying the North Atlantic who found 
regions of reduced binding force that moved over time. As well, he found 
that the region around Toronto, Canada, showed a lower reading than the 
region around Ottawa located about 400 km NE. This difference was said 
to be consistent over several years. A similar test conducted by the author 
about 50 years later found no difference between these two locales. 
Apparently, conditions are no longer the same. 

The phenomenon of binding force reduction and how to measure it are 
clearly described by Smith in the archive created by Bray (1962). It is 
caused by a technology we do not understand - the spacecraft propulsion 
system. Given the large number of UFO reports over the years, it seems fair 
to ask if there have ever been other mysterious occurrences that could have 
been caused by a reduction in binding force. Perhaps there are other ways 
to create the required conditions. Smith pointed out that a reduced binding 
force has been measured in large volumes of space and explained that the 
explosion of an atomic bomb can produce the effect. During the 1950's, a 
number of countries were experimenting with the development of such a 
weapon, and this might have caused some of the anomalies that Smith 
found. 

There supposedly has been no recent testing of nuclear weapons, so the 
large area changes in binding force reduction reported by Smith should not 
be found today. However, many UFOs are still being seen, so a binding 
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force reduction due to proximity to a UFO might be expected. In fact, at 
least two stories involving unexplained damage to cars have been reported. 
In both cases, a UFO might have passed nearby. Matter has also been 
similarly affected in both experimental and non-experimental settings 
where UFOs were clearly not present. In all these cases, the observed 
distortion of matter is most easily understood as an effect of a technology 
capable of causing a local reduction in binding force. 

The Val Johnson UFO incident 
Val Johnson, a deputy sheriff, encountered an unusual bright light in 1979 
while driving his car in Minnesota (Lowth, 2019). He lost consciousness 
and awoke with his head on the steering wheel with the car facing the 
opposite direction. Subsequent examination of the event revealed several 
oddities. Both his wristwatch and the car clock appeared to have lost 14 
minutes, accentuating that something unusual had happened. Of particular 
interest here is a bend observed in the car’s radio antenna.  

The spring-loaded antenna was bent at an angle of 60 degrees well away 
from where it was anchored to the car. Insects were still attached, 
suggesting that the bending force was not that great, and no object had 
scraped the antenna. If the antenna had been softened at the point of the 
bend by a reduction of the metal's binding force, any relatively slight 
pressure wave, perhaps an air current, would have caused it to bend sharply. 

The Northbrook car incident 
The Northbrook Star of Glenview, Illinois, reported on November 14, 2008, 
that a woman felt a bump nudge her car as she was driving down the road 
at 40-45 mph. Later she found that the side of the car was dented and 
wrinkled far beyond what she might have expected. Further, the side mirror 
was found hanging by the internal wiring and the paint was not scratched.  

The newspaper quoted Sam Matrano, Illinois director of the Mutual UFO 
Network, "There's a deep dent in the pillar separating the windshield from 
the door frame, and it seems to fit the shape of the mirror. But the mirror is 
plastic, and the pillar is thick steel. That's like dropping an egg in a skillet 
and seeing the egg dent the pan." This is what might be expected if there 
had been a reduction of the binding force in the metal. The softening of the 
metal would have allowed it to be deformed by pressure from the plastic 
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mirror part. This assumes, of course, that the plastic part was not softened 
like the metal part. 

The newspaper article opens with "Did magnetic waves from a visiting UFO 
warp, dent and wrinkle the side of a car heading east on Lake-Cook Road?". 
Although the suggestion is immediately countered with the more 
conventional explanation of collision with a deer, it appears to be in accord 
with the evidence. The driver did not report seeing a UFO, but the damage 
to the car is consistent with encountering a field capable of reducing binding 
force. The reduced binding force in the metal side of the car would have 
allowed an accompanying pressure wave to break the plastic mirror's 
support, collapse the door post, and deform the steel door. The proposed 
field does not affect all matter in the same way since the metal softened and 
the plastic did not. 

Disintegration of concrete buildings 
Much controversy exists over the circumstances surrounding the collapse 
of the World Trade Center (WTC) buildings in New York on September 11, 
2001. According to the authorities, the mainstream media, and probably 
more than half of the US population, it was caused by the impact of 
airplanes striking the buildings. Many others, however, find this improbable 
considering the physical evidence. For example, judging from videos 
showing what happened on that day, the buildings fell at free-fall speed into 
their own footprints. Free-fall speed should not have been possible if falling 
floors each caused the floor beneath to break free. This would have required 
energy that would have reduced the momentum of the collapse. The reduced 
speed of collapse did not occur, although it should have been easily noticed 
given the height of the buildings. 

Other observations that appear to dispute the official explanation were 
systematically analyzed by Dr. Judy Wood, a professor of mechanical 
engineering (Wood, 2011). For example, the amount of rubble on the 
ground after the collapse seemed insufficient to account for a 110 story 
building. The buildings seemed to have disintegrated into dust for the most 
part, with the dust drifting away in the air. An interesting sequence of video 
frames to illustrate this was shown in The New Hiroshima video (Wood, 
2007) where Dr. Wood presented data supporting her position that the 
buildings mostly disintegrated and blew away as dust. A vertically oriented 
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steel beam, still standing in the aftermath of the collapse, began to lean. As 
it did so, it blurred as if turning to dust. By the end of the sequence, it 
appeared to have done just that. Apparently, metal elements in the beam 
were poised to slip past each other and began to do so when the beam was 
no longer parallel to the pull of gravity. 

The sequence showing the collapse of the steel beam is controversial since 
it defies conventional explanation. Dr. Wood’s evidence suggested that 
some kind of directed energy device destroyed the buildings. Her best 
candidate was a technology that uses the same physics as the Hutchison 
effect discussed in the next section. Such a technology could have reduced 
the binding force holding the atoms together in the steel beams and concrete 
of the tower structure.  

The Hutchison effect 
John Hutchison discovered unusual physical effects while experimenting 
with high voltage static electric fields and modulated radio-frequency 
radiation (Solis, 1999; Hathaway, 2009). The effects include levitation, 
embedding of one object inside another dissimilar object, and the 
spontaneous fracturing of metal objects.  

In Figure 18.3, for example, a block of aluminum appeared stretched like a 
piece of toffee although there was no evidence of external forces pulling the 
material apart. This suggests that the phenomenon was produced by 
reduction of the binding force that holds matter together. 

Figure 18.3   Distortion of aluminum bar. Credit for image: 
John Hutchison (reproduced with permission) 
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A form of the Hutchison effect was accidentally produced by Dr. Stoyan 
Sarg in June, 2008, at York University in Canada. In an experiment 
designed for a different purpose, the end of a hollow metal bar was 
accidentally bent as shown in Figure 18.4. 

According to Sarg (2009), the ferrite rod wound with wire was bent and 
deformed without any cracks. The bare rod in the figure, identical to the 
wound rod before the experiment, is shown for comparison. The wound rod 
was used as a solenoid in a high voltage circuit. During the experiment, a 
spark to ground occurred accidentally and the rod distorted without the 
presence of any heat. The dissipated energy from the spark was no larger 
than 30 watts per 3 seconds. The rod has OD 20 mm, ID 12 mm and a length 
of 20 cm. The bending point is 45 mm from the end. The inside of the rod 
also became elliptical in shape with a diameter ratio of 0.92. 

Sarg added in a personal communication that a spark appeared between one 
turn of the wire and the ground. On the basis of his own Basic Structure of 
Matter theory (Sarg, 2006), he suggested that the Hutchison effect might be 
explained as the creation of a temporary artificial space curvature at the 
location of the spark. This would change the binding conditions between 
the atoms in the solid object. 

Figure 18.4   Bent solenoid rod. Credit for image: 
Stoyan Sarg (reproduced with permission) 
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The disintegration of metal bars demonstrated by Hutchison, as well as the 
bending of the solenoid bar in Sarg's experiment, may have resulted from 
reduction of the binding force holding the metal atoms together. This is the 
same binding force reduction that caused the crash of some airplanes too 
near UFOs, as Wilbert Smith was advised by his extraterrestrial contacts.  

Discussion 
The investigation of a field capable of reducing binding force began with 
information that it was generated by an extraterrestrial technology. It was 
said to be a feature of a craft's propulsion system. When matter ventured 
too close to this field, it ran the risk of falling apart. This was especially true 
when it was an aircraft operating near the limit of its capabilities.  

An effect on an earthbound vehicle seems also to have occurred after a UFO 
flew close to Val Johnson while he was driving his car. How else to explain 
the sharp 60° bend in his spring-mounted radio antenna that is designed to 
give way when it comes in contact with any solid object? The simplest 
explanation is that the antenna material at the location of the bend softened 
when the UFO came close to the vehicle. This explanation accounts for the 
Northbrook case as well. The metal on the side of the car could have 
wrinkled when a field generated by a UFO was momentarily nearby.  

It seems that the field reduces the binding force of metals more than non-
metals. Otherwise, there would not have been an imprint of the plastic 
mirror housing in the adjacent metal pillar in the Northbrook event. Also, 
there was little evidence of metallic office equipment and furniture in the 
rubble of the destroyed WTC buildings, but there was plenty of paper. This 
would be expected if only the binding force of metals was affected by the 
imposed field. Perhaps the long polymers in paper and plastic made 
disintegration less likely. 

The technology needed to produce these effects is closer to home than the 
unidentified craft occasionally pursued by military forces. The work of John 
Hutchison demonstrated that a static electric field combined with a 
modulated RF field can reduce the binding force of metals. The evidence 
from the destruction of the WTC buildings suggests that the technology was 
developed further by a human agency.  
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Effects from other realms 
 

This section continues the theme of interactions with non-human entities. 
Some phenomena are experienced that directly affect the human body such 
as so-called alien abductions and spirit healing of the body. Abductions are 
usually not desired, but healings are willingly accepted. Some interactions, 
like the heterodyning process, require work to change the state of 
consciousness so that certain effects can occur. Such experiences are clues 
to a greater multidimensional reality beyond the reach of humans in the 
normal awake state. 
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19. Abductions to other realms 
Summary. Analysis of the alien abduction story suggests that the sequence 
of events is comparable to some experiences of the shamanic spirit world 
as revealed by DMT, a hallucinogenic drug. In the trance state induced by 
the drug, some people see beings similar to those reported by abductees. 
Perhaps abductees involuntarily manufacture excessive endogenous DMT, 
which then opens the door to other realms in consciousness. The physical 
evidence associated with some abductions suggests that occurrences in 
those other realms can manifest in our physical world. Since the alien 
abductors appear in the DMT visions, they may be inhabitants of those 
other realms. 

 

The presence of unidentified flying objects (UFOs) in the skies around the 
earth is becoming less controversial, at least in some parts of the world. 
However, there is little physical evidence available to the public that would 
help to identify their origin with any degree of certainty. Their nature is 
further confused by stories about alien abductions. These have created a 
modern myth that puts a face to extraterrestrial beings and attributes 
motives that may or may not be correct. This chapter offers a distinction 
between the abductors and other extraterrestrial beings who may be visiting 
our world. It also expands our notion of reality to include a spirit world 
familiar to shamanic traditions. 

What we know about UFOs has come from consistent observations over the 
years, and these allow us to list a number of accepted facts regarding the 
nature of these objects. 
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Facts about UFOs from sightings 

• made of solid matter or are luminous balls of energy 
• appear spontaneously to individuals or to large numbers of people 
• motion not constrained by inertia, acceleration can be excessive 
• shapes of solid objects are typically cylindrical, ovoid, or triangular 
• shapes of luminous objects are typically spherical 
• estimated sizes vary from a meter to kilometers 
• humanoid occupants of craft have appeared on land 

A possibly related phenomenon is the repeated temporary abductions of 
people by beings unknown. The abductees describe their captors as alien to 
this earth and may describe the place where they are taken as an alien 
spacecraft. Occasionally, a UFO is seen in the vicinity of an abduction and 
abductees may report being transported off the earth in a spacecraft. 
Consequently, the abductors are often thought to be the occupants of the 
mysterious UFOs. However, there is little evidence for this conclusion.  

A number of observations associated with the abduction phenomenon are 
in reports from many abductees (i.e., Mack, 1994; Jacobs, 1998; Hopkins, 
2003). 

Characteristics of abductions 

• abductions occur while people are awake or asleep 
• abductions follow a script that evolves over time 
• the script leads to creation of human-alien hybrids  
• abductions are usually associated with missing time 
• the appearance of the abductors is consistent across abductions 
• the ultimate purpose is to facilitate some kind of “Change" 

Personal observations 

• A person floats, passes through walls, rises in a beam of light 
• An abductee has very little control over own actions 
• family members may appear to be in a comatose state 
• the abductors appear to have a hierarchical chain of command 
• medical procedures on the reproductive system are performed 
• communication with abductors is telepathic 
• the mind is controlled via eye-to-eye contact 
• visions are induced to communicate scenarios to the abductee 
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Evidence supporting abduction 

• abductions have been observed by other people in the vicinity 
• abductees may be missed by family members for the duration  
• abductees find clothing on backward or blood stains on the bed 
• abductees may find implants in the head and scoop marks on legs 
• people may experience shared abductions and memories  

The personal observations are from the viewpoint of the abductee and 
cannot be verified by others. Abduction reports consistent with the list of 
personal observations may not include any of the supporting evidence. The 
evidence supporting abduction is occasionally noticed after the abduction 
experience. For example, physical aftereffects of a medical procedure may 
be found, and there are occasional reports of shared abduction experiences 
where two different individuals recall similar details in separate interview 
sessions. 

Types of abduction 
Floating through walls does not happen in normal physical reality, and a 
medical procedure during a dream does not leave physical aftereffects. Yet, 
both phenomena are said to occur during some abductions. What kind of 
reality can accommodate these seemingly impossible events? To simplify 
the issue, two types of abduction scenarios may be distinguished - Type A 
and Type B. In the Type A abduction, the activity takes place entirely within 
the psyche of the abductee and there is no independent supporting evidence. 
In the Type B abduction, physical effects or bystander observations occur 
as well. 

Type A abduction 
The Type A abduction by itself might be attributable to a vivid dream if it 
were not for the fact that so many people appear to have had the same basic 
experience. The explanation may expand to include the Jungian concept of 
the collective unconscious, the source of cross-cultural archetypal imagery 
appearing in the dreams of many people. Consistent with this idea is a more 
active description of reality that comes primarily from shamanic traditions 
practiced for thousands of years in many places around the world. For a 
shaman, reality consists of the physical world we know, as well as realms 
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that are experienced in altered states of consciousness. Surprisingly, the 
imagery of the abduction experience appears in these other realms as well. 

Several books have been written describing this more comprehensive 
understanding of reality. Of particular interest are the books by Hancock 
(2007), Pinchbeck (2002), and Strassman (2000). These authors describe 
drug-induced altered states where powerful archetypal imagery exists in a 
world far removed from normal reality. Strange beings are encountered 
with the ability to behave independently of the experiencer. The 
experiences are said to be as real as any in our physical world and range 
from fearful violence to the mystical. 

Strassman (2000) describes medical research into the effects of 
dimethyltryptamine (DMT), a fast-acting, endogenous psychedelic 
molecule. The subjective experiences of his research volunteers are related 
in detail in his book. Strassman emphasizes the importance of "set and 
setting" on the subjective effects of the drug. Nearly all volunteers 
commented on powerful vibrations or pulses of energy accompanying the 
onset of the drug, followed by a loss of body awareness and time perception. 
One type of experience was floating or flying through exotic spaces, 
feelings of love, joy, and acceptance and of oneness with the universe. 
Another volunteer found himself on an operating room table with tubes 
attached to his body, but there were positive feelings toward humans in the 
room. Another found himself accompanied by a vaguely humanoid being 
who was interested in him and his fear. Another was surrounded by 
insectoid beings who consumed his feelings of love and surrender. 
Strassman commented on the strong similarity between DMT session 
reports and the scenarios reported by alien abductees. 

DMT is the active component of a potion known as ayahuasca that is used 
by indigenous peoples in some parts of the world to induce altered states of 
consciousness. Hancock and Pinchbeck describe their own personal 
journeys into another realm after drinking such potions. According to 
Hancock (2007), an experienced shaman is master of all he encounters in 
the other realm. He will have his own "spirit animals" who act as his guide 
and protector and assist him in achieving his desired objectives. It appears 
that proper assistance in the other realm by a guide can improve the quality 
of the experience. 
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With a sufficiently high dose of the potion, the typical user is propelled 
rapidly into a world of stunning visual effects followed by interactions with 
various strange beings. Hancock described some beings as reptilian in 
appearance, while some were half human and half animal. Beings were 
encountered who dismembered his body and put it back together again with 
some alterations. Or, the body was impaled by sharp objects. Pinchbeck 
(2002) described entities as "porcupine-quilled, tusked, multi-tongued, 
amoebic, but even those words are only approximations of entities". Of 
particular interest for this discussion, a few of the beings encountered by 
both Hancock and some of Strassman's volunteers closely resemble the 
aliens described by abductees. Hancock's interactions with these beings 
suggested the possibility of imminent abduction into a metal spaceship 
much like a flying saucer. He describes one entity as an insect-like 
humanoid with a heart shaped face and slits for a nose and a mouth. The 
entity is accompanied by several smaller, less intelligent beings. Besides 
the similarity in appearance to the alien abductors, the hierarchical social 
structure seemed typical of that observed during the abductions. 

The DMT experience and the Type A abduction experience seem to have a 
number of elements in common. Perhaps the Type A abduction is a direct 
result of excess DMT release. DMT is an endogenous chemical and, 
according to Strassman, is part of the chemistry of the pineal gland situated 
just below the brain. It is conceivable that, under certain conditions, DMT 
production is accelerated and it is released into the brain environment. The 
result could be an abduction experience in the so-called spirit world 
involving some of the beings described by Hancock and others. Dr. John 
Mack, a psychiatrist who studied the abduction phenomenon, learned that 
many abductions from people's homes take place in the early morning 
hours. Strassman noted that this is when the pineal gland is most active. 
Perhaps early morning DMT production facilitates alien encounters in 
predisposed individuals. 

Type B abduction 
Experiencing another realm by the appropriate adjustment of brain 
chemistry seems sufficient to explain the Type A abduction experience. So 
far, we have assumed that the physical intrudes into the shamanic spirit 
world, and the reverse does not occur beyond the impact on the 
experiencer’s memory. Is it possible to extend this concept to also account 
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for the additional effects that define the Type B abduction experience? In 
particular, could the physical aftereffects of the medical procedures be 
caused by the events experienced in the other realm? Also, is it possible to 
experience events in the other realm jointly with another person? 

According to both Pinchbeck and Hancock, the other realms are places 
where new things can be learned. Further, these places are realities where 
different people can simultaneously experience the same thing. For 
example, when Pinchbeck entered such a space with the assistance of a 
shaman and two elders, he felt the company of the others. Two of his 
acquaintances shared a vision of being observed by a small owl. Three 
others watched dolphins swimming. Therefore, if the abduction experience 
also occurs in the spirit world, two people abducted together should be able 
to independently describe the same events afterwards. 

Pinchbeck believed that activity in the spirit world can directly impact the 
physical world. He gave the example of a shaman emerging from a long 
trance holding a new seed or plant needed for healing others. This suggests 
that a consciousness operating in another realm can cause effects in the 
physical world. In his words, "The energy of conscious or unconscious 
beliefs and the willpower of human beings may create actual physical 
manifestations that take on a level of independence from any individual 
consciousness". We should be open to the possibility that the abductees' 
implants and nicks on the skin are side effects of activities in another realm. 
The effects may emerge into the physical world prior to the return to a 
normal state of consciousness. 

The remaining aspects of the Type B supporting evidence are more difficult 
to explain as direct effects of interactions with the spirit world. This 
evidence concerns observations of other people not directly involved in the 
abduction. For example, family members have missed abductees for the 
duration of the abduction, and other people have observed abductions in 
progress. In such cases, there is clearly physical displacement of the 
abductee from one location to another. The most parsimonious explanation 
is that there actually were abductors acting in the physical world, perhaps 
using technology unfamiliar to the observer. For example, in one case an 
abductee was seen to be moved to an unidentified craft outside her 
apartment. 
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If we can accept the possibility that implants and marks on the skin are 
transported from the other realm to this one as the trance state ends, we 
should consider also that the entire abduction scenario may have migrated 
from the other realm to this one. Pinchbeck argued that UFOs and their 
occupants may be material thought forms that popped into existence in the 
physical world when a sufficient number of people believed in them (like 
Tinkerbell in the Peter Pan story (Barrie, 2015)). The UFOs and their 
occupants may both be “imaginal”, in that they are created by believers, and 
real, in that they possess an independent existence. Further, he argued that 
there is precedence for this kind of phenomenon in the Tulpa thought forms 
created from psychic energy by Tibetan Buddhists. So, the few abductions 
that have involved other people as observers may have been the work of 
physical thought forms bent on carrying out the script usually experienced 
in the other realm. 

Abductions to another realm 
The recognition that alien abductions take place in another realm sidesteps 
the problem raised by Lang (2007). He noted that, given the estimated 
number of people who have been abducted, there should be about 16 
abductions per day in a large metropolitan area. Worldwide, there should 
be about 32000 abductions per day. This rate of abductions using physical 
craft and crew would be a severe logistical challenge from several points of 
view, and secrecy would be hard to maintain. On the other hand, the rate of 
abductions taking place in another realm where the same physical 
constraints do not apply may have no limit. The logistics argument further 
supports the reality of other realms as the locus for the abduction 
experience. 

Possible human involvement in abductions 
Although the evidence is slim, some abductees believe that a group of 
humans with their own agenda are collaborators in the abduction 
phenomenon. Some have reported seeing humans in military uniform 
participating in activities during the abduction experience. Some also 
suggest that unknown technological devices are used to control their mental 
processes. What kind of technology could control a person's volition, 
thoughts, and awareness? 
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Michael Persinger, who was a neuroscientist at Laurentian University, 
found that when the right brain hemisphere of volunteers is stimulated with 
a particular electrical pattern, mystical feelings are often elicited such as the 
"sensed presence” (Persinger, 1987). He also found that altered perceptions 
and dream-like states are more likely to occur in conjunction with 
electromagnetic effects from geophysical activity. Further, he suggested 
that it may be technically feasible to affect large populations of people by 
artificial modulation of the geomagnetic field. 

Wilbert B. Smith, a Canadian government scientist, described another 
technology that may interact directly with human mental activity (Bray, 
1962). He claimed to have received, via channeling, a description of a 
tensor beam from extraterrestrial visitors. He understood the tensor beam 
to be a means of communicating with the aliens, although he never mastered 
it. He described its use as something like "wiggling one's ears". However, 
the tensor beam may not be a communications channel as we understand it, 
but a device for inducing a brain state in the user appropriate for contacting 
beings in another realm.  

Disreputable humans could, for some unknown reason, be using either form 
of electromagnetic stimulation to exercise control over the consciousness 
of a target population. However, it is unlikely that such technology alone 
would be able to induce the complex imagery of the abduction experience. 
The apparent military abductions would need to involve human 
participation and physical props. If these were the cause of all abductions, 
we would again have the logistical problem outlined by Lang (2007). It is 
possible that some abductions were perpetrated by humans, but most must 
still have taken place in another realm. It should be noted that David Jacobs' 
investigations convinced him that the agents of military abductions are adult 
alien hybrids in uniform (JACOBS_RESEARCH). 

Control over the abduction experience 
The realization that the alien abduction experience may take place in 
another realm in consciousness suggests a possible means for therapists to 
stop it from happening. They might consider the possibility of chemical 
intervention to prevent the release of excessive DMT in the body. 
Medication designed to control the level of endogenous DMT may limit 
undesired entry into another realm. Alternatively, administration of 
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additional DMT might generate the abduction experience on demand in 
susceptible people so that it can be studied scientifically. 

Are UFOs a separate phenomenon? 
The majority of unidentified craft observed over the years probably do not 
participate in the alien abduction script. Their occupants would be 
extraterrestrial beings visiting earth from other worlds. If physical entities 
are seen that have the appearance of the abductors, we should entertain the 
possibility that they are from another realm. They may be either thought 
forms inspired by experiences in other realms when conditions were right 
or visitors who live in these realms. 
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20. Partial healing of hearing by spirits 
Summary. At a healing session in 2014 held by the medium, Paul Hamden, 
at Wallacia, Australia, a documented case of profound sensorineural 
hearing loss was addressed. According to the medium, spirit beings created 
an etheric device which directly stimulates the auditory area of the brain, 
bypassing the physical ear mechanisms. Audiometric tests showed that the 
etheric ear lowered hearing threshold from about 100-120 dB to about 60 
dB. The tests confirmed that at least some hearing can be quickly and 
painlessly restored by spirit intervention of this nature. 

 

Spirit healing is generally not recognized by modern medical science as a 
valid methodology, but it has a history of dealing successfully with various 
illnesses. It is not unusual for controlled experiments to show effects on 
disparate processes such as plant growth and wound healing in animals and 
humans. The techniques that are employed in the scientific experiments and 
medical studies all appear to involve the mental component of focused 
intention. Further, healing of medical conditions may involve purposeful 
movements of the healer’s hands near the patient’s body, but healing at a 
distance is also possible. Many studies are reviewed by Benor (1993, 1994) 
and Gerber (2001). Gerber also discusses a physical theory to explain how 
such healing may occur. 
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Subtle energy bodies may be invoked to explain mind-body phenomena, 
and multiple layers of these constructs have been proposed to account for 
various aspects of consciousness. For example, Kinney (2014a, 2014b) 
describes a subtle-energy model where some layers have physical 
properties and others have a more spiritual connection. The layer most 
closely associated with the physical body is called the etheric body. Gerber 
(2001) describes the etheric body as a bioenergetic field that carries coded 
information about the organization of the physical body. It influences the 
formation and health of the body, and so modifying the status of the etheric 
body could have either a disruptive or healing effect on the physical body. 

During the Wallacia Spirit Festival in November of 2014 at the Wallacia 
Development Centre near Sydney, Australia, several mediums worked with 
spirits to heal arbitrary ailments presented by various people. A female 
attendee, 68 years of age, had sensorineural hearing loss in the left ear since 
childhood. This type of hearing loss is considered irreversible since it 
results from damage to the cochlear mechanism or the auditory nerve. The 
woman asked for the ear to be healed, and her hearing was partially restored 
by a spirit team working in collaboration with the medium, Paul Hamden. 
The spirit team was identified as John Campbell Sloan who was a Scottish 
medium during his life on earth (1869-1951), and an American Indian spirit 
known to the medium as TC. Evidence supporting the claim of improved 
hearing is presented in this chapter. 

To protect her privacy, we will refer to the recipient of the healing as Doris. 
A hearing test had been administered to her about two years earlier by a 
practicing audiologist. The section of the audiologist's report dealing with 
the left ear is presented in Figure 20.1. The audiologist was consulted more 
recently to clarify the meaning of the symbols used in the graph, and the 
symbol legend is extended in the graphic on the right. 

The graph for the left ear indicates that the air conduction threshold for a 
250 Hz tone was approximately 25 dB, and that it rose rapidly to beyond 
120 dB at 1000 Hz. It remained at that level until 3000 Hz, then decreased 
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to about 100 dB at 6600-8000Hz. The smaller rectangular symbols in the 
graph are of less interest since they represent bone conduction thresholds. 

A word identification test also administered at that time indicated “no 
clarity, words lost before making them out”. The audiologist concluded that 
the left ear had profound sensorineural hearing loss and was completely 
non-functional. Doris recalls that another audiometric test done more than 
30 years ago had reached a similar conclusion. 

 
 

Figure 20.1  Audiometry report showing 
sensorineural hearing loss in the left ear 
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The healing process 
Doris entered the healing room accompanied only by Paul Hamden, the 
medium. She was instructed to lie on a waist-high cot in the middle of the 
room, to relax and to not attempt to meditate or enter a trance state. She 
closed her eyes and after what felt like a short time, the process was 
finished. 

Meanwhile, the medium entered an altered state of consciousness in which 
he was aware of the presence of spirit beings in the room. Besides the two 
familiar spirits known as John Sloan and TC, he later described a group of 
ten or fifteen humanoid observers with a bluish skin color. He received the 
impression that this attempt to restore hearing was important to the 
observers because it had never been done before. 

According to the medium’s comments after the healing session was over, 
John Sloan and TC worked together to create an etheric ear outside Doris’s 
head that directly stimulated appropriate areas in the physical brain. That is, 
her physical ear mechanisms were bypassed entirely. The etheric device 
appeared as wispy forms that seemed to converge slightly near the left side 
of the head. 

The medium advised Doris to train the etheric ear. The method was not 
specified but he suggested that the help of electronic devices should be 
avoided. She was also to refrain from having strong negative emotions so 
as not to disturb the form of the etheric ear device. 

Etheric ear performance 
To train the ear, Doris had someone speak arbitrary words next to the left 
side of her head while the right ear was blocked. She said each word to 
confirm accuracy of hearing, and words were repeated until she responded 
correctly. Training sessions were held once a day since the healing session 
took place. 

The sensitivity of the ear was evaluated using audiometer software 
developed for research purposes by the author. The audiometer was 
calibrated using a loudness measurement system made by DSP Mobile. 
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Word training and testing 
Material for the training sessions was usually obtained from a list of 
crossword clues in the daily newspaper. Each session began by saying the 
alphabet to allow Doris to find a location next to her head where 
intelligibility was best. The speaker held his mouth in one location while 
reciting the alphabet. Meanwhile, Doris moved her head to find the 
preferred location, a “sweet spot” where hearing was best. 

The location of this sweet spot appeared to be variable. It drifted 
unpredictably in the vicinity of the left physical ear so that it was found 
either just in front, above, or behind the ear. The change in location could 
occur from one day to the next, but also within a session. 

A small experiment was able to measure movement of the sweet spot within 
a training session. In this experiment, Doris held her head in a fixed position 
while the speaker said the same word twice - once with the mouth in front 
of the physical ear and then again with the mouth behind the ear. The second 
utterance of each pair was spoken as much as possible like the first 
utterance. Doris’s task was either to indicate the location of best 
intelligibility or to say that there was no difference. Figure 20.2 shows 
graphically how the location of best intelligibility moved from behind the 
physical ear to the spot in front of it. Note that the absence of a vertical bar 
in the graph indicates no preference for that word. The shift in preferred 

Figure 20.2   Sequence of most intelligible locations 
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position is evidence that the focus of hearing was indeed unrelated to the 
physical ear. Further, the focus must have been outside the head or its 
position would not have been able to change. 

Generally, the sounds most difficult to recognize were those that tended to 
be spoken softly or depended on the higher frequencies such as stop 
consonants, fricatives, and sibilants. 

Since Doris’s hearing ability seemed enhanced immediately after the 
healing session, the effect of the training may have been minimal. In any 
case, she was now able to have a relatively normal conversation with 
someone at her left side while walking outdoors where there were no walls 
to reflect sound. This was not possible before the etheric ear was created. 

Some anecdotal observations reported by Doris may also be of interest. In 
two instances around mid-January, she heard unexplained bursts of sound 
that seemed localized to the side of the etheric ear. The first sound was like 
a grunt, and the second sound a week later was a musical ping. 

Near the end of January, she occasionally reported an anomaly during 
training sessions. When words were spoken at a particular spot near her left 
physical ear, a soft buzzing quality “like an electric toothbrush” was 
superimposed on the speaker’s voice. The distortion would have been 
caused by a malfunction of the etheric ear. 

Audiometric tests 
During the training sessions, Doris’s etheric ear appeared to hover just 
outside her head near the left physical ear. Initially, therefore, tonal 
threshold measurements were made using a computer’s audio speaker 
rather than with an earphone placed on the physical ear. The speaker was 
placed on her left side about 50-60 cm from the ear. During the threshold 
measurements, the right ear was blocked with a latex foam ear plug inserted 
into the ear canal. Finger pressure was maintained on the ear plug for the 
duration of the test. This blockage provided about 40 dB attenuation of 
sound to the right ear. 

Thresholds were also measured using headphones (Sennheiser PMX 60) 
with thin ear pads intended mainly for comfort. The headphones were 
positioned over the physical ears, and sound was directed only to the left 
side. The sound was not totally blocked by the ear pad, so leakage was 
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expected to be detectable by the external etheric ear. The right ear was again 
blocked by finger pressure on the earplug inserted into the right ear canal. 

The level of a calibration tone was measured near the position of the left 
ear. Using the method of adjustment (e.g., Zwicker and Fastl, 1990), 
thresholds were determined from 100 Hz to 20 kHz at 30 frequencies 
equally spaced on a log scale. The signal at each frequency consisted of 140 
msec pulses including 10 msec rise and fall times, presented with an inter-
pulse interval of 80 msec. So the pulse rate was slightly over 4 pulses/sec. 
Thresholds are not shown beyond 5242 Hz in the following figures since 
these frequencies were usual inaudible at the maximum output level of 80 
dB. 

The measured threshold data were adjusted to compensate for the non-flat 
frequency response of the speaker system or the headphones (Zwicker and 
Fastl, 1990). The amount of compensation required at each frequency was 
determined by changing the output gain until it reached a predetermined 
constant value on the dB meter. The calculated deviations from a flat 
frequency response were used to adjust Doris’s measured threshold at each 
frequency. 

Figure 20.3   Left side threshold for tones from a speaker 
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Figure 20.3 shows the thresholds for tones presented via the speaker. The 
determination for early December is the average of five measurements, and 
the error bar at each point shows plus and minus one standard deviation. 
The late December thresholds are the average of two measurements, and in 
early April only one threshold function was measured. The thresholds 
determined by the audiologist in 2012 are also included for ease of 
comparison. 

Figure 20.4 shows the thresholds for tones presented with the headphone. 
The threshold for late December is the average of two measurements, and 
the associated standard deviations indicated by error bars are small and 
barely visible. Only a single threshold function was determined in late 
February and in early April. 

For both speaker and headphone, thresholds were lower below 500 Hz than 
above. However, the lowest thresholds were lower and the highest 
thresholds were higher when using the headphone. 

Changes in performance of the etheric ear can also be assessed from the 
data in Figures 20.3 and 20.4. There appears to be an improvement over 
time for both transducers. In Figure 20.3, thresholds determined in April 

Figure 20.4   Left side thresholds for tones from headphone 
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were up to 5-10 dB below the error bars of early December in several 
places; in particular, in the range of 200-350 Hz, at 700 Hz, and at 
frequencies higher than 1150 Hz. In Figure 20.4, the thresholds below 500 
Hz were roughly 10-15 dB lower in February and April than they were in 
December. 

We can now look at the possibility that the left-side threshold measurements 
were contaminated by detection of the tones by the right ear. Was the 40 dB 
attenuation provided by the right earplug sufficient to prevent the tones 
from being heard in that ear? Was the inter-aural attenuation sufficient to 
prevent transmission of the tones to the right ear through the head?  

Figure 20.5 shows the right-ear hearing thresholds as read from the graphic 
in the audiologist’s report. All thresholds were between 30 and 45 dB, and 
the ear was considered to have mild to moderate sensorineural hearing loss. 

Using the speaker transducer, the highest average threshold for the etheric 
ear was approximately 60 dB. A 60 dB signal entering the right ear would 
have been reduced by the earplug to about 20 dB. This is lower than the 
lowest right-ear threshold and so would not have been detected. 

Using the headphone, the highest average threshold for the etheric ear was 
somewhat higher at about 65 dB. Is it likely that the right ear could have 
detected that level of sound through the head? Inter-aural attenuation when 
using earphones is considered to be at least 40 dB (e.g., British Society of 

Figure 20.5   Audiologist thresholds for the right ear 
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Audiology, 2011), so a 65 dB signal would have been reduced to less than 
25 dB at the right ear via this route. This level is again lower than the lowest 
right-ear threshold, so it would not have been detected by the right ear. 

These considerations indicate that the etheric ear thresholds were not 
contaminated by detection of the test signals via the right ear. 

Discussion 
The audiologist found in 2012 that Doris’s left ear suffered from profound 
sensorineural hearing loss. Above 500 Hz, the ear was essentially non-
functional with thresholds approaching or exceeding 100-120 dB. After the 
healing treatment in 2014, an impressive improvement was found as 
hearing thresholds decreased by more than 60 dB. Since sensorineural 
hearing loss is permanent, we may infer that the recovery of hearing was 
due to the spirit intervention described by the medium. 

Although the reductions in threshold were mostly at the higher frequencies, 
the lack of hearing sensitivity in that region is still significant. It is 
consistent with the kind of perceptual confusions that arose during the 
training sessions with word utterances. Although not formally tested in an 
experiment, it became apparent over a number of sessions that fricatives 
(e.g., f, s, sh) and stop consonants (e.g., g, p, t) were missed more than usual. 
These are characterized by a relatively broad spectral band at the higher 
frequencies. The phoneme /e/ as in “beet” was also noticeably 
misunderstood, and it has a critical frequency component around 2200 Hz. 
Nevertheless, words were usually heard correctly when spoken at the 
“sweet” spot, and this would not have been possible before the etheric ear 
treatment. 

The threshold function was influenced by the manner in which the tones 
were presented. At frequencies above 1100 Hz, the speaker transducer 
consistently yielded thresholds that were about 15 dB lower than the 
headphone thresholds. This suggests that the headphone partially blocked 
the tones from reaching the etheric ear. A headphone positioned close to the 
head would be expected to block some of the sound if the etheric ear were 
positioned outside of the head. This external location was confirmed in the 
training sessions when the focus of the etheric ear was found to move. 
Blockage of the path to the etheric ear by the headphone enclosure would 
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be noticeable at the higher frequencies but not at the low frequencies where 
the physical ear was still functional. 

Compared to presentation with the speaker transducer, thresholds with 
headphone presentation were lower for low-frequency tones and higher for 
higher-frequency tones. This can be explained by the combined properties 
of the physical ear and the external etheric ear. The physical ear is sensitive 
only to low frequencies while the etheric ear is sensitive mainly to higher 
frequencies. Low frequency energy from the headphone was focused into 
the functioning physical ear, so the quite low threshold measurement was 
mediated by the physical ear. However, higher-frequency energy from the 
headphone was not perceptible to the physical ear, and only energy that 
leaked past the headphone was perceived by the external etheric ear. This 
blockage by the headphone reduced the intensity of the tone and appeared 
to raise the threshold of the etheric ear. 

Thresholds measured near 250 Hz in December were about the same as that 
reported by the audiologist in 2012. Figure 20.4 shows that headphone 
thresholds at low frequencies decreased significantly after the initial 
determination in December. If this can be consistently confirmed, then the 
etheric ear may be becoming more sensitive to the low frequencies. Low-
frequency energy leaking past the headphone enclosure may enable the 
etheric ear to work with the physical ear to obtain a lower threshold. Figure 
20.3 also shows possibly significant reductions in threshold at lower 
frequencies using the speaker transducer. Small reductions in threshold are 
also seen here at higher frequencies, suggesting that the overall sensitivity 
of the etheric ear may be improving incrementally. 

Restoration of hearing to an ear that has profound sensorineural hearing loss 
is considered impossible without extreme intervention such as surgical 
implantation of an artificial cochlea. Yet we show in this report that there 
is indeed another way, although it does not fit into our current scientific 
framework. The medium has no doubts about what occurred because he was 
able to observe the proceedings. On our part, we have reason to accept the 
medium's explanation because an observed property of Doris’s hearing 
corresponds to the medium’s prior description. That is, the movement of 
the ear’s apparent location is evidence that it exists outside the head, and 
this is consistent with the medium’s comment immediately after the healing 
session that the ear was created outside the head. Further, the hearing 
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performance indicates a recovery of function that is not at all expected for 
a deficit of this nature. The medium offers an explanation for an otherwise 
inexplicable phenomenon. 

The creation of an etheric ear to compensate for a defective physical ear 
was said to be of considerable interest to the beings involved. The medium 
understands that they would like to carry out such interventions on behalf 
of more people. This could be an opening for a collaboration between 
human medical professionals and spirit scientists. 

General discussion 
The notion that physical objects are supported by forms in an etheric realm 
is not accepted by mainstream science, yet it is a useful concept for 
explaining some empirical observations. For example, experiments on 
bioenergetics have demonstrated that a kind of energetic template appears 
to exist in concert with living matter. For example, an image called a Kirlian 
photograph is created by placing a living object like a leaf or a finger on a 
photographic plate and exposing it to a high frequency, high voltage electric 
field. The resulting image is frequency-dependent and shows patterns of 
corona discharge on and around the object. A number of such images were 
published by Moss and Johnson (1972). Of most interest here is the so-
called phantom leaf effect seen in some experiments that use a properly 
calibrated energy source. When a section of a leaf is cut off before exposure, 
the pattern on the photographic plate after exposure is of the whole leaf 
(Moss, 1976; Gerber, 2001). This suggests that the leaf has a superimposed 
energy field that remains in place for a time after a physical part of the leaf 
is removed. Gerber (2001) proposed that “Kirlian photography uses 
etherically stimulated electrons to trace delicate outlines associated with 
the etheric body of the leaf.” He suggests that the Kirlian energy source 
must operate at a frequency that is a subharmonic of the much higher 
frequency of the etheric body in order to resonate with it. 

The medium’s description of the events that occurred when the etheric ear 
was created gave some additional insights. He confirmed that beings exist 
in what we call the etheric realm. Some of these beings appeared in the form 
of humans that once had a physical existence on earth, others were not 
human judging from their blue skin color. Since they exist in the etheric 
realm, they are all non-physical from our perspective. We also learned that 
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there are objects in the etheric realm, such as the etheric ear, that do not 
have a physical counterpart. This means that the environment of beings in 
the etheric realm need not be like our physical environment. In other words, 
etheric forms exist without having corresponding physical bodies of matter. 

The etheric ear device may have particular properties that interested the 
group of observers. Although etheric objects are sometimes described as 
templates for the formation of physical counterparts, the etheric ear has no 
corresponding physical form located beside Doris’s head. The ear receives 
and analyzes sound energy and is said to stimulate the brain areas 
appropriate for producing the correct auditory sensations. This suggests that 
the device freely interacts with physical sound vibrations and brain tissue. 

However, that need not be the case. Like all physical objects, vibrating air 
molecules would have an etheric counterpart, as would the neural 
mechanisms in the brain. The etheric ear may receive the etheric vibrations 
associated with the physical sound and may stimulate the etheric 
counterparts of the physical neurons in the brain. If that is the case, the 
etheric ear would interact with only etheric objects. Although the etheric 
ear device does not have a physical counterpart of its own, it appears to be 
able to both “read” and “write” the states of etheric templates of other 
physical objects. It would not need to interact directly with physical matter 
to reliably affect physical processes. This may have been a sufficiently 
novel feature to attract the attention of the observers to the healing process. 
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21. A Zeta healing 
Precancerous skin cells, known as actinic keratoses, formed on the author's 
nose in the fall of 2014. The condition was diagnosed by a dermatologist in 
December of that year and was treated with cryotherapy. This treatment 
froze the abnormal skin with liquid nitrogen and caused it to flake off and 
be replaced with new skin. But seven months later, the condition reappeared 
at the edges of the regrown skin. This time it was treated with a topical 
cream meant to treat actinic keratoses. Since extended use of the cream can 
cause skin irritation, it was used once a day for five days, stopped for three 
days, then applied again for another five days. 

Nine days after discontinuing the treatment with the cream, the 
abnormalities on the nose had not gone away and were becoming an 
increasing concern. They should have healed during that period if the cream 
were effective, but they seemed to be spreading instead. An alternative 
therapy was attempted. Specifically, Paul Hamden, the Australian medium 
who channels beings from the extraterrestrial Zeta race, agreed to ask the 
Zetas to cure the skin condition on the nose. 

Healing of precancerous skin lesions 
The medium located in Australia entered a light trance state one morning 
and a Zeta being spoke through him to the author in Canada where it was 
evening. Communication between the two locations was mediated by the 
Facebook Messenger chat utility using audio only. The proceedings were 
recorded on an independent recording device. 

The healing process began and for 1 min 26 sec, no words were spoken. 
When it was finished, the Zeta discussed what had occurred. 
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Zeta: There has been an attempt to redefine the etheric energy around your 
facial area to see if any potential is applied to the abnormal cellular 
structure. If we have had any success, it will be within three days. If not, we 
will try again. 

The problem with cellular changes in the physical form are that the body is 
self-programmed to provide these potentials within the framework of its 
existence. It is a natural response to provide the abnormal cellular 
structure. The body perceives that it is doing its job. 

Patient: So it will try to counteract what you are doing? 

Zeta: Yes, of course, that is why we have instructed the consciousness of 
the etheric body in the facial area to reverse the cellular changes. But of 
course from the physical side, there will be potentials applied to the etheric 
changes. You, as consciousness, are in the middle and are also responsible 
for being of a receiving nature, to tell your body that it is appropriate to 
heal. 

Patient: Is meditation appropriate for doing that? 

Zeta: Yes, of course. 

Patient: Is my best strategy in meditation to go into a state of quiet 
expectation? 

Zeta: What was your cellular structure before the abnormal cellular 
structure? You need to be in that state where you are prior to the cellular 
structure. 

Patient: Ok, I see, so I should perhaps visualize? 

Zeta: Yes. 

After the healing process, the Zeta said that success should be evident in 
about three days. Photographs of the nose had been taken before the healing 
and more were taken afterward. The following four images show that the 
skin returned to the normal state. As is customary in the process of wound 
healing, scabs formed and eventually fell away from healthy skin. Figure 
21.1 gives an indication of how healing progressed. Within a week, the 
lesions were completely healed. 
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Discussion 
The changes to the skin on the nose are consistent with intervention by the 
Zeta being. Having said that, some may think that the application of the 
topical cream might have had something to do with the observed healing. 
But if that were the case, evidence of healing should have been visible 
during the period when the cream was no longer being applied. Instead, the 
condition seemed to be worsening, and so healing was requested from the 
Zetas. It is safe to say that the improvements shown in the images are not 
due to the topical cream treatment applied more than nine days earlier. 

The photograph taken immediately after the Zeta had influenced the etheric 
body already shows evidence of healing. This temporal contiguity in itself 
indicates that the healing was caused by what the Zeta did. The image 
suggests that the abnormal skin cells were already responding to the 
imposed etheric body changes. As shown in the subsequent images, the 

Figure 21.1   Images before and after healing 
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physical skin took several days to adjust by moving through the usual 
healing process. 

According to the Zeta cosmology (Treurniet, 2019), every physical object 
is organized by an etheric body representation in the energy of 
consciousness known as quanta. The physical body is experienced when the 
perceptual process transforms the quanta. An observed change to a physical 
body part would mean its etheric representation had changed. For example, 
exposure to ultraviolet radiation from the sun damaged the author’s skin 
and caused abnormal biological processes to persist (e.g., actinic keratoses). 
The local consciousness came to accept that damaged state, and the change 
to the etheric body became the new normal. When the etheric body was 
encouraged by the Zeta to return to its original undamaged state, the body 
experienced healing by its local consciousness. The change could have been 
resisted if consciousness were not moved to heal, and so the patient was 
encouraged to visualize an undamaged state. 

The human etheric body mediates the communication between the local 
consciousness and the physical body. The Zeta took advantage of this 
relationship in the healing process. They redefined the etheric energy in the 
facial area to what it was before it had changed. However, this externally 
imposed change to the etheric body could be resisted by an etheric body 
process that was just "doing its job". So the Zeta instructed the local 
consciousness to help maintain the changed state. That is, the consciousness 
was made aware that the abnormal cellular structure was to be reversed, and 
"that it is appropriate to heal." Further, the patient was advised to actively 
support this message by meditating and visualizing the skin as it was when 
it was healthy. 
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22. Analysis of the Scole experiment 
Summary. The book,” Witnessing the Impossible” by Robin Foy, is a diary 
of events that occurred during physical mediumship séances from 1993 
until 1998. Because of the format, similar events are scattered throughout 
the book. Items in different categories of events are pulled together in this 
chapter and the categories are discussed separately. Of primary interest to 
the author were the physics underlying spirit phenomena and the social 
milieu in the spirit world. The analysis suggests that there is such a thing 
as spirit energy that pervades the spirit world and exists in the séance room. 
Transformation of this spirit energy to some physical phenomena appeared 
to be accompanied by electrical effects. The spirit world is seen as an 
environment controlled by mental events. Interactions among the 
inhabitants suggest that they form a collective held together by love. The 
collective is thought to consist of groups in a distributed control system 
where everyone is motivated by the same overall objectives. 

 

Over a 5-year period, from 1993 to 1998, four people met regularly about 
twice a week to sit in a physical mediumship séance. The séances took place 
mainly in the cellar of a house in Scole, England. Amazing interactions with 
the spirit world were reported, as well as interactions with other realms both 
physical and non-physical (Solomon and Solomon, 2006).  

Two of the sitters, Alan and Diana Bennett, quickly became the mediums 
in the group. As such, they were almost always in a trance and unaware of 
the unusual phenomena that took place. The other two sitters were Robin 
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and Sandra Foy. At times, the group of sitters included invited guests. Robin 
meticulously recorded the events in each session, and the diary became the 
basis for his book entitled Witnessing the Impossible (Foy, 2008). 

The purpose of the séances was to create anomalous physical phenomena 
in the séance room, and to discover how to facilitate communication 
between the spirit realm and our physical world. A series of experiments 
were conducted to investigate ways this could be done. The experimenters 
were members of a spirit team who were assisted by the Scole group. The 
spirit team was mainly composed of the spirits of deceased humans, and 
occasionally included other similar entities with no ties to an earthly 
existence.  

Some members of the spirit team were thought to have a history of scientific 
research while living in their physical bodies. For example, Thomas Edison 
made known his participation in the development of a novel communication 
system, and his signature captured on photographic film appeared to 
confirm his identity. However, most identities were not revealed so they 
would not interfere with the research objectives.   

This chapter is a discussion of the social and physical dynamics at play 
during the séances. Foy's report of his perceptions of the events is a good 
basis for such an analysis, since it is relatively free of interpretation. It is 
assumed that Foy accurately reported what he saw, that realms other than 
the physical may be real, that intelligent entities may exist in those realms, 
and that what these entities said during the séances can be taken at face 
value. 

Methodology 
In the first pass through Foy's book, significant events from the social and 
physical perspectives were underlined, and possible categories of events 
that could contribute to the analysis were identified. In the second pass, the 
substance of each underlined text in the book was typed into a spreadsheet 
along with the associated page number. Finally, 25 columns were added to 
the spreadsheet to represent categories of interest.  

Manu and Paxton were the only spirit personalities included as categories 
because they seemed to have something to say about the greater scheme of 
things. The rest of the categories were thought to be relevant to the physics 
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and the social dynamics that were the general topics of interest. The 
categories were as follows. 

altered matter, apports, Council of Communion, communication, 
dimensions, electricity, energy, energy voice, energy structure, geometry, 
germanium device, interference, goal, healing, levitation, Manu, Paxton, 
photo, portal, reincarnation, silicon device, spirit light, spirit world, social 
structure, time 

Each text entry was coded with a '1' in each column if it was relevant to that 
category, else it was assigned a '0'. The completed spreadsheet was sorted 
25 times using the column for each category as the sort key. Each time, all 
text entries belonging to the given category rose to the top. In this way, 
significant related pieces of data spread throughout the book were brought 
together to be studied. The intent was to arrive at a better understanding of 
the forces at work in the séance room, and perhaps also how spirits relate to 
us and each other.  

The items that fell into each category listed above were each summarized 
in the subsections of “Synthesis of category contents”. The information in 
the categories was further condensed in the following section, “Spirit realm 
physics and social dynamics”, where the physics and social dynamics 
implied by the séance events in the categories are discussed.  

Synthesis of category contents 
The contents of each category obtained by sorting the spreadsheet are 
described in a more readable form in the following subsections, and 
reasonable inferences are drawn where possible. The categories are in 
alphabetical order. 

Altered matter 
This category was a catchall for anomalous events that did not fit easily into 
other categories. These events included deafening raps and the playing of 
musical instruments under spirit control. There were also events that 
emphasized the ephemeral nature of matter. Pieces of crystal in a bowl were 
solid to the touch, then became no more solid than a holographic image. 
The air in the room moved spontaneously as measured by a flow meter and 
was often felt as a breeze. Sometimes the breezes were perfumed with, for 
example, the scent of magnolia.  
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We can say that the properties of matter changed over time apparently at 
the whim of the spirit team. 

Apports 
An apport is the sudden introduction of an object into a space. In one case, 
a large amethyst crystal appeared which was warm to the touch. The higher 
temperature might have been caused by the transport mechanism, or it 
might have been a property of the object in the environment from which it 
came. A small black pebble appeared, and according to the spirit team, it 
was very old and had come from another dimension. Pieces of quartz from 
a sea bottom also appeared in the room, as well as other items such as an 
old piece of paper, a liquid, and a grey powder. 

A sitter suggested that an object is represented by a pattern of information. 
When this pattern is moved to a new location, the object is moved as well. 
A spirit team member agreed but added that the process was more like 
cloning. This suggests that the information pattern was copied rather than 
moved. In that case, the object would continue to exist in its original 
location, with the apport being a duplicate. 

The instantaneous teleportation of an existing object to another location in 
the room was also called an apport. For example, a ping-pong ball was 
found inside a sealed fish tank, and on another occasion the ball appeared 
inside the central glass dome. There was still just one ping-pong ball each 
time, so it was not cloned. Therefore, teleporting an existing object does not 
appear to involve the same mechanism as introducing a new object into the 
local environment. 

Council of Communion (CofC) 
The Council of Communion is a group of 13 entities that managed the 
activities of spirits associated with the Scole group. Its role was to plan and 
oversee experiments conducted on the earth plane. It was said to be one of 
several groups in the spirit world that have similar functions. It's objective 
was to promote a massive impact on the physical world by the spirit world 
using our media. The intent was to increase our level of spirituality. 

Because of incompatible energies, not all members of the CofC were able 
to communicate with the sitters. Apparently, the CofC normally only 
communicates via spirit guide intermediaries. In this case, however, it had 
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decided that some of their members should communicate with the sitters 
directly. Members named John Paxton and Abraham were chosen to 
communicate the wishes of the CofC. 

The behavior of the CofC appears quite authoritarian from our perspective, 
and pronouncements were never opposed. They controlled such things as 
who participated in the experiments and whether or not spirits were allowed 
to communicate with the sitters. Abraham made it clear that they even 
wanted to control the Scole group's communication with the outside world. 
All this control was necessary 'to maintain our mercurial progress'. 

In the end, it appeared that this degree of control may have been justified. 
Communication with the spirit world and beyond appears to have an 
element of danger in that natural laws can be violated. The experiments 
created an interdimensional portal from the physical realm. A physical race 
in our future attempted to use this portal to go back in time. Since members 
of this race were genetically different from us, they could travel through the 
portal while we could not. However, interfering with the past violates 
natural law, so the portal was closed and the CofC terminated the 
experiments in progress. 

Communication 
Along with the observed physical phenomena, the sitters at Scole 
experienced several methods of speech communication developed by the 
scientists on the spirit team. There was the traditional method of speech 
using the vocal apparatus of the medium, and this method continued to be 
used until near the end. A spirit communicator described this method like 
'being at the end of a kite, with the communication from her traveling down 
the string' to the medium. A variation of this method, called direct speech, 
still used the medium's vocal cords, but somehow displaced the apparent 
source of the sound some distance from the medium. 

Another approach, the energy voice method, also generated speech 
anywhere in the room but did not use the medium's speech apparatus. 
However, it still required the presence of the medium in trance, apparently 
to create energy structures in mid-air to simulate the speech apparatus. With 
this structure in place, other spirits with no knowledge of how it was made 
could use the apparatus to generate speech simply by thinking of what to 
say. 
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Each energy voice operated in a separate channel so simultaneous energy 
voices were possible. The most successful developer and user of this 
method attributed his success to the unique properties of his voice such as 
pitch. This may well be, since there were only two spirits who were 
considered very competent users of the energy voice method. An alternative 
explanation for the small number of very competent users is that the method 
is a skill that is not easy to learn. 

A speaker with a heavy French accent disclosed that his use of the energy 
voice depended on the medium's knowledge of the English language. On 
the other hand, a German speaker was able to communicate with a German 
sitter even though the medium had no knowledge of the German language. 

Generation of an electronic rather than an acoustic speech signal was 
accomplished using a circuit based on a germanium transistor. This device 
was built by the Scole group according to specifications provided by a spirit 
team scientist said to be Thomas Edison, the famous American inventor. 
The germanium device was influenced by spirit visitors to generate an 
electronic speech signal. The output of the device was connected to a 
cassette recorder so it could be amplified and recorded on audio tape. 

Later it was discovered that the cassette recorder, with microphone removed 
and germanium device disconnected, could by itself be used to generate an 
electronic speech signal. In the initial attempt, the spirit communicator 
disclosed that the system was 'a fraction of frequency' out, suggesting that 
some kind of oscillating carrier signal was involved. The success of this 
approach was attributed to an effect of the spirit communicator on the 
silicon transistors in the output stage of the recorder's amplifier. 

The germanium device was especially useful for communication with 
interdimensional entities. It seemed to be part of a system that was able to 
translate such communications to English. The received voices initially had 
a robotic, reverberant sound which gradually sounded more natural. In 
contrast, the silicon device alone in the cassette player yielded 
'gobbledegook' from non-English speaking communicators. 

The germanium device also permitted the interdimensional entities to 
communicate non-speech messages that sounded like very fast Morse code. 
Initial attempts to decode these messages as Morse code were unsuccessful. 
Nevertheless, about eight months later, the Scole group was again 
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encouraged to translate and decode the received data, adding that the 
equipment to do so was already available. 

A spirit team member disclosed that the received non-speech messages 
'were composed of pulses, which were actually around us 24 hours a day, 
every day.' The pulses originated in another dimension and were amplified 
by the germanium device. This comment suggests that the messages were a 
controlled form of an as yet unidentified interdimensional energy. In 
addition, the Scole group was told that this type of contact would help to 
establish a permanent 'bridgehead' in order to facilitate the establishment of 
new kinds of connections in the future. 

It seems that connecting with interdimensional entities is not as 
straightforward as connecting with the spirit world. The Scole group found 
that a message communicated via the germanium device had to pass 
through a chain of relay stations. The number of relays required varied with 
the 'distance' between the dimensional and physical realms. For example, 
relay stations occupied by entities identified themselves as 'Lima 3' and 
'West 7', presumably the third and seventh stations in the respective chains. 

Dimensions 
The Scole experiment began as a means to investigate communication with 
the spirit world, a place where many people expect to find the essences of 
loved ones who have passed on from our familiar physical realm. But in a 
session as early as five months after the sittings began, it became clear that 
the idea of a spirit world beyond the physical was too simple a concept. 
During that session, a spirit informed the group that he and his father were 
not from the spirit world as they knew it. They had not had the experience 
of a life on earth. Rather, they were from a 'far' place - another dimension. 
Then about seven months later, John Paxton, an evolved spirit and a 
representative of the Council of Communion, let it be known that 'there 
were many spirit realms or dimensions and that not all souls have an earthly 
life'. Paxton even suggested that the experiments might eventually pave the 
way for sitters to be transported to other dimensions from the physical 
realm. 

During the work at Scole, energy structures were felt and heard moving 
around in the darkness of the séance room. Some were also seen when 
illuminated by spirit lights. Typically, these energy structures were 
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simulations of human bodies. In the last year or so of the experiment, 
however, more and more of these physical simulations had non-human 
features that identified them as extraterrestrial or interdimensional 
creatures. For example, a sitter was touched by a cold, rough and scaly hand 
with a bump on one side. When the sitter seemed to need reassurance, the 
structure morphed into a warmer and smoother hand. 

Then a hand with only four fingers was seen with the aid of a spirit light. A 
sitter was touched by small hands that appeared to have six or seven fingers, 
and then by a hand having two very large fingers. 

A being appeared that had a long rigid appendage ending with a sucker-like 
feature. It attempted to communicate by making puffing, blowing, and 
smacking sounds. A spirit commentator described the appendage as like the 
antenna of a moth. 

Other beings touching the sitters had warm limbs that felt like an arm and a 
hand, with skin like knitted textile. The hand felt like a mitten with a thumb, 
and there was constant rippling under the skin. 

Another group of visitors were felt in the dark to have three fingers. 
According to a spirit commentator, the beings had a split tongue, and made 
sounds outside the range of human hearing. These sounds were made using 
cranial cavities as sound resonators. 

In the final tactile encounter with energy structures representing non-human 
entities, the being's head was narrower than a human head, and it had short 
soft hair about a quarter inch long. It had a long, beak-like nose with skin 
like ours, a sharp chin, and moisture between the lips. 

Non-human visitors were also seen on several videos taken in the Scole 
cellar just before or during a séance. One video showed a head with sparse 
short hair and one large rolling eye. Another showed an animated being 
with no hair, large black eyes, no mouth, and a narrow beak-like nose. A 
being having the appearance of the well-known 'grey' ET appeared on a 
video, but coloured blue instead of grey. A similar being, but having more 
angular eyes, appeared again in a subsequent video. 

An entity spoke several times from another dimension via the germanium 
device. He had no form and was from a world of nothing but images where 
language was not needed. He used a thought translation system to speak in 
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English. His race had no physical form although the male/female distinction 
existed to create balance. He projected himself as a personality for the 
convenience of the Scole group, and this personality could be changed at 
will. 

Manu, the spirit guide who always began each session, confirmed that the 
interdimensional visitors come in all shapes and sizes. Some beings from 
water habitats visited earth long ago and interacted with dolphins. He 
suggests that is why dolphins have evolved into the intelligent beings we 
see today. 

As well as the physical presence of the simulated non-human entities, the 
sitters also experienced what can be described as etheric attachments. 
During an interaction with 'stellar friends', both sitters felt sensations 
around the head area. One sitter felt a physical attachment to the back, while 
the other felt something similar on the shoulder. The effect was 'one of a 
real merging with beings from other dimensions'. Further, the surrounding 
atmosphere was 'warm and welcoming'. 

On one occasion when influences from 'far' dimensions were present in the 
room, one sitter felt a strong 'merging' sensation around the forehead and 
the right side of the face. It was a definite physical interaction. On another 
occasion when small hands were exploring the sitter's wristwatch, a sense 
of love filled the room that was tangible. Robin took this opportunity to 
emphasize that, in his 35 years of experience, never has he encountered 
'bad' entities in the spirit world. 

Electricity 
Some of the phenomena experienced in the Scole sittings were 
accompanied by sounds and sensations consistent with the discharge of 
static electricity. This was noticed at the very beginning of the experiment 
when one of the sitters felt a 'sort of electrical energy' around a trumpet on 
the table in the room. The trumpet slowly fell over shortly thereafter, and 
moved to the lap of a sitter. When a tape recording of the session was played 
back, noise-like interference on the tape persisted only until the trumpet 
began to move. The cause of the recorded noise could have been 
electromagnetic radiation in the environment which ceased when the energy 
was redirected to levitate the trumpet. In a subsequent session, a charged 
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atmosphere was noticed again before an unexplained movement of the 
trumpet. 

On another occasion, a display of spirit lights was accompanied by sparks 
and a crackling noise. These suggest that an electrical potential difference 
existed somewhere in or around the spirit lights. A voltage large enough to 
ionize the air molecules between two poles would have discharged across 
the gap, thus producing the observed spark and noise. In a different session, 
a loud tearing sound several seconds in duration was also accompanied by 
a spirit light near the location of the sound. In this case, a spirit scientist 
explained that the noise had been caused by a premature discharge of 
electrical energy. 

Energy structures dubbed SVOs (Sustained Visual Objects) also appeared 
to carry an electric charge. In one case, a triangular shaped flying object 
surrounded by three to five small spirit lights made rattling or scraping 
noises 'like scraping a wooden match box'. Further, it produced a sound like 
crumpling cellophane when it came in contact with the table. In another 
case, a 4-inch long SVO resembling a large crystal gently levitated and 
moved around the room. Paper-like material suspended from the object 
made a rustling or crackling noise when it contacted the table. These noises 
suggest that there was a voltage difference within the spirit lights and 
between the SVOs and the table top. 

That the spirit light can be the source of an electric voltage was confirmed 
when a small light about the size of a bee stung a sitter's hand. The sitter 
commented, 'It's rather like an electric shock', and the energy voice of a 
spirit in the room added, 'Static. It's static'. In another sitting, a sitter felt 
tingling in the hands and arms, and a spirit guide attributed this sensation to 
a mild electric current passing through the body. 

A spirit light seems to be sensitive to a small applied electric field. This was 
demonstrated with a light inside an inverted Pyrex bowl. A sitter was 
invited to place his hand on the bowl, and when he did so the light began to 
pulse. The pulse rate of the light would have been similar to his heart rate. 
He also felt tingling in his hand as he touched the bowl. The 
electrocardiogram signal measured at the hand is less than 5 mV, and this 
seems to have been sufficient to change the magnitude of the spirit light 
luminance. The tingling in the hand suggests that the spirit light changed 
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the electrical potential of the glass bowl with respect to ground, causing an 
electric current to flow. 

While some spirit phenomena appear to create electrical effects, 
electromagnetic fields generated by equipment in the séance room is said to 
drastically interfere with the work of the spirit team scientists. The spirit 
team let it be known that electric lights in the room were unacceptable. It 
was not so much the light itself that would interfere, but the electricity in 
the circuits producing the light. Even the presence of a cassette recorder was 
considered problematic but was tolerated because of the need to record the 
proceedings. In this case, a low voltage DC recorder was acceptable while 
a higher voltage AC device was not. On the other hand, it seems that too 
many DC devices are to be avoided as well, judging by the apparent 
negative effects of hearing aids worn by six or seven sitters in a circle. 
During a field trip to Switzerland, even electrical circuits in surrounding 
residential apartments were said to cause problems for the spirit team. 

Energy 
Physical mediumship depends on a substance called 'spirit energy' to cause 
unusual phenomena to happen. This energy is not recognized by 
conventional science, although it may interact with electromagnetism or 
have it as a component. It appears to be a field having the property of 
frequency and amplitude, and these parameters may be modified by 
entering an appropriate state of consciousness. Comments are made 
throughout the book that may help to clarify its properties. 

A Scole spirit guide said that true spirit energy is based on love. Love is the 
creative force that makes things happen. But this spirit energy has a 
vibratory state that varies across realms. It so happens that our rate of 
vibration is lower than that of the spirit realm, so spirits have to lower their 
rate in order to contact us. We make this contact more difficult when we are 
not in the proper state. For example, fear or or other negative emotions are 
difficult for spirits to overcome, so such emotions make us less able to 
merge with the energy from other realms. It is generally agreed that the 
successful merging of spirit energies from different realms for the purpose 
of communication is a cooperative process preferably motivated by love. 

Spirit energy is a property of the individual human, and in a physical 
mediumship séance the energy from a number of people is combined in a 
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circular configuration. This configuration appears to be necessary for the 
energy to be focussed by the medium and used by the spirit team. We are 
told that the creative energy used by the Scole spirit scientists is a blending 
of earth energies with spirit energies. The amount of energy available could 
be sensed by a particular spirit guide whose responsibility it was to 'blend' 
the energies. At the beginning of a session, he said that there was 'an 
excellent and plentiful reservoir of energy available to the spirit team'. 

According to instructions given by a spirit guide, the energy in the séance 
room could be amplified by the sitters. This was accomplished by 
visualizing the energy moving around the room in a clockwise direction for 
a five-minute interval. On another occasion, the spirit guide requested the 
same visualization technique to smooth the variation in energy among the 
group members. This variation resulted when one of the mediums suffered 
from a headache. The visualization treatment in both cases indicates that 
the energy is coupled to sitters' mental activities. 

Visualization by the sitters also affected a spirit light emanating from a 
crystal on the table. A spirit scientist invited the sitters to press on the floor 
with their feet and visualize the sun. This behavior resulted in such a large 
increase in the brightness of the spirit light that it lit up the entire room. 
Apparently, the visualization affected the amount of energy available for 
the experiment. 

It seems that the mental activity related to a feeling of anticipation also had 
an effect on the amount of energy present in the room. A spirit guide 
observed that rushes of energy occurred when the sitters entered the cellar 
and when the session was formally opened. 

The events at Scole also showed that the quality of energy can vary 
depending on the source. A spirit guide indicated that two major but 
opposite energies would combine soon which would 'open doors' for the 
group. Apparently, energies could be opposite in some sense without 
annihilating each other when they were combined. The spirit guide also 
talked of a particularly powerful quartz crystal cluster that was discolored 
due to the presence of two different elements. Perhaps its enhanced power 
was also due to this same sense of 'opposite' seen in the two types of 
crystals. 
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The interior of a central glass dome was often the focus of creative energy 
accumulation and spirit lights. On one occasion, the dome lit up like a large 
light bulb. Two small lights about two inches apart were near the top and, 
as explained by a spirit scientist, the luminosity that persisted for more than 
five minutes came from energy moving between the two points of light. 

On another occasion, the scientists managed to find a way for spirit energy 
to regenerate itself independently of the sitters. The intensity of the lights 
in the dome remained constant for up to an hour. Multiple photographs of 
the dome revealed three points of white light on a blue background. Near 
the ceiling above the dome was a self-illuminated, 6-inch diameter hazy 
ring. The spirit team anticipated that it might be possible eventually for the 
light to remain on even between sittings. Sitters were warned that any stored 
energy would be discharged if the dome was approached or touched 
between sessions. 

The spirit scientists introduced another method for accumulating and 
storing spirit energy for later use. A suitable quartz crystal cluster was 
apported to the Scole group for this purpose. It was dubbed the 'traveling 
crystal'. The crystal cluster was energized in the cellar at Scole so that its 
vibrations were synchronized with the energy conditions at that location. 
This traveling crystal would recreate these energy vibrations anywhere in 
the world. 

The spirit guide also explained that aligned crystals buried deep 
underground can be a source of natural energies. On occasion the energy 
might be transduced into sound, and he predicted that some of these sound 
sources would be activated and detected during 'this special time'.  

A spirit scientist offered that spirit energy is like a 'carrier wave' with 
phenomena carried on it. This suggests that our underlying reality is an 
energy field, and that physical matter results from particular distortions in 
the field. That is, physical reality could be described as a dynamic energetic 
environment. 

According to at least two spirit guides, a new spirituality is building on earth 
partly because of special energies being directed to earth from the spirit 
world and other dimensions. Further, these new energies would produce 
changes in earth's flora and fauna and would allow a large number of highly 
evolved spirits and beings from other worlds to come closer to us. It was 
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also predicted that earth scientists would be able before long to measure this 
creative energy within a group, thus showing its independent existence. 

Energy voice 
Typically, voice communication with the spirit world uses the vocal 
apparatus of a medium in trance. Some of the Scole experiments were 
directed at discovering other ways to communicate using speech. One 
successful approach was called the 'energy voice'. From the point of view 
of the sitters, a person's voice would appear to speak from anywhere in the 
room. 

The contribution of the medium to the generation of energy voices is not 
clear. At least one speaker said he needed access to the language skills of 
the medium, while another apparently did not. In particular, a spirit who 
spoke broken English with a French accent relied on the subconscious 
experience and knowledge of a medium to speak English. However, another 
spirit spoke in German to a native German sitter even though the mediums 
present had no knowledge of German. 

A spirit guide disclosed that the energy voice was produced 'via the spiritual 
counterpart of a set of human vocal chords ... built by the spirit team from 
the available creative energy'. These vocal chords were then activated by 
thought. This suggests a conventional explanation for the generation of the 
energy voice. That is, the normal speech apparatus consists of the larynx to 
produce a sinusoidal excitation signal, and an adjustable vocal tract which 
filters the signal to create the various speech sounds. Similarly, the spirit 
team would have needed to create a mechanism to generate the excitation 
signal, and an adjustable resonator cavity to filter this signal. 

There is evidence that an excitation mechanism and a resonator cavity were 
normally present during a display of an energy voice. In some cases, speech 
generation failed but there was still a whistling sound. The latter may have 
been the excitation signal needed for speech production. The absence of 
speech sounds indicates that the resonator cavity needed to filter this signal 
was missing. In other cases, the energy voice sounded squeaky but 
intelligible, like that of a person who inhaled helium before speaking. The 
excessively high frequency suggests a malfunction of the excitation 
mechanism, while the intelligible speech sounds suggest that the resonator 
cavity was still functional. These observations indicate that the resonator 
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cavity and the excitation mechanism are separate devices used in energy 
voice production. 

Each energy voice appears to have its own assigned vocal apparatus, since 
two voices have been heard simultaneously, and more of that was 
anticipated by the spirit team. Some speakers were more proficient than 
others, and two were particularly competent. This suggests that the energy 
voice was a skill that each speaker had to learn. 

The voice was either omnidirectional or unidirectional so that not everyone 
in the room could hear it. There were times when the energy voice was 
amplified by speaking into a small bowl as an additional resonator. Once, 
an energy voice demonstrated singing in a 'beautiful deep voice'. The sitters 
were told that it could duplicate any desired physical sound. The position 
of the voice in the room could be changed almost instantaneously, 
suggesting that the sound was either switched between a number of existing 
speech generators, or that the apparatus can be created very quickly as 
needed. But there also appear to be preferred locations for energy voices to 
manifest. On one occasion, the sitters heard low whistling in the room, and 
were told that whistling helps the spirit team members find the best place 
to position an energy voice. Perhaps the whistling sound helped to map the 
acoustic properties of the room. 

Interestingly, the energy voice was often accompanied by a 'fluttering' or 
low-frequency vibration of the table in the room. This suggests that the 
energy driving the excitation signal was either not well focused or the table 
was intentionally part of the speech generation mechanism. 

Energy structure 
Throughout the Scole experiment sessions, physical entities controlled by 
the spirit world roamed the séance room. In the dark they were mostly 
perceptible by sound and touch, while some were visible whenever they 
were near spirit lights. Often, the objects resembled human faces, hands and 
arms, and behaved intelligently. In one case, the energy structure felt 'as 
though it was made of rubber'. In another case, an object like tassels felt 
like strands of rubber which gradually changed to a softer silky material. 

The spirit team disclosed early on that they had built a spiritual doorway or 
portal on the centre of the table. This doorway would allow spirit 
personalities to manifest in the room. The body of one structure appeared 
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somewhat ephemeral as the centre of the table passed through its body at 
waist height. 

Usually, the bodies of these visitors felt solid and real, and could be either 
rough or smooth to the touch. A spirit guide explained that although the 
structures seemed real, they did not contain body organs and were actually 
the essence of the spirit person. Changing energies could make them feel 
warm and dry or cold and damp. Often the temperature would drop just 
before a spirit form entered the room, especially when the spirit appeared 
to be evolved or important or powerful. 

A spirit scientist demonstrated that he could form a hand from the creative 
energy and touch each of the sitters with it. Using an energy voice, he 
carefully explained that the hand was not his own but one that had been 
made for that particular purpose. On another occasion with eight sitters in 
the room, a spirit personality gave a running commentary on who would be 
touched just before it happened, demonstrating a tight coordination between 
voice and movement of the energy structure. 

A guide further explained that spirit children entered and left the room more 
easily than adults because it was more natural for them. This appears to 
suggest that, even in the spirit world, adults' self-imposed constraints can 
interfere with what is possible. On one occasion, especially rambunctious 
behavior of forms representing a group of children was attributed to the 
sitters' thoughts and emotions which provided the energy for that behavior. 
When the available energy exceeded what was planned, the displayed 
behavior reflected that increased energy. 

As well as the body parts, other forms built up in the room and floated over 
the sitters. Some called Sustained Visual Objects (SVO) were objects 
brought from the spirit world by the spirit team. The first one seemed to be 
made of a crumpled translucent material illuminated from within by a 
pulsating red spirit light and attached to an object on the table. This was 
followed by four or five similar objects attached to other objects. Another 
SVO had the appearance of an angelic figure that was built on the floor and 
floated upward to the level of the sitters' heads. Another was an inverted 
cone shape that, according to the spirit guide, grew prolifically in the fields 
of the spirit world. 
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Another had a triangle or diamond shape with three lights in a triangle 
formation and a 'dove's tail' hanging down and rotating. It looked like a craft 
as it moved, emitting a low rattle. A similar object flew around the room in 
a later session. It had three to five lights and made a scraping noise as well 
as a crackling noise like crumpling cellophane. An SVO built up on the 
table had the appearance of a large crystal oriented vertically as it floated 
around the room. Paper-like material hanging from it also made a sound 
like crumpling cellophane when it contacted the table. 

Other objects of this nature were called Visible Spirit Beings (VSB). While 
the SVOs were manifestations of objects that existed only in the spirit 
world, the VSBs were recognized as beings known on earth. Some VSBs 
had the appearance of a Madonna-like figure and are described as radiating 
'a wonderful feeling of love and peace'. They were self-luminous, six inches 
to three feet tall, and made with material that had either a gossamer or hard 
and rough texture. A spirit guide suggested that the height could increase to 
more than 20 feet, but the objects would then become much less dense and 
harder to see. A density inversely proportional to size suggests that there 
was a fixed amount of material available. 

Other structures were objects associated with space travel. A miniature 
illuminated spaceship appeared that was similar to the Enterprise on the 
Star Trek TV show. On a later occasion, a miniature UFO flew gracefully 
about the room, covering relatively large distances in a split second. It had 
a flat diamond or rectangular shape surrounded by six or seven small 
twinkling lights and a number of portholes. Its size was estimated as eight 
inches by six inches, with a thickness of two inches. It emitted the scraping 
sound heard before from other energy structures. The spirit guide disclosed 
that it was an energy thought form influenced by other dimensions. 

Forms of entities associated with interdimensional (ID) realms also 
appeared as the Scole experiment progressed. Small hands touching the 
sitters had two large fingers on each hand. Other hands had six or seven 
fingers. On one occasion, the sitters' hands were moved by a visitor and 
placed on different parts of its body to prove it was not human. The shape 
of the head was unusual, and the hair was short and sparse. The skin was 
smooth with an unusual texture. Interestingly, the spirit guide disclosed that 
this was the real form of the entity. A more familiar form would have 
appeared if the sitters had not been able to handle the real form. 
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Interactions continued with the sounds of movement in the room and a 
feeling of cold around the knees. Subtle touches on backs and faces resulted 
in a 'cobwebby' feeling, and the spirit guide identified these beings as 
interdimensional. Another being like a sea creature made puffing, blowing, 
and smacking sounds. The sitters felt a rigid appendage with 'the 
consistency of an elephant's trunk', ending with a large, warm sucker. An 
ID communicator likened this structure to a moth antenna. 

In a later session, ID entities identified as 'sliders' appeared in the room and 
touched the sitters. Limbs, that felt like an arm and a hand, had warm skin 
textured like a knitted cloth. The hand was shaped like a mitten with one 
thumb, and there was constant rippling under the skin. The entities returned 
repeatedly to the portal for some unknown reason. According to the ID 
communicator, these entities were amphibian but now 'had a choice'. 

Another group of ID visitors had three fingers. The ID communicator told 
the sitters that these entities had a split tongue and made sounds outside the 
range of human hearing. Cranial cavities were used to make these sounds, 
presumably as sound resonators. 

Geometry 
The pattern of people's positions in the séance room seems to be important 
and is usually not questioned. Traditionally, the medium and all the sitters 
are placed in a circular pattern. This pattern was used at Scole as well when 
the the number of available sitters could be accommodated. When there 
were too many sitters for one circle, two concentric circles were allowed. 

The spirit team gave explicit instructions for a seminar planned at Scole 
with visitors from Germany. There were to be 28 sitters in the séance. The 
Scole group was told that 'the two mediums must sit against one of the side 
walls of the cellar, together with an inner circle of sitters spreading out from 
them in a horseshoe fashion. The outer circle of delegates were also to be 
placed in horseshoe fashion, round the perimeter of the room'. Further, 'this 
outer row must not however (under any circumstances) extend beyond the 
mediums, as this would interfere with their essential energies and cause 
major problems for the team'. 

When the same sitters are always present, the spirit team could occasionally 
give instructions to rearrange the positions of the sitters in the circle. For 
example, four of seven sitters were told to switch positions diagonally 
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across the group to balance the available energies. When this was done, the 
meeting felt different and the spirit guide made known that the new 
positions created an additional release of energy. This issue is so important 
that the spirit guide even gave advice to be passed on to a group in another 
city regarding the position of sitters in that group. 

Early in the experiment, the spirit team had placed a canopy of energy over 
the group to allow physical phenomena to be produced. However, two 
interdimensional beings replaced the canopy sometime later by a permanent 
'special energy' in the form of a column extending up to the atmosphere 
above the house. According to the spirit team, the central primary column 
of energy in their midst had a spiral shape revolving in a counterclockwise 
direction. On one occasion, this energy spiral built up into the physical 
presence of a North American Indian guide, complete with a tribal chant 
and the loud drumming of native Indian drums. 

Interestingly, the sitters were asked several times to visualize energy 
moving clockwise around the circle for five minutes in order to amplify and 
smooth it. The opposing directions of rotation of energy at the periphery 
compared to the energy spiral at the center may be an important feature. 

Germanium device 
The spirit team experimented with a new type of hardware that was meant 
to allow interdimensional voice communication without any involvement 
of a medium. It was based on a germanium transistor device, since 
germanium 'had a spiritual quality'. The design of the transistor circuit itself 
is not revealed in the book, or who constructed it. But a diagram, showing 
the connection of the device to what appear to be induction coils, was given 
to the Scole group by somehow imprinting it on photographic film. 

The photo was signed TAE, which was recognized as the signature of 
Thomas Edison, the famous American inventor of electrical devices. The 
initial test of the device was reception of Edison's voice saying such things 
as "Hello, can you hear me?". The germanium device combined with an 
amplifier from a cassette player stripped of its microphone was christened 
the transdimensional communication (TDC) device. 

The cassette player amplifier was able to receive anomalous signals by itself 
via the silicon devices in its circuitry. However, the output, which continued 
for about half an hour, was 'gobbledegook'. The spirit guide indicated that 
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this particular communication needed the germanium device in order to be 
understood. Somehow, the TDC device appeared able to translate the 
language into English. 

One session began with only noise from the TDC device. The noise changed 
to a muffled voice communication which gradually increased in volume and 
clarity. It had a metallic or robotic quality and became more human as time 
went on. The voice spoke occasional English words which increased in 
frequency as the conversation progressed. The speaker complimented the 
translation device which was a part of the communication system. In this 
case, the speech outgoing from Scole appeared to be heard as well as 
translated, which enabled the speaker to learn new English words. 

In another session, the Scole group contacted interdimensional entities via 
the TDC device who turned out to be excellent English speakers. These 
entities were not in a 'state of molecular solidity' but existed in a 'state of 
flux'. They informed the sitters that the human mind exists outside of the 
body, and they are able to adjust the human mental thought patterns to 
communicate. Apparently, the good command of English was due to a 
telepathic ability that did not require the TDC translation capability. 

A similar phenomenon occurred on another occasion, this time with neither 
medium in trance. A clear but robotic sounding voice sounded female and 
said that they were scanning the minds of the sitters to pick up thoughts so 
they could respond via the TDC device. The spirit guide confirmed that the 
speaker was not able to hear physically but could understand their thoughts 
directly. 

The TDC device was paired with video communication, again without 
either medium in trance. A voice from an extraterrestrial or 
interdimensional entity spoke in a robotic style while the video camera was 
running. He spoke in English about a current problem and hoped to be able 
to help. The video image showed brilliant colours with a partial outline of 
a being. The lips of the being moved in synchrony with the speech from the 
TDC device. 

Long messages were received by the TDC device that sounded like Morse 
code. Several sets of data of this nature were received in different sessions. 
According to a spirit guide, the kind of pulses composing the messages are 
normally part of the ambient environment and come from a 'very far' 
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dimension. The messages were controlled emissions of this nature 
amplified by the TDC amplifier. The spirit guide confirmed that the 
messages were not Morse code, but 'a system of pulse communications from 
far-distant dimensions, consisting of pulses with long and short lengths'. 
The communications were intended to establish a strong basis for receiving 
other types of communication on the same channels. 

The spirit team was also able to bring music through the TDC device that 
was played by the composer himself. Piano music identified as 
Rachmaninov's second or third symphony was played for a considerable 
length of time. A voice was then also heard faintly in the noise coming from 
the amplifier. 

Interference 
During the Scole experiment, there was said to be attempted interference 
with their work by another group. According to the spirit team, this 
antagonistic group sat on the same days as the Scole group to intentionally 
block their work. A year later, a spirit guide raised the same issue again, 
and urged the Scole sitters to 'mentally put a bubble of golden light' around 
themselves before going to sleep. Another guide suggested that such 
attempted interference could be a problem for the Scole group because the 
balance of energies needed for the intended phenomena was very delicate. 

A much more serious kind of interference took place near the end of the 
Scole experiment that eventually caused it to be terminated. The initial 
indication was a warning from the spirit team that there was a serious 
problem caused by activities of a group from our own future who were 
genetically different from us. The Scole experiment had created an 
interdimensional portal which was expected to extend only to 2014, but 
instead extended to 2109. These entities existing in the interval up to 2109 
were attempting to use the portal to travel back in time. This 'timecasting' 
was of great concern to the Council of Communion, the overseers of the 
Scole experiment. If these time travelers were able to tell anyone in the 
present time something of our future, that could alter the future history of 
the world. Natural laws would be violated, and this could not be allowed to 
happen. 

The day came when there was no further communication between the Scole 
group and their spirit team, and the mediums could no longer achieve a 
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trance state. However, there was communication via the TDC device with 
an extraterrestrial or other-dimensional entity who called himself Varren-
here-ic. He explained that the Scole group 'had created a unique spiritual 
and interdimensional doorway' that 'has attracted experimenters from your 
future who are exploring time' using a basic method called a 'crystalline 
time probe'. 

The interference caused by the probe was an interdimensional time-wave 
pattern. The time casters were causing time ripples to penetrate the Scole 
portal and the surrounding time/space. These ripples disrupted the links 
with the spirit team at Scole, and the Scole group was powerless to interfere. 
Such probing of time violates 'the Cosmic and Interdimensional laws 
relating to time and space' and would be stopped. 

A final message informed the Scole group, that if they tried to communicate 
with the spirit team, the group in the future would also try to reestablish a 
connection with our present time. Therefore, the portal would be sealed to 
prevent this interference from happening again. The Scole group was 
requested to make no attempt to contact the spirit team. 

The images of Varren-here-ic were captured on video and his voice from 
the TDC was also recorded. Unfortunately, all the video and audio 
recordings of the final sessions with Varren-here-ic began to fade after they 
were played back. Only the written transcripts remain as documented in the 
book. 

Goal 
Early in the book, one wonders why the communication with the spirit team 
was taking place. There are reasons given throughout the book which are 
largely consistent with raising spiritual awareness on earth. 

John Paxton of the spirit world's Council of Communion wanted the Scole 
group to find hard evidence of survival, that the day would come when 
mediums would no longer be needed to communicate with the spirit world, 
and that the spirit and earthly realms would be in constant contact. The 
Council planned to use a media blitz via the Scole group to raise awareness 
of the group's accomplishments and increase spirituality within earth's 
population. 
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According to the spirit team, the overall aim is for every soul to gain 
knowledge and move to the light. Therefore, our purpose in the physical 
world should be to grow spiritually to help accomplish this aim. We need 
to awaken the desire to question and to find the spiritual self. The existing 
spirit energy, as well as certain energies coming to earth, will help to 
accomplish that. 

A spirit guide spoke of a time of enlightenment that was coming to many 
worlds including our own. We will be assisted by extraterrestrial and 
interdimensional beings to achieve this. It is happening now because we are 
sending out a call for help with our thoughts, and like parents, they are 
responding. 

The spirit guide said that mankind was influenced thousands of years ago 
by interdimensional entities who passed on advanced knowledge. However, 
the infrastructure did not exist to accommodate this new knowledge, and 
disaster followed. But now the time is right. The influences are returning to 
earth to help the planet in its time of need and are affecting the results of 
the Scole experiment. 

Healing 
The focus of the book is not healing, but there are some interesting 
anomalous healing effects worth mentioning. A sitter's knees had had 
constant pain for a number of years. A spirit light entered a knee and 
relieved the pain. The same result was obtained with the other leg at a later 
session. Eleven years later, her legs were still free of pain. Another sitter's 
hay-fever allergy was cured by spirit hands touching his head and nose. 

The touch of spirit hands on her back produced 'spiritual healing' for another 
sitter which was accompanied by the sensation of a high level of heat. A 
spirit guide also informed the sitters that they were each accompanied by a 
spirit guardian who would prevent them from being affected by negative 
energies. 

A spirit guide said that natural energies often arise from alignment of 
crystals buried deep underground. Some could be detected as sounds, and 
these sources would be activated by groups like the Scole group. These 
earth sounds would be used for healing, even reconstructing shattered 
bones. 
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Levitation 
Levitation of objects occurred often in the Scole sessions. There was usually 
very little accompanying information that might help to explain how or why 
levitation occurred. Therefore, only a few will be mentioned here to give a 
flavour of the effect. 

The most spectacular levitation that occurred several times was the central 
table lifting rapidly well above the floor, and sometimes rotating. It was 
also seen spinning while tipped 90 degrees on its side. Objects on the table 
appeared undisturbed after the table was returned to its original position. In 
one session, the wooden table even appeared to stretch between the 
luminous tabs fastened to its surface. 

The spirit team often used a plastic bowl to add volume and clarity to their 
energy voices. Each would levitate the bowl before speaking into it, then 
drop it onto the table. This was done at the mental level by 'thinking' the 
bowl into the air and down again. A large green glass bowl was made to 
move around the table's perimeter also by thought alone. The Visible Spirit 
Beings and Sustained Visual Objects that formed in the room floated into 
the air, presumably in the same way. 

Manu 
Manu was the name of the spirit guide who always opened the Scole 
sessions. He is discussed separately here because he seemed to be especially 
knowledgeable and had interesting things to say. 

Manu had incarnated on earth more than once. He was a hybrid in his most 
recent lifetime in that he had had a human mother and a non-human father. 
As a result, he was especially well equipped with more knowledge and 
wisdom than the average person. Because of his father's genes, he lived 
more than 200 years, when the average human lifetime was 30 years. Due 
to his longevity and his wisdom, he was a natural leader who simpler people 
saw as godlike. 

His main job in the Scole sessions was to blend the energies of the sitters 
and other sources into one creative energy. Also, the mixed energies 
brought by beings from various realms could cause an energy distortion that 
required blending. For example, the simple addition of two beings from a 
different dimension required adjustments to the creative energies of the 
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spirit team. He felt that earth scientists would soon be able to measure the 
creative energy within the group, showing its independent existence. 

Spirit communicators who visited the Scole group were from the past, 
present and future, and other-worldly beings were also accommodated. 
Manu said that we are being visited by loving interdimensional beings at 
this time because 'thoughts were going out from mankind that help was 
needed'. The physical world should respond by participating in 
interdimensional cooperation, just as the Scole spirit team helped a being 
from another dimension to communicate. 

He explained that special spirit energies are being directed to earth from the 
spirit world and other dimensions. A 'time of light', or enlightenment, was 
coming to our world as well as others. The new energies would allow higher 
spirits and 'otherworldly beings' to come closer to us. These new energies 
would produce changes in the earth's flora and fauna and would negatively 
affect the efficiency of electrical equipment. 

He addressed the concern that many people have about being affected by 
spiritual 'dark forces'. He said that darkness does not exist for spirits in the 
spirit world, and that such ideas come from people's minds only. We should 
try to dispel perceived darkness by simply sending light into the world in 
our meditations. But Manu also said that we each have a spirit guardian who 
would protect us from negative energies. By implication, these negative 
energies must be created in our own minds. 

Manu suggested that we direct our consciousness to other places, including 
planets and other dimensions, so we can access the information that is 
available there. He mentioned that Alnilam, the middle star in Orion's belt, 
was a gateway for visitors who could come in all shapes and sizes. Possibly 
because of the 'new energy' we are experiencing, we might one day step into 
other dimensions where we will encounter beings, including those who are 
not humanoid. 

Paxton 
John Paxton was another interesting and enigmatic spirit personality 
encountered by the Scole team. He had last enjoyed an earth life around 
1200 AD, and since then he had chosen to remain in the spirit realms. 
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When he appeared to the Scole group, he was typically preceded by a 
sudden large drop in room temperature. He sometimes had extreme 
difficulty coming through, perhaps because his normal habitat was now 
distant from earth. 

He was a member of the Council of Communion, a governing body that 
appeared to manage the experiments conducted by the spirit team. He would 
normally communicate with the Scole group via the spirit guides, but the 
Scole experiment was deemed so important that he communicated the 
wishes of the council directly. He seemed to be in charge of selecting the 
members of the spirit team, and also congratulated the group on their 
successes. Paxton looked forward to the day when mediums would no 
longer be needed, and the earthly and spirit worlds would be in constant and 
natural contact. 

The very first Council of Communion member who had talked to the Scole 
group was 'Abraham', and a spirit guide intimated that this was another facet 
of John Paxton. This suggestion is consistent with the idea that the council 
may be a group soul. 

Paxton's understanding of God was that it was a female energy. He spoke 
of spirit worlds and that there were many spirit realms or dimensions, and 
that not all souls have a life on earth. 

Photos 
An important part of the Scole experiment involved impressing images onto 
photographic film that was carefully protected from light exposure. The 
film was also protected from simple fraud by placing it inside a locked and 
monitored enclosure. Some remarkable successes were achieved, although 
the degree of success varied over the course of the experiment. As in other 
work, such as with energy voices, success may have depended on the skill 
of the individual spirit scientists. That is, imprinting the film with an image 
may have been more of an art than a science. 

A notable characteristic of the photography work is that the photos often 
seemed to be of existing images. For example, an image appeared of a well-
known photo of St. Paul's cathedral taken in 1940. There was a wartime 
picture of a destroyed bus. Another image was of the front page of a 
newspaper from 1936 which turned out to be almost identical to the 
original. Another was of a group of soldiers from World War I. The spirit 
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team agreed that the received images, at least in the early experiments, were 
all copies of visual material that already existed somewhere. 

Some time later, apports of two old pennies occurred which were dated 
1936 and 1940, the same years as two of the photos mentioned above. 
Perhaps these years were significant to a sitter. 

A visiting sitter asked a spirit guide how many spirit team members were 
involved in the photographic work. He was told that there were several 
hundred. However, he was to think of each individual as a spark of light 
rather than as a person. This suggests a scenario where a single spirit person 
is responsible for fixing a very small area of the image. Several hundred 
spirit team members would then be able to form an image consisting of an 
equivalent number of adjacent areas. Close examination of the photos might 
reveal a pattern of such contributions if the matches were not precise. 

Colorful photos also appeared that were said to depict areas of existence - 
one of which spirit communicators could enter to communicate with the 
physical world. The area of existence in each photo was said to be a personal 
portrayal from the spirit who sent it. It represented that spirit's private 
impression. Like a tiny speck of dust is a part of the physical world, an area 
of existence depicted in the photographs was a very tiny part of the spirit 
world. Perhaps different impressions of an area of existence are the pixels 
proposed above to form the images in the photographs. 

In the later sessions of the Scole experiment, attempts were made to capture 
video images as well. The video camera created considerable interference 
for the spirit team by emitting a 'massive infra-red blanket' and by shooting 
electrons from the cathode ray tube onto the ceiling. These problems were 
partially solved by moving the camera away from the sitters with the help 
of a remote control, and the spirit team also worked to deal with them. 

Experiments were done with the camera combined with another camera or 
a mirror to create different kinds of feedback systems. A number of 
apparently anomalous effects were recorded in this way, but these were 
blobs of structured or unstructured color that are known to be associated 
with non-linear video feedback. If even a small amount of light was picked 
up by the camera, it might have been amplified in the feedback loop to 
create visible effects. Therefore, it is difficult to say if such observed effects 
were created by the spirit team. 
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Nevertheless, a number of provocative images of scenes and various beings 
did appear on the video recordings. Judging by the descriptions given in the 
book, these do not appear to be the kind of structures one would expect from 
mere feedback. For example, a copy of an image of God from an illustration 
accompanying a William Blake poem would not occur by chance. Several 
videos showed a recording of parts of a human figure. One showed just a 
face, while another showed for several minutes the head and shoulders of a 
human female with dark hair, red lips, and a headband. Another showed a 
profile of a man's face wearing glasses in front of another head wearing a 
Russian style hat. 

A number of other videos showed images that were interpreted by the Scole 
group as non-human beings. Since we have no idea what such beings would 
look like, we should keep in mind that even random images could be 
interpreted this way. One video showed an entity with sparse short hair and 
one large rolling eye, another showed an animated being with no hair, no 
mouth, large black eyes and a narrow beak-like nose. A head appeared in a 
video that was similar to the grey alien of popular culture, with the 
exception that its skin was blue. Another video showed a similar blue entity 
but with a more angular shape for the eyes. 

Some videos showed what appeared to be landscapes. In one video, two 
pyramid-like objects were set in a colorful background. Another showed 
three pyramids, water, greenery and a tree, with the camera panning slightly 
across the scene. Another video was associated with a conversation with a 
'stellar friend' via the TDC device. It showed what appeared to be a planet 
and two smaller moons, with the camera again panning across the image. 

An impressive set of video and audio recordings were said to have been 
made in the last few sessions of the Scole experiment. A non-human being 
communicated in English via the TDC device as well as the video camera. 
The being explained why the portal created by the Scole group needed to 
be closed. The video showed an outline of the entity with lips moving in 
synchrony with the speech output. Unfortunately, the quality of the 
information began to degrade immediately after viewing, and so it no longer 
exists. 
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Portal 
Early in the Scole experiment, the spirit team created a portal on the central 
table through which spirit personalities could pass in order to manifest in 
the séance room. These personalities could pass only when this portal was 
fully in position. Two spirit figures passed to and fro through the portal a 
number of times in order to practice the technique. A spirit guide explained 
that children found it easier to do than adults. Perhaps the adults needed to 
unlearn constraints that interfered with passing through the portal. 

While viewing spirit lights flying about the room, the sitters were invited to 
concentrate their thoughts on a 'golden gateway' the spirit team had 
constructed on the table. When they did this, the spirit lights became 
noticeably brighter. The 'golden gateway' may have been a visual intended 
to bias the sitters to think a certain way about the portal, perhaps to increase 
the energy available to create phenomena. 

Later, when work started with the video camera, the spirit guides mentioned 
that a similar portal was to be created in front of the camera. It was intended 
that spirit beings would manifest facing the camera in this doorway. It 
became an interdimensional portal when it was eventually built, and 
became a problem a year later by attracting the attention of beings in our 
future. Finally, the portal was closed by a powerful being in order to stop 
the violation of natural laws concerning time and space. 

Around the time these problems began, a spirit guide commented that the 
portal appeared smaller than it did earlier. This comment suggests that the 
portal had physical dimensions when viewed from that side of the divide. 
On the other hand, the comment may have been a metaphor for an energetic 
property that was best translated using the concept of size. 

Reincarnation 
Judging from what was said by the Scole spirit team, the idea of past lives 
and reincarnation seems to be well accepted in the spirit world. It is 
interesting then that past lives were not discussed. Each member of the spirit 
team gave the impression that they were single personalities that one might 
normally encounter on earth. Very little was said at all about personal past 
life experience(s), especially recollections that might suggest multiple lives 
in very different contexts. It is possible that each spirit team member did 
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recall multiple lives but chose to represent him or herself to the Scole group 
as a single personality in order to maintain a familiar facade. 

In fact, there appear to be constraints that prevented the spirits from 
discussing their own multiple lifetimes. A visiting energy voice 
communicator informed the group that he remembered his past lives well, 
but he could represent himself only as the character in his last incarnation. 
Only spirits who have evolved sufficiently are able to be a personality from 
any one of many past lives. He also commented that reincarnation was an 
option for all spirit beings and may be chosen to fulfil spiritual 
development. 

Manu, the spirit team member who blended energies for the sittings, briefly 
alluded to having multiple lives on earth. There was a mountain in Egypt 
named after him, and he was known in various other parts of the world. 
Further, it was between lives in the spirit world that he and two Scole 
visitors had agreed to work together in this lifetime. 

According to Manu, the permanent Scole group members had been 
involved in similar work in past lives. Also, together with the main 
members of the spirit team, they had been aware of the power of crystals in 
a past life. Among other things, crystals were used to correct the behavior 
of lawbreakers, and to build the pyramids of Egypt and other great 
monuments. When things 'went wrong', one Scole group member escaped 
to Egypt, while others scattered to many different places, taking much 
knowledge with them. (This sounds like a part of the story of Atlantis as 
told by the medium, Edgar Cayce.) 

Silicon device 
The cassette recorder used by the Scole group was able to communicate 
speech from spirit communicators. This was said to be done by affecting 
the silicon devices in the amplifier circuitry. The recorder was battery-
powered, and the microphone was physically removed. Initial results were 
quite incoherent, but the speech improved with practice. As with some other 
phenomena, it seems some learning was required. 

The modified recorder was used by a young lady speaking fluent German 
and allowed a recently deceased person to speak with his son-in-law who 
was a visitor at Scole. The device was also used by the spirit team to send 
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music that sounded like a flute. It became louder and clearer so that all 
present could hear it. 

Spirit lights 
It's probably true that the most common physical phenomenon experienced 
by the Scole group was the appearance of some kind of spirit light. They 
were used simply as a display to amaze the sitters, or as a light source so 
that energy structures could be seen in the normally dark séance room. 

The group was told that the spirit team's discovery of how to create a spirit 
light was accidental. It appeared in an experiment to levitate an object using 
energy. When the spirit team realized what was seen in the séance room, it 
was developed further for its spectacular effect. 

The specific behaviors of the spirit lights and the effects on observers can 
tell us something more about them. The lights have felt solid to the touch 
like a fluttering butterfly or like a twig. When a light landed on a sitter's 
foot, it felt like a child's marble striking the foot. A light was able to 
repetitively push a pingpong ball held in a sitter's hand. The lights were seen 
to reflect from a solid tabletop and pass through it with an audible ping. A 
short time later the same movement made no sound. These clues suggest 
that the light had mass and a variable resistance to matter. 

The touch of a light was also felt as a pinch or electric shock, with an 
accompanying energy voice saying 'Static. It's static'. Occasionally, the 
lights were accompanied by sparks and a crackling sound. A loud tearing 
sound 'like the ripping apart of velcro' was also heard for several seconds 
in the vicinity of a spirit light. A spirit scientist disclosed that this had been 
caused by a premature discharge of energy. He suggested that the sitters 
might also experience the smell of ozone. It seems clear that the spirit lights 
carried an electrical charge. 

Although a spirit light was not noticed in the vicinity, a brilliant 'yellowy-
white' flash of light once appeared in the corner of the room. It had the 
appearance of a lightning strike seen during a storm. The color was similar 
to that of an oxygen plasma, suggesting that a strong electrical discharge 
had ionized the air. 

The lights could move with great speed and could stop instantaneously. 
They could also form shapes like circles and figure eights in the air when 
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the motion was continuously repeated. On one occasion, the rotating light 
formed a ring with a segment of arc removed. This demonstrated great 
control in repetitively switching the light on and off at exactly the right 
instants during the circular motion. Similar control was demonstrated when 
a spirit light repetitively switched on and off exactly in synchrony with 
audible clicks that sounded like a light switch. 

The lights were also seen to emit beams in particular directions with rays 
projected onto the sitters' hands, knees, and faces, or onto the floor and 
ceiling. Sometimes, a light could be seen from only a particular direction as 
it seemed to be at the bottom of a tubular shield. Occasionally, two lights 
moved together while maintaining a constant distance between them. Lights 
have also been seen doing a dance on the tabletop like a tap dance, flea hop 
or jig. 

On one occasion, a sitter disobeyed instruction by grasping and holding a 
spirit light. This resulted in an immediate drop in brightness. A spirit guide 
explained that the lights were projections of spirit people themselves. He 
was careful to explain that the spirits were not physically present in the 
lights, so the lights were not the essence of the spirits. But when the light 
was grasped without permission, the associated spirit became distressed and 
caused the reduction in the brightness of the light. 

Spirit world 
There was remarkably little said about the spirit world itself, perhaps 
because of its extreme strangeness. Words may not exist to describe it 
adequately. There are some clues, however, that provide a basis for 
speculation. 

When people enter the spirit world, they find themselves in an area of 
adjustment where they adapt to the new reality. It is a very real world of 
beauty, and people can be happy there for as long as they wish. It is a place 
where wishes come true. Everyone does something, but it is not physical 
work. Although the world is more mental than physical, it is a very real 
experience. There are teachers there from whom spirits may absorb 
knowledge just by being in their presence. Those with sufficient 
understanding may continue on to other areas of existence. 

Time as we know it is not a reality in the spirit world. Everyone there exists 
in the now. Therefore, there is no pressure to complete certain goals by a 
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given time. Nevertheless, they can have access to time when they want to 
visit the physical dimension. They are able to visit our past, present and 
future. For example, one spirit personality eavesdropped on a conversation 
between a human visitor to the Scole group and his researchers while riding 
in a car, and a spirit guide liked to sit with the many birds in the garden at 
Scole. 

There are different areas of existence in the spirit realm. A spirit may 
explore another area if it has enough spiritual understanding and has 
reached an appropriate level of mental control. Things happen in the spirit 
world when the desire is motivated by love. Since it is a mental existence, 
our normal spatial frame of reference need not apply. A spirit scientist said 
that spirits are pure thought with no limbs. Spirits are a thought away and 
feel the pull when we think of them. 

One area of existence referred to a setting from which spirit people can 
communicate with the physical world. The spirit team scientists worked 
from such an area when they impressed photographs on unexposed film, or 
projected spirit lights into the séance room. Perhaps this area of 
communication is a mental domain configured with the energies needed for 
the experiments. Each user of this area was said to have his own personal 
impression of it. We are told that the photos received by the Scole group of 
this area of existence were a composite of the personal impressions of 
hundreds of spirits involved in the experiment. 

The information that spirits in the area of communication can access 
directly about the physical world is not visual. A visiting sitter at Scole tried 
to do an unplanned experiment by holding out a card in the dark for the 
spirit team to read. He was informed that they did not have physical eyes 
and so could not read. They needed to acquire this information from another 
spirit person who would be in a position to read it. Also, a spirit guide once 
asked if the sitters had seen any spirit lights, since the spirit team was not 
always aware of what the sitters saw. These reports suggest that tasks in the 
spirit world may be compartmentalized, with different groups assigned to 
do particular tasks. 

The spirit world also seems to have access to a knowledge source somewhat 
like an intelligent database. We are told that a new type of helper was to 
join the Scole spirit team that was called a non-entity. It was not a 
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personality like the others but would have knowledge of many subjects. It 
would help to answer questions from both earth scientists and the public. 

The Scole group usually had a large glass dome placed on the centre of the 
table. This dome accumulated etheric energy from the sitters and any other 
available sources. Spirit beings were able to materialize inside the dome 
because the interior environment was created to be the 'closest possible 
physical equivalent to their natural spirit habitat'. This tells us that the 
foundation of the spirit world must be energy too, and materializations may 
occur there that are analogous to the energy structures built up in the dome 
and the séance room. 

As well as the spirit world, there appear to be other realms populated by 
extraterrestrial or interdimensional entities. A vast difference is said to exist 
between the spirit world and these other dimensions. When beings from 
other realms joined the spirit team, their energies needed to be specially 
blended by Manu, the spirit team member with the ability to prepare 
energies for the experiments. However, near the end of the experiment, the 
spirit team members gradually stopped coming because of energetic 
interference from non-human realms. 

Social structure 
The members of the spirit world described in the book were clearly not 
equal. There were obviously different roles played by the various spirits 
who visited the Scole group, and there was talk of different levels of 
evolved spirits. Some spirits were there simply to follow instructions while 
others dictated what was to happen. From our perspective where ego 
typically dominates social interactions, there seemed to be a hierarchical 
control system in place where some individuals had more power than 
others. 

However, if we adopt an alternative perspective not based on ego, the same 
facts may be interpreted quite differently. In the spirit world, the 
environment seems to be energetic, and it is changed by mental action. It 
must be the case that the individual actions of the spirit world inhabitants 
are not independent of each other, else chaos would ensue. Therefore, spirits 
must form a collective in the same way that the physical body is a collective 
of cells and organs. Some are specialized to perform well in one role, while 
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others do well in other roles. The primary objective for all is to work for the 
good of the collective. 

Further, we are told that all actions in the spirit world are motivated by love. 
This would follow naturally if it indeed functions as a collective. Love for 
others is equivalent to love of self since the self depends on the well-being 
of the collective. The relations among the spirits described in the book 
would be consistent with a distributed control system where different 
groups are optimized to perform particular tasks well. The following 
discusses some actions of the management group represented by the 
Council of Communion so we can see the overall plan and some of the 
operational decisions made to carry it out. 

The overall objective of the Scole project was determined by the Council 
of Communion (CofC), and that was to raise spiritual awareness on earth. 
This would be done by finding new ways to communicate between the spirit 
and earth realms so they could be in constant contact. John Paxton 
represented the council's wishes to the Scole group in no uncertain terms, 
and the Scole group always acquiesced to his wishes. It should be noted that 
the spirit team also made requests, but these were typically seen as 
operational requirements to improve the success of the individual 
experiments. In any case, the Scole group trusted the spirit team without 
reservation. 

Many of CofC's requirements were usually given without much 
accompanying justification. For example, Paxton said that the direction of 
the team's efforts could change frequently as decreed by the CofC. The 
CofC would decide which route the research should take. As a materialized 
spirit was leaving the séance room, he said the CofC did not permit him to 
speak to the Scole group while he was sitting or standing amongst them. 
This restriction was confirmed by a spirit guide. A new spirit scientist was 
not permitted to tell the group his identity. A spirit team member would no 
longer come unless allowed 'by the bosses'. Any guest who came to the 
Scole sittings were not to be mediums since their energies would clash with 
the Scole group. The Scole group should be prepared to accept that the 
makeup of the spirit team would change from time to time according to 
operational requirements. The 'powers-that-be' decided when it was 
permissible to talk about one of the experiments to people outside of the 
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group. Paxton ordered that an instruction book for circles and experimental 
groups be written and requested the start of the Spiritual Scientist bulletin. 

An 'importance' hierarchy appeared to exist in that some spirits were 
considered relatively important. For example, a spirit scientist indicated that 
important people in the spirit world would be working with the group. Later, 
a spirit guide said that 'somebody very important' from the spirit world was 
with them that particular evening. On another occasion, an energy voice 
spoke to the group about mundane family affairs and gave the impression 
of being simple folk with no particular desire to move on. The degree of a 
spirit's importance may actually relate to its advancement in terms of mental 
control and knowledge, and the abilities associated with that. An 'important' 
spirit would be a valuable and appreciated asset to a collective with a 
distributed control system. 

There was also evidence of cooperative relationships among the inhabitants 
of the spirit world. In answer to a sitter's question, spirit beings do not tell 
or instruct others what to do in the spirit world but may guide and advise. 
Further, the spirit team never demanded anything of the Scole group but 
provided options and preferences. A spirit guide insisted that if the sitters 
were ever ordered to comply, they should suspect interference either by the 
medium's mind or by mischievous entities. The extent of cooperation that 
occurred was indicated by a meeting of souls from many dimensions and 
areas of existence, which laid a foundation for future work. 

Time 
Spirits are able to access time as we know it when they want to explore any 
point in our past, present or future. But in the spirit realm, everything is said 
to exist in an eternal now. There is only the experience of the present 
duration. Since time is not real, there is no need to hurry, or plan for the 
future or worry about the past. In a place where the wishes of a collective 
come true, there is only change in the eternal present. 

An indication that the spirit team was unaware of the passage of time came 
from their request to the Scole group to provide a count of uninterrupted 
sittings with just the Scole group present. They could not keep track of this 
information themselves, apparently because time had no meaning for them. 

A spirit guide disclosed that interdimensional beings that interacted with 
the Scole group also had no concept of time. 
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According to the spirit team, some spirit communicators there were from 
our past, present and future, suggesting that our future is somehow 
determined. This is supported by the existence of the portal that spelled the 
end of the Scole experiment. The portal was intended to project into the 
future up to 2014, but by mistake it extended to 2109. Beings in the interval 
up to 2109 attempted to access the portal in our present. The existence of a 
future timeline has implications for the free will of humanity but was not 
addressed by the spirit team. 

Spirit realm physics and social dynamics 
This section describes some of the physics implied by the observations of 
the Scole group and the likely control system for social behavior in the spirit 
realm. The interpretation is based on the more detailed information 
accumulated in the previous section.  

Spirit realm physics 
Physical mediumship produces effects that are impossible to explain by 
conventional science, and the observations recorded by the Scole group are 
no different in this regard. Some of the effects were repeated multiple times 
and had properties that suggest relationships with what we know. Other 
effects were accompanied by explanations from the spirit team which make 
a certain amount of sense. All effects require energy which does not have 
an obvious source in the darkness of the séance room.  

Practitioners of the occult have long maintained that there is an energy 
associated with the spirit world that has the property of vibration. It is this 
spirit energy that is said to drive physical mediumship phenomena. It is not 
detectable by conventional measuring instruments yet must be admitted to 
exist when all other physical explanations are ruled out. A spirit scientist 
disclosed to the Scole group that spirit energy is like a 'carrier wave' with 
phenomena carried on it. This suggests that our underlying reality may be 
an energy field, and that all phenomena arise from distortions in this field.  

In the séances at Scole, sitters sat in a circle that included the two mediums. 
The mediums were in an altered state of consciousness and were typically 
unaware of what was happening. Their bodies were used by the spirit team 
to speak to the group. The sitters themselves were a source of spirit energy 
that appeared to move in the clockwise direction around the circle. They 
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were instructed to visualize the combined energy moving in this direction 
in order to amplify or smooth it.  

In the center of the sitters' circle was a solid table on which stood a glass 
dome located at a portal to the spirit world. The dome accumulated and 
stored spirit energy, and on at least one occasion was said to be configured 
as a generator of energy.  Its interior was said to be a close approximation 
to the spirit world, and spirits entered the séance room from the spirit world 
via this portal. This apparently took practice to do well. The center of the 
table was also the location of a spiral-shaped vertical column of energy that 
rotated in the counterclockwise direction. The energy in the dome was said 
to have a quality reflecting the activities undertaken at Scole by the spirit 
team, and this particular quality of energy could be transported elsewhere 
by storing it in a 'traveling crystal'.  

The spirit energy collected in the dome permitted spirits to manifest 
physical phenomena in the séance room called energy structures. These 
were simulations of body parts such as hands and faces, full figures said to 
be the essence of spirits, as well as other structures such as angelic figures 
and objects that appeared like tiny spacecraft. The energy structures had the 
feel of either rubber or silk and could move and stop very quickly. The 
densities of the objects were said to vary with size as if there were a fixed 
amount of material available. 

The same source of energy appeared to drive the appearance of spirit lights 
that flitted around the room, occasionally starting and stopping very quickly 
as well. These were little balls of light that went through matter such as the 
table either with or without an accompanying sound.  

Spirit lights were occasionally in places where sounds like discharges of 
electricity and tearing sounds like velcro were heard. Also, a spirit light's 
contact with a sitter's skin produced a sensation like a bee sting.  A brilliant 
“yellowy-white” flash in the room suggests the formation of a plasma in the 
air. These phenomena imply that the lights contained opposite electrical 
poles which would allow the effects of a spark gap to be created.  

The presence of electrical energy was also sensed around a trumpet and 
recorded as noise on audio tape just before the trumpet gradually levitated. 
An energy structure made a scraping sound when it contacted the table, as 
well as crackling sounds like crumpling cellophane. The phenomena 
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appeared to generate these electrical effects, but they were also inhibited by 
the presence of electrical equipment brought into the séance room, 
especially higher voltage AC devices.  

The brightness of a spirit light inside an inverted bowl began to fluctuate 
when a sitter's hand was placed on the bowl. The fluctuation could have 
been in synchrony with the sitter's heartbeat. The heartbeat has a varying 
electrical component, and this may have interfered with the energy of the 
spirit light. 

An unplanned 'grab and hold' of a spirit light by a sitter caused the light to 
dim. The explanation followed that the light was a projection of a spirit 
being, and when the light was grasped without permission, the spirit became 
distressed and caused the dimming of the light. It is instead also possible 
that the energy driving the spirit light was unexpectedly grounded and lost 
through the sitter. 

The circular motion of a spirit light created the appearance of a ring of light 
but with an arc in the circumference missing. The open gap in the circle 
could only have come from precise on/off timing of the light's intensity as 
it rotated.  

Apports also commonly occurred in the Scole séances. An apport is an 
object that simply appears from some unknown location. Apports have been 
known to materialize in midair and fall to the floor. A visiting sitter 
suggested that the spirit team moved the pattern of information describing 
the object from the old location to the new one. The spirit guide seemed to 
agree but added that cloning was an apt analogy. This suggests that the 
information pattern was copied rather than moved, and the original object 
was still in its place. 

The energy structure for an 'energy voice' was also created by the spirit team 
as a means of speech communication. This required energy from the central 
dome to create two separate mechanisms corresponding to the larynx and 
the human vocal tract. There is evidence that one generated a speech 
excitation signal and the second filtered this signal to produce the 
characteristic speech formants in voiced sounds. 

A considerable amount of effort was expended by the spirit scientists to 
produce images on unexposed camera film in the dark. Some of these were 
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remarkably successful while others were not. A number were photos of 
existing images or ones that had appeared in the past, while others were 
clearly novel. According to the spirit team, an image is produced by the 
cooperation of hundreds of spirits. It seems that each spirit contributed a 
personalized view of an 'area of existence'. If that contribution corresponds 
to a tiny part of the image, the spirit photos would be a mosaic of such 
contributions. 

The spirit of Thomas Edison was part of the science team in the spirit world, 
and he advised on the construction of a novel communication device 
incorporating a germanium crystal. This became especially useful for 
communicating with non-human beings in realms other than the spirit 
world. It became part of a system that very conveniently included a 
translation capability. The device was also able to receive pulse coded 
messages that have so far not been decoded. But we learn that the field from 
which the pulses are made exists normally in our environment and has a 
transdimensional origin.  

Time as we know it does not appear to exist in the spirit world. There are 
only perceived changes in the eternal now. However, spirits are able to 
access our time stream when they want to explore any point in our past, 
present or future. 

Spirit realm social dynamics 
Initially, the relationships among the participants in the Scole experiment 
gave the impression of a hierarchical power structure with the Council of 
Communion (CofC) in control, the spirit team in the middle, and the Scole 
group at the bottom. But a different picture emerges when we consider these 
interactions in the context of the spirit world. They are better understood as 
the cooperative behavior of a collective.  

The interior of the glass dome in the séance room was said to approximate 
the conditions of the spirit world. It was from this dome that the spirit team's 
mental actions formed energy structures.  This implies that the spirit world 
is also an environment of spirit energy which is shaped by the thoughts and 
wishes of its inhabitants. We also learn that love is the motivating factor 
and the creative force for change in the spirit world. Further, teachers there 
easily impart knowledge, and those with sufficient understanding progress 
to more complex activities if they wish. 
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A collective appears to be the optimal organization for the inhabitants of 
the spirit world. In an energetic environment where change arises from 
mental action, uncoordinated individual actions would create chaos. 
Therefore, the actions of the group must be coordinated if it is to stay 
together. Further, the chief motivation for staying together as a collective is 
love. Love for others is equivalent to love of self since the self depends on 
the well-being of the collective.  

For the duration of the experiments, the cooperative interactions among the 
Scole group and the different groups of spirits would be consistent with the 
behavior of a collective. In such a system, different groups would likely be 
optimized to perform particular tasks well. Further, it is to the benefit of the 
collective if some members are particularly talented at what they do. This 
explains why some individuals in the spirit world are considered important, 
and why that appears more than acceptable to everyone.  

When John Paxton gave instructions in no uncertain terms, he was 
recognized as an important person in terms of the skills and knowledge 
needed to run the project. He had evolved more than others and was more 
competent in areas that mattered to the collective. Likewise, the human 
members of the Scole group were probably the least knowledgeable in 
spiritual matters, so did not have much say about the direction of the 
experiments. Instead, their importance lay in the ability to provide the 
physical facilities and to deal with publicity. So both the CofC and the Scole 
group, as well as the spirit team, were important for achieving the goals of 
the collective. 

Collective behavior implies the existence of global objectives that all are 
trying to achieve. These were clearly presented in several places as (1) an 
increased spirituality on earth, (2) evidence of survival after bodily death, 
and (3) constant contact between the earth and spirit worlds. These were 
clearly promoted by the CofC, who also guided the specific directions that 
the research should take. It is no surprise that directions given were rarely 
accompanied by justifications, and that there was also never an order to 
comply. These are just not needed in a collective motivated by love and 
respect. 
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Conclusions 
The spirit world and what it contains seem to be composed of a novel type 
of energy that can be manipulated by the inhabitants. People of earth emit 
this energy too, and under the right conditions they can contribute to events 
in a physical mediumship séance. The help of a medium and a proper 
technical environment can facilitate the activities of a spirit team. For the 
Scole group, the central glass dome accumulated the available spirit energy 
and provided a launch point for spirits to reach out into the physical realm.  

Under the direction of the spirit scientists, spirit energy somehow 
transformed into matter like the energy voice mechanism, and the various 
energy structures and spirit lights seen and touched by the sitters. Such 
matter was sometimes electrically charged, with the charge immediately 
refreshed after grounding. This was indicated by a continuous crackling 
sound when spirit lights or energy structures touched the tabletop. The 
sound of discharges across a spark gap also occurred in midair, and this 
would suggest that adjacent structures were created with differing 
potentials. A flash like lightning was seen as well, and its yellowish color 
is consistent with the formation of an oxygen plasma. 

The appearance of apports falls into a different category. The produced 
objects were not at all like energy structures since they were real physical 
objects that continued to exist after the séance was over. The suggestion 
that an apport is cloned somehow from the information about an original 
object may offer a clue to why matter exists at all in the physical realm. 

We are told that the spirit realm is a dynamic environment that can be 
altered by the thoughts of its inhabitants. We are also told that love is the 
creative force that makes things happen there. This means that any action 
not motivated by love would be impossible. This constraint prevents the 
emergence of chaos in such a malleable environment.
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23. A technology for spirit communication 

Summary. In a particular form of Electronic Voice Phenomena 
(EVP), the spirits communicate by changing the properties of pre-
recorded unintelligible speech which is played in the background as 
reference material and re-recorded. Experiments suggest that the 
spirit entities recover an excitation signal from successive segments 
of the reference speech to reconstruct an approximation of the 
original glottal pulses. The amplitude of the latter may be controlled 
by the spirit technicians, and the train of pulses may energize an 
adjustable filter simulating a human vocal tract. The result is the 
production of new words that need not be at all like the analyzed 
reference speech. The simulated vocal tract may also generate 
whispered speech in the absence of voiced reference speech.  

Electronic Voice Phenomena, or EVP, is a general term that refers to 
communication with spirits using some kind of electronic equipment. 
Questions posed by the experimenter are answered by voices. The 
voice communications are sent by spirit technicians who appear to 
also be doing their own experiments. In brief, the spirit technicians 
communicate by changing the properties of pre-recorded, 
unintelligible reference sounds simultaneously played and re-
recorded by the human participants. 
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The author in Canada collaborated with the rest of the team located 
in the UK. The latter was composed of Alison Kirkbride, who 
typically posed questions and recorded the answers, and Domenic 
Capaldi who collected the foreign language reference material. Their 
earlier work was discovered by the author after it was published on 
an internet website. 

The earlier work placed special requirements on the pre-recorded 
audio played as reference material to be modified by the spirit 
collaborators. Currently, the most effective reference sounds are 
unintelligible speech obtained from recordings of a foreign language 
reversed in time. The recordings are carefully examined to minimize 
the likelihood of accidentally containing intelligible English words.  

The methodology requires two audio devices, one to play the 
reference speech into the room, and another to re-record it. Alison 
starts recording the ambient sounds in the room, poses her question 
to the spirit technicians, and starts playing the reference file through 
speakers for about half a minute. Then the player and recorder are 
stopped. Comparison of the re-recorded data with the reference data 
repeatedly showed that some of the reference sounds are replaced 
with intelligible English words and phrases. These can often be taken 
as a reasonable response to the question posed at the start of the 
experiment. However, words may also appear that belong to a 
different context, and these could be interpreted as spirit technicians 
talking to themselves or each other. The difference between the 
reference audio and the re-recorded audio is easily detected visually 
with an audio editor. Even when the response is unintelligible, it can 
still be taken as a communication from the spirit realm. This is the 
only available explanation for why it differs so obviously from the 
expected reference sounds. The changed audio may often be related 
to the content of the received communication.  
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The following audio segments illustrate the dramatic changes often 
made to the unintelligible reference speech. The question posed to the 
technicians was "Can we expect any major changes in the new year?" 
The re-recorded speech sample contained an utterance that sounds 
like "let her go, praise god for ethic too" that was clearly not present 
in the reference speech. Only the speech before the beginning and 
after the end of this utterance appeared in both the reference and re-
recorded samples. The intelligible re-recorded speech was nothing 
like the reference speech it replaced. 

Although electronic equipment is required to produce EVP, it is 
important to recognize that the physical experimenter is an essential 
component in the communication process. The person provides the 
energy required to connect to the spirit world, and so her state of 
being can affect the process. The successes of the UK team became 
possible after more than two years of experimentation.  

A number of the spirit technicians have been identified as people who 
have transitioned to the spirit world in the recent past. For example, 
the scientist Thomas Townsend Brown is well-known in some circles 
for his discovery of the Biefield-Brown anti-gravity effect, now 
suspected to be an important component of a covertly developed 
aircraft propulsion system. He transitioned to the spirit realm in 1985. 
Another technician is George W. Meek who transitioned in 1999. 
Meek is known for his development of audio and visual technology 
for communicating with spirits. Also on the list are several other 
accomplished scientists and radio engineers.  

The author became involved in the experiments described below. 
Eventually, the experiments suggested how the observed effects 
might be produced by the spirit technicians. As we will see, a strength 
of the human contribution to the methodology is that the 
communication need not be intelligible to study how the process 
works. This is helpful since listeners may not agree on what was said.  
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23.1 Nature of reference audio  

Before beginning the collaborative work reported here, the nature of 
the reference audio that would facilitate communication had already 
been established. The improved results with speech-like audio as a 
reference offers a way to investigate the communication process. In 
the following experiments, the properties of the reference audio were 
varied to examine how it was changed by the spirit technicians to 
form intelligible English speech.  

23.1.1 No reference speech 

Years ago, the project began without using any reference sounds at 
all, and one of these experiments was replicated. The resulting 
recorded file, which should have had no audio content, contained a 
sequence of irregularly spaced sounds. When these sounds were 
played back at a quarter of the recorded speed, they appeared to have 
a speech-like quality. The sequence of sounds had the pattern of stress 
and intonation of normal whispered speech. That is, the whispers 
appeared to have been spoken at a higher than normal rate. 

23.1.2 The current optimal reference audio 

The impetus to use reversed foreign speech as a reference developed 
from the rudimentary sounds communicated by the spirit technicians 
attempting to offer advice. In Alison's words, "It took a couple of 
years to finally understand the advice. I asked questions, for example, 
'How can we assist you to come through stronger/clearer?' and in the 
responses heard 'speech' or 'foreign' and 'voice', etc. Over a period 
of time we took the words we could understand and tried to piece 
them together. We eventually realized that they were trying to point 
us in the direction of using voiced speech in the reference file". When 
reversed foreign speech was played as the reference, responses 
containing voiced speech rather than whispers were obtained 
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immediately. Initially, the responses consisted of only one or two 
words, but they grew to longer sentences over the last three years.  

Many of the responses were amazingly intelligible, while others 
aroused differences of opinion. This is the current state of the art, and 
the focus of the present research was to understand how the English 
speech is produced in order to improve the quality even more.  

23.1.3 Tonal reference speech (Spiricom frequencies) 

The methodology developed by the UK  group is conceptually similar 
to that developed by George Meek and Bill O'Neil in the form of the 
Spiricom device. This device produced a droning sound generated by 
a set of 13 tone generators. O'Neil often spoke while this sound was 
being generated, and one day another voice from an invisible person 
began to speak with a very monotone but understandable voice. The 
spirit behind the voice was identified as Dr. George Jeffries Mueller. 
H appeared to use the energy in the droning sound to produce speech. 
O'Neil and Mueller spoke for more than 20 hours between 1979 and 
1982, with Mueller helping to optimize the device. A number of 
conversations can be heard on the World ITC website 
(http://www.worlditc.org/).  

The frequencies employed by the Spiricom device were 131, 141, 
151, 241, 272, 282, 292, 302, 415, 433, 515, 653, and 701 Hz. For 
our experiment, a complex sound was synthesized using tones at 
these frequencies, each at the same amplitude. The resulting digital 
audio file was created using a sampling rate of 44100 Hz. The created 
sound had a droning quality that differed noticeably from the 
Spiricom recordings. Nevertheless, Alison performed the experiment 
using it as the reference sound in her communication with the spirit 
technicians. If they were using acoustic energy in the room to 
construct voiced speech, could they use our combined Spiricom tones 
to do this? 
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Three experiments were performed and none produced recognizable 
speech. Nevertheless, the re-recorded Spiricom droning sound 
differed from the original in each case, and there may have been at 
least one attempt at speaking a word. The most obvious changes were 
variations in amplitude. In several places, the amplitude was either 
raised, or lowered to a very low level. An example is shown in Figure 
23. Figure 23.1a is an audio sample showing the constant amplitude 
of our version of the Spiricom reference sound. Figure 23.1b is a re-
recording of the same audio which shows how the audio amplitude 
was modified during the communication attempt.  

 

Figure 23.1a. Constant amplitude in the reference audio file. 

 

Figure 23.1b. Variations in amplitude caused by a spirit technician.  
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There were also subtle changes in the spectrum of the re-recorded 
audio. The Spiricom tones were created at a constant amplitude, so 
the corresponding peaks in the spectrogram were always the same 
everywhere in the reference recording. But in the re-recorded audio, 
a small shift in pitch was perceived in a few places, and this is 
reflected in a change in the spectrogram. The sample spectrograms in 
Figure 23.2 show changes in the levels of several frequency 
components where a brief change in pitch was heard. This and 
subsequent spectral analyses used a Fast Fourier Transform with a 
window size of 4096 samples.  

 

Figure 23.2a. A spectrogram of our unmodified Spiricom audio data. 
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Figure 23.2b. The spectrogram at a brief change in pitch.  

In spite of the relatively low spectral resolution, Figure 23.2a shows 
peaks in the spectrogram corresponding to most of the chosen 
Spiricom frequencies. The spectrogram of Figure 23.2b was from a 
location in the re-recorded audio where the pitch of the droning sound 
could be heard to lower slightly. The energy of the peak at about 140 
Hz was about 10 dB higher than it was at the same frequency before 
the pitch lowered (Figure 23.2a), and this could account for the 
perceived frequency shift. The rest of the spectrogram is relatively 
unchanged.  

Rather large changes to the reference audio were noted earlier in 
Figure 23.1b as peaks in the envelope. Each of these has a sibilant 
quality, indicating spectral dominance of higher frequencies. This is 
confirmed in a sample spectrogram shown in Figure 23.3.  
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Figure 23.3. Spectrogram at an envelope peak.  

Recall that the highest synthesized Spiricom frequency was 701 Hz. 
It is clear from comparison with the spectrograms of Figure 23.2 that 
the power at frequencies above the highest Spiricom frequency was 
increased by as much as 30 dB. A 10 dB increase in power is also 
seen at the upper Spiricom frequencies. Note also that the enhanced 
lower frequency peak near 140 Hz in Figure 23.2b is also present in 
Figure 23.3.  

Although the spirit technicians were unable to produce speech using 
the Spiricom audio as reference, they did appear to try. The constant 
reference sound gave us the opportunity to identify what changes they 
were able to make to the audio signal. We now know they can (1) 
lower the amplitude of the audio down to the noise level, (2) increase 
or decrease the energy of selected frequency bands, (3) change the 
level of frequency components to alter the pitch perceived by a 
listener, and (4) introduce sibilant sounds by increasing the level of 
the high-frequency reference noise by as much as 30 dB.  
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23.2.4 Phoneme reference 

The spirit technicians might transform the unintelligible foreign 
speech into English words by selectively rearranging small phoneme 
segments. Placing them in a different order might create a new 
English word. However, careful comparison of the parts of new 
words to the sounds in the reference file found little evidence to 
support this idea.  

Another possibility is that phonemes are changed to other phonemes 
by shifting the frequency of a formant within the phoneme by a small 
amount. The Spiricom experiment suggested that they might be able 
to do this. This idea was tested by constructing a reference file 
consisting of a repeating sequence of a group of three phonemes, 
a+e+o, extracted from a reversed Latvian audio file. Could the spirit 
technicians select one of these phonemes and modify it sufficiently 
to produce a different phoneme? Would they find it easier to shift one 
or two frequencies a small amount rather than suppress a larger 
number of frequencies as was required to form phonemes in the 
Spiricom experiment?  

The reference audio consisting of repeating phonemes did not yield 
English words, but some interesting effects were observed. The 
reference file had a constant amplitude, but the re-recorded file had a 
gradually declining amplitude from start to finish. Also, near the end 
of the recording, the audio content had been changed slightly. While 
the reference consisted only of repeated 'a', 'e', and 'o' sounds, an 
aberration in the re-recording consisted of four sounds: 'o', 's', 'a', and 
'e+s'. The order of the phonemes was scrambled and a sibilant, 's', 
was added alone as well as combined with the 'e' sound.  

The results of the experiment showed that the technicians did not 
change the frequency of formants within the phonemes, but they were 
able to modify the temporal relationship between some phonemes in 
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this simple reference file. Since the voiced phonemes were the same 
as those in the reference audio and not new phonemes, it seems likely 
that the temporal grouping of the phonemes in this instance was 
changed from 'aeo' to 'oae'. Further, they again were able to add the 
sibilant sound as they did in the earlier Spiricom experiment (Figures 
23.1b and 23.3).  

23.2.5 Filtered reference speech 

The results of the Spiricom experiment indicated that the spirit 
technicians can manipulate amplitudes of speech sounds and can, to 
some extent, change their spectral properties. But can they also 
transpose an available frequency to a much different frequency in 
order to create a new sound needed to form a particular word? This 
question was addressed by filtering the reference speech with either 
a low-pass (LP) or a high-pass (HP) filter. The cutoff for each filter 
was 1000 Hz, so LP-filtered speech contained no energy above 1000 
Hz and HP-filtered speech contained no energy below 1000 Hz. 
Could frequencies in the reference speech below 1000 Hz be 
transposed to frequencies above 1000 Hz, and conversely, could 
frequencies above 1000 Hz be transposed to frequencies below 1000 
Hz?  

Separate experiments were performed with the LP and HP filtered 
reference audio. The results were unambiguous in that the responses 
in the re-recorded speech had the same spectral content as the 
reference speech. This indicates that the technicians did not transpose 
the energy of one frequency to a much different frequency that was 
lacking in energy.  

However, a following experiment using the LP-filtered reference 
suggested that the technicians can learn how to produce energy in a 
part of the spectrum where there was no energy. The re-recorded file 
contained a number of tonal pulses of 20-30 msec duration at 
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frequencies between 4000 and 5000 Hz. These are well above the 
1000 Hz cutoff of the LP filter.  

In the second experiment using the HP-filtered reference file, the re-
recorded file was much louder and sounded distorted as if the audio 
waveform had been clipped. But many of these high frequency 
distortions were already present in the lower-level reference file and 
were merely much more obvious when recorded at the higher gain. 
The unexpected higher gain also had the effect of magnifying the very 
low-level energy below 1000 Hz that had managed to pass through 
the high-pass filter. There was at least one instance where 
perceptually significant low frequency components were present 
(Figure 23.4) in the re-recording.  

 

Figure 23.4. Low-frequency spectral peaks in high-pass filtered 
speech (1000 Hz cutoff).  

In Figure 23.4, the spectrogram for this voiced speech sound shows 
significant peaks below 1000 Hz where none were expected. This 
spectral energy, combined with the high-frequency energy above 
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3500 Hz, accounts for the perceived broadband buzz with clearly 
audible low frequencies. Perhaps the spirit technicians had increased 
the gain to enhance very low-frequency energy that was barely 
present in the high-pass filtered reference audio. As we saw in the 
results of the Spiricom experiment, they appear to have the ability to 
increase further the level of the low-frequency band in an attempt to 
recreate the missing spectral components.  

23.2.6 Level of reference 

We have seen in both the Spiricom experiment and one of the 
experiments with a high-pass filtered reference that the spirit 
technicians are able to change the level of the audio being recorded. 
To test this capability further, Alison played the reversed foreign 
speech reference at a very low volume during a communication 
session. In this instance, the re-recorded file appeared to contain one 
response sequence, and it appeared to be at a significantly higher 
volume than the rest of the audio in that file.  

 

Figure 23.5. Change in level of spirit technicians' responses.  
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Figure 23.5 shows the change in gain of the response between 
approximately 11-15 sec on the abscissa which also happens to be 
where new English words were heard. The additional peak at about 8 
sec marks another location where some manipulation of the audio 
content occurred. Here, a very small amount of new data was 
inserted, and a short sequence of data in the reference was just 
ignored when it should have been re-recorded. Of course, the latter 
change could not be part of any received message.  

The segment between 11-15 sec in Figure 23.5 seemed to include a 
change from one male speaker to another. It is interesting that the 
switch between speakers coincided with an apparent discontinuity in 
the response data. Figure 23.6 shows this discontinuity visually at a 
much expanded scale as a brief drop in the level of reference noise. 
This might be indicative of the completion of one phase of the process 
and the initiation of another as the speaker identity changed.  

 

Figure 23.6. Audio discontinuity at an observed change in speaker.  

The increased loudness relative to the reference was found to persist 
in a replication of this experiment. Figure 23.7 shows two intervals 
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where the level appears much higher than the preceding or following 
reference audio.  

 

Figure 23.7. Confirmation that levels may change when a spirit 
technician responds.  

The content of the first higher-level burst was a response to the 
question posed by Alison while introducing the session. She asked, 
"Is there anything that you would like to say to William for his 
assistance in compiling his paper regarding our work?" The first 
high-amplitude segment contained the unambiguous and pointed 
response, "Help him focus full on the paper."  

The sound of the large excursion at the beginning of the second 
higher-amplitude segment seems to also exist at a lower level in the 
reference audio, so it was amplified rather than inserted. The rest of 
the segment sounds like, "Mr. Slice, give me an on-voice." However, 
it is somewhat open to interpretation since 'on-voice' is normally not 
an English word. This is an example of an utterance having an 
unknown context since it seems unrelated to Alison's question.  
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In this experiment, the lower level of the reference did not seem to 
interfere with the transformation to English words, and the increased 
energy provided by the technicians nicely identified their locations.  

23.4 Discussion 

The normal human speech apparatus consists of the larynx to produce 
a sinusoidal excitation signal and its harmonics, and an adjustable 
vocal tract which filters the signal to create the various speech 
sounds. During the Scole experiment (Foy, 2008), sitters often heard 
an "energy voice" that was independent of the medium's vocal 
apparatus and could come from any place in the room. A spirit guide 
said that the energy voice was produced "via the spiritual counterpart 
of a set of human vocal chords ... built by the spirit team from the 
available creative energy".  

The Scole spirit team seemed to have created separate mechanisms 
to generate and filter the excitation signal to form speech sounds. In 
some cases, the energy voice produced only a whistling sound, 
indicating that the excitation signal was being generated but was not 
filtered through the resonator cavity. In other cases, the energy voice 
sounded squeaky but intelligible. Apparently, the excitation 
mechanism had produced a signal that was too high in frequency but 
could yet be formed into speech sounds by the filter mechanism.  

The results of our experiments can be explained by such a model as 
well. The experiment with no reference audio yielded a response that 
had all the properties of whispered speech. Since the spirit 
technicians can produce whispered speech, they must be able to 
generate an air flow and direct it through a simulated human vocal 
tract. But, since they were unable to produce voiced speech on their 
own, they apparently cannot generate an excitation signal in the air 
flow. This was confirmed when they finally did produce voiced 
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speech using air vibrations made available to them in the form of the 
unintelligible reversed foreign speech.  

It is possible for human audio engineers to construct new voiced 
speech sounds using the energy in already formed but different 
voiced speech sounds. An inverse filter method is applied to model 
the filtering effect of the speaker's vocal tract. The output of the 
derived filter is then compared to the original speech signal to recover 
the excitation signal. Then the physical glottal pulses from the larynx 
are approximated as a function of the excitation signal. We know a 
vocal tract simulator is available to the spirit technicians since they 
used it to create the whispered speech. The same simulator stimulated 
by the recovered glottal pulses would produce new voiced speech that 
appears independent of the original voiced speech.  

The reconstruction and use of the original excitation signal would 
explain why the new speech has spectral characteristics similar to the 
reference audio. The excitation signal recovered from low-pass 
filtered audio would be lacking the high-frequency harmonics and, 
conversely, the signal recovered from high-pass filtered audio would 
be lacking the low-frequency harmonics. These harmonics are not 
restored by the vocal tract simulator, and so the newly created speech 
must have the same frequency bandwidth as the reference speech.  

We can now understand why the technicians were unable to produce 
speech when audio like the Spiricom tones were played as the 
reference. The inverse filter method applied to these multiple tones 
would have failed to produce an excitation signal, so production of 
speech was not possible. They seemed to still be able to amplify low-
level, high-frequency reference noise to create the audible bursts of 
sibilant sounds. This does not depend on the outcome of the inverse 
filter analysis.  
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The results of the experiments suggest that the proposed glottal and 
vocal tract simulations are separate mechanisms like they are in 
human speech generation. The whispered speech produced without 
reference audio would arise from the smooth flow of air through a 
simulated vocal tract filter. The modified voiced speech would 
require a continuously interrupted flow of air through the same filter, 
generated by a simulation of the larynx. As in the Scole experiment, 
we can imagine ectoplasmic simulations of these processes which 
generate and filter the air flow directly. However, ectoplasmic 
devices may not be necessary if the reconstruction of speech occurs 
at a vibration higher than matter. Placing the new speech in matter 
may be like creating an apport in the recording medium. 

Of course, we do not know how the spirit technicians might 
implement any process they might require. We should expect them to 
have different abilities and technologies, and possibly more efficient 
methods.  

23.5 Conclusions 

A particular form of Electronic Voice Phenomena involves the 
modification of unintelligible speech-like sounds to intelligible 
English speech. The mysterious method producing such results was 
analyzed after several experiments. The spirit entities appear to apply 
an inverse filter to unintelligible reference speech to recover the 
excitation signal and the associated glottal pulses. The amplitude of 
the latter can evidently be controlled, and the recovered train of 
pulses is used to energize an adjustable filter simulating a human 
vocal tract. The result is the production of new words specified by 
the filter that need not be at all like the analyzed reference speech.  

This model explains a number of effects discovered by the 
experiments: (1) the production of speech whispers in the absence of 
reference speech, (2) the production of new voiced speech when 
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voiced reference speech is present, (3) the addition of high amplitude 
sibilant sounds, (4) an increase in the energy of individual spectral 
components of speech, (5) the similarity of the bandwidths of the 
reference speech and the re-recorded speech, and (6) the 
independence of the level of the new speech from the level of the 
reference speech.  

Although the model explains what seems to have been done to 
produce the phenomena, it does not offer much insight about how it 
could have been implemented by the spirit technicians. One can 
speculate that the modifications to the speech are made in the etheric 
realm and that the recorded structures in matter are seen and heard 
like other apports. 
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24. Time distortions in spirit communication 
Summary. In the “transform EVP" method for capturing Electronic Voice 
Phenomena (EVP), unintelligible "reference" audio is played and 
simultaneously re-recorded as "test" audio. A spirit entity is sometimes able 
to produce intelligible EVP by transforming the reference audio while it is 
being re-recorded. In a series of experiments of this nature, a side-effect 
was serendipitously discovered and replicated a number of times. 
Specifically, the re-recorded test audio was up to 10 percent longer in 
duration than the reference audio. The audio events in the test recording 
were increasingly delayed compared to the same events in the reference 
audio. An experiment showed that the audio stream entering the 
microphone was not processed by an invisible buffer to accommodate the 
added audio. The absence of the buffer suggests that the storage medium 
was altered directly so that the audio samples appeared in the test audio 
file. Other experiments demonstrated that irrelevant audio content from a 
spatially separated source was not treated the same as audio that was 
relevant to the communication task. In retrospect, the time distortions were 
also noted in earlier EVP experiments where obvious EVPs were present. 
An information processing model was proposed to account for the observed 
phenomena. 
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Electronic Voice Phenomena (EVP) are voice communications presumed 
to originate from spirit beings. EVPs are obtained using a number of 
different methods employing some kind of audio technology. Voices are 
sometimes heard from devices such as radios and telephones, as well as 
special purpose devices designed with the hope of providing opportunities 
for spirits to communicate. A noise source may be provided, so that the 
noise can be transformed to intelligible speech by a spirit being. 

EVP is a subset of Instrumental Transcommunication (ITC), the 
communication with intelligences in presumed non-physical realms using 
any modality supported by technological devices. An important resource 
for learning about ITC is the World ITC (World_ITC) website. Research 
spanning more than a century is discussed, including the work of people 
like Konstantin Raudive, Friedrich Juergenson, and George Meek. Another 
online source of information that includes EVP is Association 
Transcommunication (ATrans). A German site with information about EVP 
is the German Association for Transcommunication Research (GATR). The 
Russian Association for Instrumental Transcommunication (RAIT) is 
another source of information in the Russian language. 

A relatively common approach for recording EVP is the "transform EVP" 
method (Butler and Butler, 2008) introduced in the previous chapter. For 
example, William O’Neil, a medium and engineer who worked with George 
Meek, was able to record many interactive conversations with a spirit entity 
(SPIRICOM). He generated a continuous sound with particular spectral 
properties that the spirit was able to transform into intelligible speech. 
Unfortunately, that work has not been replicated by others, perhaps 
indicating that more than just the phsical technology is important. The 
necessary components for a successful experiment include the physical 
equipment, a cooperating spirit entiyty, and the human experimenter’s 
mediumistic capabilities. Perhaps that particular experiment could not be 
replicated because O’Neil’s role and his relationship with the spirit being 
were critical and not easily replaced. 

The experiments on EVP discussed in the next section of this chapter also 
used the transform EVP method. The experiments built on the experiences 
of a colleague, Alison Kirkbride, who had developed a relationship with 
spirit entities she called “technicians”. These should not be confused with 
the “Technician”, a non-human, high-vibrational entity who communicated 
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by radio and organized other deceased individuals to also create EVP 
(Locher and Harsch-Fischbach, 1997). The existence of spirit technicians is 
plausible, and the experiments were intended to illuminate the nature of the 
relationship with them. With the technicians’ help, a version of the 
transform method was developed that used speech-like sounds as the audio 
to be transformed. The audio often consisted of speech from an unfamiliar 
foreign language like Latvian, Bulgarian or Russian. The speech was 
always reversed in time to render it even less recognizable as English words. 

The source of the foreign language was a Slavic internet radio news channel 
recorded by another colleague, Domenic Capaldi. The audio was reversed 
in time with an audio editor and saved as MP3 files. A number of 
recordings, each about 30 sec in duration, were made available as audio to 
be transformed in EVP experiments. 

In an experiment with a spirit technician, the foreign language reversed 
speech was labeled the “reference” audio. The experimenter, Alison 
Kirkbride, was alone in the room with her computer, and an audio recorder 
was started in order to record the sounds in the room. The spirit technician 
was prompted with a question or comment and the chosen reference file 
was played through a speaker with a media player. The recorder was then 
stopped and the audio it recorded was saved as an MP3 file. The spirit 
technician was sometimes able to transform the meaningless speech-like 
sounds in the reference audio into English speech, and these changes were 
recorded by the recording program. This file was labeled the “test” audio. 
On listening to the test audio, responses were sometimes present that related 
to the experimenter’s initial prompt. Words that seemed to be part of a 
different conversation were also heard occasionally. 

Some of the earlier work indicated that the spirit technician required 
speech-like sounds in the reference audio in order to generate voiced rather 
than whispered speech. The technician appeared to process the mutilated 
foreign speech to recover the excitation signal that created it. The excitation 
signal contains the voice fundamental frequency and its harmonics. The 
spirit technician would pass glottal pulses derived from this signal through 
a vocal tract simulation to generate new speech with the same spectral range 
as the reversed foreign speech. This scheme is similar to the independent 
direct speech method said to be used by spirits in physical mediumship 
séances (DIRECTVOICEMEDIUMSHIP). The spirits generate speech from 
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anywhere in the room by first simulating a speech mechanism from 
ectoplasm. Leslie Flint (Flint, 1971) is an example of a well-known medium 
who enabled spirits to speak independently using an “etheric larynx” made 
of ectoplasm (p. 128, p. 168). Also, in the successful Scole experiment (Foy, 
2008), spirits confirmed that direct speech was generated via such a 
simulated speech mechanism made of ectoplasm. 

Experiments on temporal distortions 
Specific hypotheses were tested in our earlier research by careful selection 
of the reference audio, but sometimes a novel form of audio was merely 
assessed for its efficacy. The following initial experiment evaluated audio 
material created by a fellow EVP researcher, Stephen Bion. It gave 
unanticipated results that prompted the testing of new hypotheses in 
subsequent experiments. These experiments yielded new insights 
concerning the earlier experiments that used the reversed Slavic reference 
audio. 

The novel reference audio created by Stephen Bion consisted of a stream of 
synthetically generated sounds having the envelope and cadence of natural 
speech. For the most part, the audio is characterized by several narrow 
spectral peaks within a bandwidth of about 1800 Hz centered on 1600 Hz. 
It had a very tonal sound since the fundamental and the lower frequency 
harmonics up to about 700 Hz were absent. The spectrum of a representative 
sample is shown in Figure 23.1. 

Figure 24.1   The spectrum of representative sample of reference audio 
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Perceived intelligibility of the transformed audio may seem like an obvious 
criterion for identifying occurrences of EVP. However, intelligibility is 
usually not accepted as a reliable indicator by those versed in EVP research. 
A listener may incorrectly identify words in the original unchanged 
reference audio. Also, transformations made by the spirit entity might not 
be recognized as words and so would be missed by a strictly perceptual 
criterion. 

In our research, identification of words in the transformed audio was of 
secondary importance. Our main criterion for the occurrence of transform 
EVP depended on physical changes to the audio. These were easily assessed 
visually by comparing the test audio with the reference audio in an audio 
editor. The normal recording process may introduce some distortion, so we 
assumed that only pronounced physical differences in the audio envelope 
were the work of the spirit technicians. 

Experiment 1 
In the initial experiment, we wished to know if the technicians could 
transform the new reference audio into intelligible speech, and how well 
they could do it. After the recorder was started, they were asked to state 
their names and the experimenter’s name, and then the reference audio was 
played. The new recording constituted the test audio. 

The re-recording of the reference audio was repeated after specifically 
asking the technicians to not make any changes to the reference audio. In 
our experience, this request was always accommodated. The procedure 

Figure 24.2. Top – Reference audio, Bottom – Test audio 
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provided us with a version of the reference audio that included distortions 
imposed by the player/recorder channel characteristics. This re-recorded 
reference audio was the same as the untransformed test audio since they 
were recorded under identical conditions. It was used to facilitate visual 
identification of any transformations of the reference audio in the test audio. 

The top waveform in Figure 23.2 shows the reference audio copied from 
the audio editor display, and the bottom waveform shows the test audio. 
The abscissae of the two displays are time-aligned, and it is clear that the 
test audio has a longer duration than the reference audio. The reference 
audio was 26.044 sec in duration while the test audio recording was 3.134 
sec longer. 

The times for obvious audio features in the time domain signal common to 
both reference and test files were compared. Figure 24.3 shows a strong 
linear relationship between the times. However, instead of the expected 
slope of 1.0 for the regression line, it is 1.1085. This indicates that the times 
for the features in the test audio are on average about 10.8 percent greater 
than the times for the same features in the reference audio. In Figure 24.3, 

Figure 24.3. Reference audio feature times vs Test feature times 
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the added duration appears to be evenly distributed over the whole file as if 
it were stretched like an elastic. However, the elastic analogy is not 
supported by Figure 24.4 which shows the delays of the arbitrary features 
in the test audio compared to their times in the reference audio. Periods of 
incremental growth in test feature delay are interspersed with periods of no 

change. 

 

The incremental growth periods seen in Figure 24.4 may correspond to 
intervals when the technicians attempted to manipulate the reference audio. 
For example, a steady increase occurred during the 5.5-12 sec interval in 
the reference audio. Figure 24.2 shows that the features in this interval were 
expanded to fill the 5.5-13.4 sec interval in the test audio. The average 
power in the highlighted reference interval was -26.43 dB, while the 
average power in the highlighted test interval was -30.63 dB, a decrease of 
4.2 dB. 

Figure 24.4. Delay of Test features from times in the Reference audio 
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The average power of these features was reduced by about 16 percent while 
the duration was lengthened by 19 percent. It appears that the technicians 
may have distributed the energy in the reference interval over the longer 
test interval. Despite the measured changes, intelligible speech was not 
evident in the test audio interval. 

In the 12.4-14.4 sec reference interval in Figure 24.4, the test feature delays 
remained constant. Figure 24.2 shows that the duration of the features 
contained in that interval in the reference audio was no different in the test 
audio. Also, the average power of those features did not change. So during 
this interval there was no change in energy or duration of the contained 
features. Perhaps the technicians paused for a couple of seconds at this point 
in their attempt to modify the reference audio. 

Experiment 2 
In the preceding experiment, audio data was played by a computer’s audio 
player and simultaneously recorded by a separate audio recorder on the 
same computer. Remarkably, the recorded audio was longer in duration 
than the audio that was played. The extra audio might have been inserted 
into the played audio stream if the stream were temporarily buffered 
somewhere prior to entering the microphone. If the data remaining in the 
buffer were recorded at the end of the played audio, nothing would have 
been lost in the longer test file. But if the recorder were stopped as soon as 
the player finished playing the reference audio, the buffer would not be 
emptied into the recorder and the recorded test audio should be truncated 
compared to the reference audio. This procedure was followed to 
investigate the possible existence of such a buffer. 

The phrase "end recording" was appended to the reference audio and when 
the experimenter heard the prompt, the re-recording was stopped. Analysis 
of the test audio indicated that buffering had not occurred. The test audio 
recording was still 2.8 sec longer than the reference audio. Further, the 
phrase "end recording" at the end of the reference audio was also found at 
the end of the test audio. Since the test audio was not truncated, the 
reference audio and the audio added by the technicians had not been 
processed by a buffer prior to being recorded. 

The relation between the reference feature times and the corresponding test 
feature times were compared again as in Figure 24.3 using linear regression. 
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The slope of the line was 1.1042, indicating that the test file was stretched 
by about 10.4 percent. This is very close to the amount observed in the first 
experiment. 

The steady increase in the delays of the test features compared to their 
expected times are plotted in Figure 24.5 for this experiment. The graph 
shows that the increasing length was quite evenly distributed along the 
whole audio sequence. Note, however, that a period of constant difference 
occurred at a point midway through the data set lasting about four seconds. 
Such intervals of no change in the delay between features in the reference 
and test audio were also seen in the previous experiment. 

Experiment 3 
In the previous experiments, the spirit technicians appeared to increase the 
size of the test audio file somehow. Since the test audio was longer than the 
reference audio, it seems that the re-recorder was presented with more audio 
data than was in the reference audio file. The additional data could have 
been inserted 1) before the speaker playing the reference audio, 2) in the air 
between the player’s speaker and the re-recorder’s microphone, 3) in the 
microphone and re-recorder electronics, or 4) directly into the test audio file 

Figure 24.5. Delay of Test features from times in the Reference audio 
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in the storage medium. The previous experiment indicated that data was not 
added to a buffered audio stream during recording. This appears to rule out 
the first three options, since insertion of new data into a moving data stream 
would require allocation of space in a buffer. Option 4 suggests that the 
content of the test data file was changed directly while re-recording the 
reference audio. The spirit technician may have the ability to alter the 
configuration of the recording medium. If alteration of the computer 
memory occurred instantaneously at any point in the recording process, 
buffering would not be required. 

In these experiments, there is typically only one source for the audio that is 
being re-recorded. The spirit technician need attend to only that source, alter 
the audio somehow, and place the changed audio representation in the 
recording substrate. A second, spatially distinct source of audio may be 
processed differently by the technician since it would be irrelevant to the 
communication task. 

In this experiment, an irrelevant ticking clock was placed near the re-
recorder’s microphone while the reference audio was played. The clock 
ticks occurring every second were a gestalt that was easily distinguished 
from the tonal audio features, and the source of the ticks was spatially 
distinct from the source of the reference audio. These cues would have 
allowed the spirit technicians to ignore the ticking of the clock if they 
wished. 

The clock ticks were recorded twice while re-recording the reference audio. 
In one recording, the technicians were requested to not make any attempt to 
modify the audio. The length of this re-recording was indeed identical to 
the original and was not affected by the technicians. It contained the ticks 
and also included the effects of the record channel characteristics. This 
recording became the reference for the analysis phase of the experiment. 

In the other recording of the clock ticks and the original reference audio, 
the technicians were prompted by the experimenter to respond, and this 
became the test recording. Since both the new reference recording and the 
test recording were recorded under the same conditions, they could be more 
easily compared visually in the audio editor display. The times of arbitrarily 
selected tonal features in the reference audio were compared with the times 
of the same features in the test audio. The slope of the regression line 
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indicated that the average delay in the times of the test tonal features was 
5.25 percent. 

 

Figure 24.6. Delay of Test tonal features from 
their times in the Reference audio 

Figure 24.7. Delay of Test ticks from their times 
in the Reference audio 
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Figure 24.6 shows the lengthening of the times of the test tonal features in 
more detail. As before, there were intervals when delays of test features 
increased incrementally as well as intervals where there was no change in 
delay. Since the physical clock ticks were recorded to make the new 
reference audio and then recorded again to make the test audio file, there 
was no reason for the initial ticks in the two files to be synchronized. The 
first tick in the test file occurred 0.42 seconds later than the first tick in the 
reference file. Therefore, this amount was subtracted from all the test tick 
times in order to compensate for the lack of synchronization at the 
beginning. Any differences between the test audio and the reference audio 
could then be attributed to the work of the technicians. The clock ticks were 
compared in the same manner as the tonal features and the results were 
similar. The slope of the regression line indicated that the tick sequence was 
stretched by 3.38 percent. The difference in percentage change of 1.87 
between the tonal features and ticks is small and might be due to 
measurement error. 

The pattern of test tick delays in Figure 24.7 is approximately the same as 
the pattern for the tonal features in Figure 24.6. However, there is one 
glaring difference. The delay for a tick at any given time appears to be less 

Figure 24.8.  Test tick delays vs tonal feature delays 
matched according to times in the Reference audio 
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by a constant amount than the delay for a nearby tonal feature. This is 
obvious when comparing Figure 24.6 and Figure 24.7. 

To assess this difference more precisely, the delays of 12 tonal features were 
matched with the delays of the nearest clock ticks according to their times 
in the reference audio. The graph of Figure 24.8 shows the delays of the test 
ticks versus the delays of the matched tonal features. It is quite linear in 
appearance, indicating that a delay applied to a tonal feature at a certain 
time during the experiment can predict the delay applied to the clock tick 
occurring at about the same time. 

However, the tick and tonal feature delays became almost equal when a 
constant factor of 0.34 was added to each test tick delay. This value was 
obtained by manually optimizing the linear regression shown in Figure 
24.9.  

The regression line passes through the origin with a slope of 1.0 and a 
correlation of 0.97 between the tonal feature delays and the adjusted tick 
delays. The tick delays are as close as possible to the magnitude of the 
matched tonal feature delays when this constant is added to each tick delay. 

Figure 24.9  Tonal feature delays vs Test tick delays 
incremented by a constant factor 
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A scenario is suggested in which continuous modification of the tonal audio 
produces a reduced rate of time flow at the output in order for the task to 
complete. The process, whatever it is, takes longer than real time to execute 
and so it falls farther and farther behind. Now, the tonal audio is relevant to 
the task but the ticks are not. The ticks arrive for processing at the same rate 
as the tonal features and must be dealt with as well. But because the ticks 
are irrelevant to the communication task, they are not processed further and 
each tick is simply output to the test audio file. This takes about 0.34 
seconds less than the time to process the accompanying tonal audio. 

Experiment 4 
In the previous experiment, a ticking clock was added to the auditory 
landscape. The ticks from the clock could be perceived as a gestalt; that is, 
parts of one auditory object. Further, the ticks originated at a unique 
location in space. These properties would have distinguished the clock 
sounds from the tonal sounds to be transformed in the experiment. It was 
suggested earlier that the clock ticks were irrelevant to the communication 
task and, hence, were processed more quickly when they occurred. This 
would have been possible because they were so easily distinguished from 
the relevant tonal sounds. Conversely, if the two audio objects were difficult 
to distinguish, both should be delayed by the same amount.  
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In the following experiment, the spatial cue was removed by mixing a 
sequence of clock ticks with the tonal information in the reference audio 
file using an audio editor. In the absence of the spatial cue for discriminating 
between the audio sources, the ticks and tonal features should have the same 
delays in the test audio file. 

The experiment followed the same procedure as the previous one, but with 
the clock ticks included in the reference audio rather than coming from the 
physical clock. The experiment found that the duration of the test audio was 
increased by about 3.52 percent as indicated by the slope of a regression 
line relating corresponding reference and test tonal feature times. The finer 
details are shown as before in Figure 24.10. There was no delay for the first 
10 seconds, then the delay incremented for seven seconds, and then 
remained constant until the end. 

Figure 24.10  Delay of Test features from times in the 
Reference audio 
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The analysis of the clock ticks embedded in the reference audio yielded a 
similar result. The duration of the test audio was increased by about 3.03 
percent as indicated by the linear regression analysis of the reference and 
test clock tick times. The finer details of the test tick delays are shown in 
Figure 24.11. The pattern of test tick delays versus reference tick times is 
very similar to the pattern of test tonal feature delays versus reference tonal 
feature times in Figure 24.10. 

As in the previous experiment, the delays of 16 tonal features were matched 
with the delays of the nearest clock ticks according to their times in the 
reference audio. The graph of Figure 24.12 shows the delays of the test ticks 
versus the delays of the matched tonal features. The linear regression line 
has unity slope and passes through the origin of the graph. Note that 
addition of a constant offset was not required to achieve this as it was in the 
previous experiment. 

Figure 24.11.  Delay of Test ticks from their times in the 
Reference audio 
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These results are convincing evidence that the test ticks were not treated as 
separate, irrelevant features as they were in the previous experiment. 
Without the spatial cue, the source of the ticks may not have been 
sufficiently distinguishable from the source of the tonal features. The two 
experiments suggest that the spirit technicians process the irrelevant audio 
differently when the sources can be distinguished by their locations. 

Experiment 5 
The following experiment was meant to be an exact replication of the last 
experiment in which the clock ticks were mixed with the tonal audio in the 
reference audio file. The outcome is indeed similar, but an unexpected event 
will be discussed that affected the pattern of results. The regression analyses 
of reference versus test times showed increases in the length of the test 
audio. It increased by 2.91 percent according to the tonal features, and by a 
mere 1.75 percent according to the clock ticks. Although the effect size is 
much smaller in this experiment, it is still unambiguous. 

Figure 24.12.  Test tick delays VS tonal feature delays 
matched according to times in the Reference audio 
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Figure 24.13 and Figure 24.14 show similar increments in the delays of 
tonal features and clock ticks, respectively. At five seconds into the audio, 

Figure 24.13. Delays of Test tonal features from times in 
the Reference audio 

Figure 24.14. Delay of Test ticks from their times in 
the Reference audio 
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the delays started to accumulate continuously for about seven seconds. 
Starting at 12 seconds, the delay was relatively constant. Finally, at about 
22 seconds, the delays for both features and ticks plummeted to 0.1 seconds 
where they stayed until the end of the audio. Careful comparison of the 
reference and test audio waveforms showed that the precipitous decrease in 
the delay is explained by the loss of a 0.58 second segment of reference 
audio missing from the test audio. 

In the interval corresponding to 19.6 to 21.6 in the reference audio (20.3 to 
22.3 seconds in the test audio recording), the experimenter was 
unexpectedly heard to say to the spirit technician, “What is it like where you 
are?” Immediately after the end of this utterance at 21.8 seconds in the 
reference audio, the sudden decrease in the delay occurred for both the tonal 
features and ticks in the test audio. Perhaps the utterance was a distraction 
that halted processing of the short segment of reference audio. Because it 
was not included in the test audio, the delays for the remaining tonal 
features and ticks were reduced by about the length of the missing audio. 
The regression analysis comparing the reference audio times with the test 
audio times was repeated without including the data after the unexpected 
utterance. The slopes now indicated an increased duration of 3.64 percent 
according to the tonal features, and 3.91 percent according to the clock 
ticks. 

Figure 23.15 Test tick delays vs tonal feature delays matched 
according to times in the Reference audio 
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As in the previous experiments, tonal features and ticks were matched 
according to their position in the reference audio. The relationship between 
the delays of the matched pairs is shown in the graph of Figure 24.15. The 
linear relation with almost unity slope passing through the origin confirms 
that the delays for tonal features and ticks occurred in lockstep. Therefore, 
this aspect of the previous experiment was confirmed.  

Experiment 6 
Before this series of experiments, there were other experiments that yielded 
transformations of the reference audio consisting of reversed foreign 
speech. Some of the transformations were heard as clear English phrases in 
the test audio. The possibility that these too may have been stretched in time 
was not considered then. In one experiment (Case 1), the experimenter, 
Alison Kirkbride, asked, “Is there anything you would like to say to William 
for his assistance in compiling the paper regarding our work?” The loud and 
clear response to this question was, “Help him focus full on the paper.” This 
advice was immediately followed by another softer comment that seemed 
unrelated to the question. It seemed to say, “I don’t want we meet in 
Seattle.” 

Figure 24.16 shows the envelopes of these utterances copied from the audio 
editor display. The top panel shows the unmodified reference audio, and the 
bottom panel shows the transformations that are the two consecutive 
utterances. The higher amplitude waveform on the left side of the 

Figure 24.16  EVPs formed using the transform method; 
Top – Reference audio, Bottom – Test audio 
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highlighted area in the bottom panel represents the first utterance, and the 
lower amplitude, right side is the second utterance. In the untransformed 
regions to the left and right of the highlighted areas, the test audio envelope 
is similar to the reference audio envelope. Small changes that are visible in 
these regions were caused by the different channel characteristics while 
recording the test audio. Inside the highlighted areas where the 
transformations occurred, the reference and test envelopes are unmistakably 
very different. 

The times of corresponding speech features were identified in the reference 
and test audio, and the slope of the resulting linear regression line revealed 
that the test audio was 5.11 percent longer than the reference audio. Figure 
24.17 shows that the test feature delays increased by 0.4 seconds during the 
interval between 5 and 10 seconds from the beginning of the audio. This 
corresponds well to the duration of 0.4 seconds added to the test audio by 
the two consecutive EVPs shown in Figure 24.16. The EVPs had a 
combined duration of 4.0 sec in the test audio, which replaced 3.6 seconds 
of the reference audio. 

Figure 24.17  Delay of Test speech features from their 
times in the Reference audio 
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A clear EVP was also seen and heard between 20 and 21.5 seconds (not 
shown in Figure 23.16), and this is approximately the time of another gap 
in the delays from 18.8 to 21.6 seconds in Figure 24.17. 

In another earlier EVP experiment (Case 2), the test audio increased in 
length by 8.79 percent. Figure 24.18 shows the increments in test speech 
feature delays for this case as well. On listening to the test file in the editor, 
an unmistakable transformation was seen and heard between 11.6 and 13.2 
seconds. This interval is included in the 10 to 14 second interval in Figure 
24.18 in which matching features in the reference and test audio could not 
be found. 

These two cases show that the lengthening of a file in an EVP experiment 
can be observed as small increments when there are no transformations and 
corresponding features can be found. Between the start and end of gaps 
where matching reference and test features are absent due to 
transformations, a similar rate of change is found. It appears thus far that 
the rate of change of the test audio duration is relatively constant and not 
additionally affected by the occurrence of transformations. 

Figure 24.18  Delay of Test speech features from their 
times in the Reference audio 
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Discussion 
In these EVP experiments, the test audio became as much as 10 percent 
longer in duration than the reference audio. The duration typically increased 
incrementally, even when the reference audio was not obviously 
transformed. The rate of change of duration was not affected substantially 
in intervals where transformations prevented matching of reference and test 
features. 

The highlighted segments of the waveforms in Figure 24.2 show that the 
reference audio was transformed to a longer but lower-level interval of test 
audio. Also, the highlighted reference audio in Figure 24.16 was 
transformed to a longer duration segment in the test audio. Almost half of 
the transformed audio was louder than the reference audio and the 
remainder was less loud. The overall average power was approximately the 
same as the reference audio it replaced. These observations suggest that the 
energy of a piece of reference audio is conserved when it is transformed. 
This may be examined more closely as a hypothesis for further research. 

Normally, injecting additional audio data into a stream of audio would 
require passing the stream through a buffer large enough to hold the 
additional data. The possible existence of such a buffer was examined in 
Experiment 2 by stopping the recording of the test audio as soon as the 
reference audio finished playing. This should have prevented recording the 
data remaining in the buffer at the end of the process. However, no data was 
lost, and so the audio did not pass through such a buffer. The absence of the 
buffer indicates that the test audio containing the inserted information must 
have been written directly to the test file, bypassing the microphone, A/D 
converter, and recorder electronics. It could not have been recorded in the 
usual way via the microphone. 

In Experiments 3, 4 and 5, irrelevant clock ticks were added to the sounds 
in the room. In Experiment 3, the ticks were created “live” by a clock placed 
near the recorder microphone. These ticks could be distinguished from the 
tonal features by their different spatial location. In Experiments 4 and 5, the 
ticks were mixed beforehand with the tonal features in the reference audio. 
In each of the three experiments, the pattern of delays for clock ticks and 
tonal features were similar. However, when the clock ticks came from a 
different location (Experiment 3), the tick delays were less than the tonal 
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feature delays by a constant amount of about 0.34 seconds. When the clock 
ticks were pre-recorded in the reference audio (Experiments 4 and 5), the 
magnitudes of the delays were approximately the same for the ticks and the 
tonal features. 

Experiment 5 unexpectedly provided some additional confirmation of the 
connection between the experimenter (AK) and the intelligence she calls 
the technicians. About 10 seconds before the reference audio finished 
playing, she spontaneously asked the technician, “What is it like where you 
are?” The apparent effect of the utterance on the pattern of delays in the test 
file was immediate. The delays for both the tonal audio features and the 
clock ticks decreased from about 0.6-0.7 seconds to 0.1 second. The reason 
for the precipitous decrease was the loss of 0.58 seconds of reference audio 
that did not appear in the test audio. The utterance appears to have distracted 
the technician so that the chunk of audio currently being processed was lost. 

Experiment 6 was a retrospective on two experiments carried out more than 
a year earlier. The reference audio was reversed foreign speech, and both 
experiments had produced clear EVPs. In the two experiments, the test 
audio was extended by 5.11 percent and 8.79 percent, respectively. The 
delays of the speech features in the test audios incremented gradually with 
occasional brief plateaus. Where there was a gap in the identification of 
common features because of inserted EVPs, the rate of change in delay was 
maintained over the duration of the gap. 

A functional model of the etheric technology 
These experiments suggest that the spirit technicians have an etheric 
technology which can transform the energy in the reference audio into 
intelligible speech. We propose the following functional information 
processing model of the technology. The emphasis is on “functional” since 
we can only guess how it is implemented. 

A FIFO (first in first out) input buffer receives and holds the reference audio 
until a following speech processing stage is ready for it. The speech 
processor takes the audio from the buffer, processes it, and writes the result 
to the test audio file. The tick audio enters the FIFO buffer in step with the 
speech-like audio. When the tick has a spatial property that distinguishes it 
from the speech-like audio, it is tagged as not relevant for generating 
speech. The irrelevant ticks are taken out of the FIFO buffer at the same 
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rate as the relevant audio. The rate is less than real time in order to 
accommodate the slower speech processing that follows. 

The relevant speech-like audio is transformed by the speech processor, 
while the irrelevant tick audio is sent immediately to its output buffer. The 
tick audio is written 340 msec before the corresponding speech processor 
output is written to its output buffer. Then the sum of the buffer contents is 
sent to the physical storage medium. The cycle is repeated with a new chunk 
of relevant and irrelevant data retrieved from the FIFO buffer. The size of 
each chunk appears to be about 580 msec of audio, since that much audio 
was lost when the process was interrupted by the experimenter’s 
spontaneous utterance in Experiment 5.  

The loss of data due to the distraction suggests that the spirit technician’s 
consciousness was an essential part of the process. During the Scole 
experiment (Foy, 2008), a spirit guide mentioned that an energy voice was 
produced “via the spiritual counterpart of a set of human vocal cords … 
built by the spirit team from the available energy.” Similarly, the 
technician’s speech processing apparatus was likely a configuration of the 
energy of consciousness. The configuration was disrupted when the 
technician’s attention wavered, and data was lost.  

The results of the experiments let us estimate how much time is taken to 
process the speech-like audio. The slope of the graph plotting incremental 
delays versus time as in Figure 24.4, for example, tells us how much longer 
than real time is required to process each second of speech-like audio. The 
slopes were calculated for each of the six experiments, and the average of 
the six slopes was 0.113 sec/sec. Therefore, a 580 msec chunk of audio 
would take 645 msec to process and output (580 x 1.113); that is, 65 msec 
longer than real time. 

According to Experiment 3, the ticks taken from the FIFO buffer were 
output 340 msec before the corresponding processed speech was output. So 
the irrelevant audio containing the ticks took 305 msec (i.e., 645-340) to 
output after it was retrieved from the buffer. Assuming the processed audio 
took 305 msec to output as well, the actual speech processing time was 340 
msec.  
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Figure 24.19 shows a visual representation of the entire process. The output 
to the physical storage medium would be the sum of the relevant and 
irrelevant audio in the output buffers. 

During the estimated 340 msec of processing time, the speech processor 
generates new speech based on the properties of the reference audio chunk 
taken most recently from the FIFO buffer. Perhaps the reference audio is 
inverse filtered to recover the speaker’s glottal pulses. A train of such glottal 
pulses would energize an adjustable filter simulating a human vocal tract. 
The result would be the production of spoken words determined by the 
changing properties of the simulated vocal tract filter. The newly generated 
words need not sound at all like the analyzed reference audio. The generated 
audio may also have a different duration than the chunk of reference audio 
it replaces, but there are indications that the overall energy would remain 
the same. 

Figure 24.19  Proposed processing model of the etheric technology 
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In all of the experiments, there were short intervals when the processing 
delay was observed to be constant; that is, the output was not progressively 
delayed. According to the model, this could occur if the speech-like data 
from the FIFO buffer bypassed the speech processor and was sent 
immediately to its output buffer just like the irrelevant tick data. 

Even when no apparent transformations took place, small incremental 
increases in delay accumulated over significant intervals. In Figure 23.18, 
for example, the delays increased gradually over the 31.8 to 42.6 second 
interval of the reference audio. Careful comparison of the reference and 
delayed test audio in this range revealed a transformation only during the 
interval from 38.7 to 40.0 seconds. The audio in the 6.9 seconds preceding 
the transformation and the 2.6 seconds afterwards was still associated with 
an incrementing delay. 

The incrementing delay with no transformations suggests that the speech 
processor still transferred the reference audio to the “Relevant” output 
buffer at the slower rate of the processor. The corresponding test audio 
appeared to be stretched like an elastic to occupy the longer interval in the 
output buffer. This should have lowered the pitch slightly but did not. The 
spectral peaks of comparable segments of reference and test audio were 
found to have identical frequencies. We must assume that the lowered pitch 
in the output buffer was restored to the original level. This is possible, in 
principle, since several such algorithms have been developed by human 
audio engineers. 

The audio consisting of the ticks is compressed into an interval shorter than 
real time, thus raising the pitch in its “Irrelevant” output buffer. The pitch 
in this buffer must also be shifted, but down to the original level. After the 
appropriate pitch shifting to the original levels, the two buffers are summed 
and directly embedded in the physical storage medium as digital audio. 
With this procedure, the reference audio is minimally affected by the delay 
when it is transferred to the test audio via the speech processor. 

The analysis of the audio of Figure 24.18 also showed when the speech 
processor was instructed to start and stop transforming the reference audio. 
We may assume that the instruction to begin was given at 38.7 seconds, and 
another instruction to resume output of the untransformed audio was given 
at 40.0 seconds. These observations suggest that the speech processor ran 
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continuously while the reference audio was playing in order to produce the 
incrementing delay. The transformation of the reference audio was initiated 
when a spirit technician supplied the speech to be generated and continued 
until the transformation was complete. 

Conclusion 
A spirit entity used the transform method to generate EVPs. The entity 
modified an unintelligible reference audio while it was being re-recorded to 
a test file so that it contained intelligible speech. The process was found to 
increase the duration of the test audio from about 3.5 percent to 10.8 
percent. The experiments did not support the existence of a buffer to 
accommodate the extra audio before it was recorded via the microphone. 
The absence of such a buffer suggests that the spirit technician directly 
modified the state of the file storage medium. Also, the treatment of 
irrelevant audio consisting of clock ticks depended on whether it was 
spatially distinct from the audio that was relevant to the communication 
task. A functional information processing model was proposed that appears 
to account for the observed effects. 
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25. Materialization of an apport 
An apport is an object that suddenly appeared in mid-air, usually in the 
presence of a physical medium (Von Ludwiger and Nahm, 2016), but 
sometimes spontaneously (Roll, 1972). The object continues to exist like 
normal matter. The materialization is usually attributed to the actions of a 
spirit being. 

Figure 25.1  Left - Crystalline apport, Right – Backlit interior 
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Figure 25.1 shows an image of an apport that appeared during a physical 
mediumship séance with the German medium, Kai Muegge. The crystalline 
object seen in the left panel fell from the underside of the medium’s 
downturned palm into the author’s hand. The medium’s hand was easily 
visible in soft red light. The materialization of the object coincided with a 
brief twinkle of white light. The presumed spirit said with the medium’s 
voice, “It is the first time that we opened the crystalline structure and 
embedded certain portions of ectoplasmic substance to see afterwards.” 
Remarkably, when the crystal was backlit in darkness and held at a certain 
orientation, clear representations of a male and a female human head 
appeared as in the right panel of the figure.  

Figure 25.2 shows an enlarged view of the interior of the crystal from a 
slightly different angle. Some features of the man’s body are more 
noticeable. The right hand is beside the head with the palm turned upwards, 
and the fingers and forearm can be distinguished. The left hand is cupped 
just behind the woman’s head. The two larger dark areas on the right side 

Figure 25.2.  Larger view of the interior of the apport 
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of the image might then be identified as the man’s left arm and leg, with the 
left foot extending to the floor.  

The probability of finding such detailed depictions of human heads and 
other body parts in natural objects of this kind is very low. If by chance they 
were found, they might be attributed to pareidolia. However, the alleged 
spirit’s comment anticipated that something unusual would be found inside 
the apport. Such prior knowledge eliminates chance as an explanation.  

The cosmology described in Chapter 28 accounts for the appearance of the 
anomalous object. The object was perceived as matter, so according to the 
cosmology, it was represented in consciousness at that location as quanta. 
The alleged higher-vibration spirit would have copied the etheric 
representation of the crystal from elsewhere, then altered it to create the 
internal forms. The object in consciousness was experienced as matter by 
human observers at the instant it became compatible with their perceptual 
process. Its lowered vibrational state was then subject to the laws of this 
realm such as gravity. 
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26. Heterodyning to communicate with spirits 
Summary. Hans Otto König’s experiments on voice communication with 
spirit beings were discussed in the book, “Listen! New Discoveries about 
the Afterlife.” Quotes from the spirit beings were consistent with the 
extraterrestrial cosmology. The spirit beings are thought to employ the 
heterodyning process to move to the vibrational state required to affect 
Herr König’s instrumentation.  

 

The book, “Listen! New Discoveries about the Afterlife” by Anna Maria 
Wauters and Hans Otto König, documents voice communications with the 
spirits of deceased human beings. The experience is known as Electronic 
Voice Phenomena (EVP) or more generally as Instrumental Trans-
communications (ITC). The voices were received using instrumentation 
developed by Herr König during his lifetime. The focus of the book is 
mainly on the many utterances received from spirit beings.  

In this chapter, the information from the spirit beings is compared to 
information received from the extraterrestrial beings speaking through the 
medium, Paul Hamden. The extraterrestrial information included the 
cosmology discussed in Chapter 28. The cosmology helps to understand 
how the spirit beings may have communicated with Herr König. His feeling 
that he was himself an essential element of the communication process is 
supported by the suggested mechanism.  
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The parallels between the extraterrestrial information and the information 
from the spirit world recorded by Herr König are noteworthy. For example, 
the heterodyning process was discussed with the extraterrestrial beings as a 
method of changing vibrational state. A number of comments from spirit 
beings alluded to this process as well. In the discussion, direct quotes from 
the spirit beings are in bold font.  

On vibration 
The extraterrestrial cosmology holds that a multidimensional vibration is a 
fundamental property of the energy of consciousness. This variable 
accounts for there being many planes of existence or realms. As a general 
principle, beings cannot be aware of vibrational states higher than their 
own.  

When Herr König asked the spirit being why they chose to present 
themselves to him, they answered, “Because we are of the same vibratory 
level.” Perhaps they meant that their vibrations more easily conjoined with 
those of Herr König than with other humans. In the following, Herr König’s 
possible use of the heterodyning process is considered, and this would have 
facilitated communication between realms.  

The spirit being suggested to Herr König, “The Earth now shall be placed 
in a new state of consciousness. Its power of consciousness shall be 
raised.” Presumably, raising the Earth’s vibration to a higher level would 
affect communication between spirits and humans. 

On crystals 
The spirit beings made a number of references to the function of crystals. A 
crystal is matter that has the quality of vibration.  

A spirit said to Herr König, “The crystals weave the universe. … We will 
come by crystals. Take the crystals as support for the contacting.” As 
in the cosmology, the vibrational energy of consciousness is everywhere 
present. Further, vibrating crystals can help humans to connect and 
communicate with spirit beings.  

The spirit being also said to Herr König, “We get into touch by crystals. 
… We transmit by the crystal. … Crystals are keys to the connection.” 
That is, crystals emit the vibrations necessary for communication.  
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The being implied to Herr König that plants, animals, and crystals are all 
formed of the vibrating energy of consciousness when they said, “The 
plant, the animal, the human, each crystal has a soul.” This comment 
suggests that, like crystals, all living beings have many vibrational levels 
that are each expressions of a soul. According to the extraterrestrial 
cosmology, vibrations are multidimensional, and all things are 
configurations of the vibrations of consciousness. Equating living bodies to 
crystals would suggest that the states of the sender and recipient of a 
communication must be matched vibrationally for communication to 
proceed.  

On heterodyning 
Heterodyning is a process that may be used by beings to conjoin in a state 
of resonance. The process described in the extraterrestrial cosmology is 
analogous to that performed by a circuit used extensively by humans in 
radio electronics. Herr König’s spirit contacts did not use that word, but 
comments they made are consistent with the heterodyning process.  

A heterodyning circuit accepts two input signals with frequencies f1 and f2, 
and outputs a signal having the sum and difference of the input frequencies. 
The output signal is often low-pass filtered so that only the difference 
frequency, f1-f2, remains. An analogous operation can be performed by two 
thought processes having different vibrational states. A human being 
operating at the vibrational level of f2 may ask a spirit being at a much 
higher vibrational state of f1 to resonate at a new vibrational level of f1-f2. 

A spirit said to Herr König, “Everyone who asks for help, receives help. 
Call me to you, then I will be very close to you.” According to the spirit, 
“It is always the Invisible World who decide to open and close the 
contact window.” The human may ask to conjoin with a spirit being, but 
the decision to initiate the heterodyning process rests with the spirit.  

The participants involved in the heterodyning process must have the proper 
intention. The intention creates a potential in consciousness at the 
difference vibration, f1-f2. The difference potential facilitates the shift of 
each being’s vibration to the difference vibration. As its contribution to the 
process, the spirit said, “We send you a power of Love. Accept it.” This 
higher love or vibrational level, when heterodyned with the human’s lower 
level of love or vibration, creates the difference potential. The human’s shift 
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to the higher difference vibration is felt immediately as a sensation of love. 
Figure 25.1 shows a diagram of this process.  

The ITC scenario is described by Herr König as a triangle. “An 
experimenter is at the same time both a transmitter and a receiver - from a 
technical device and a communicating entity that is also transmitter and 
receiver. This triangle should really be in complete harmony so a contact 
can be established. Without resonance among the three parts, nothing will 
work.” The spirit agreed, “We need your contacts and your love, as you 
need ours. Be aware that we form a unified whole.” When both beings 
have the proper intention, the difference potential will be created. Both can 
resonate at the difference vibration and become one. Herr König includes 
the vibration of the technical device in the unified whole. 

These comments indicate that shifts in vibrational states are important for 
the ITC process to work. The spirit being said, “Every person can make 
good contact with us if he has learned to do it. Knowledge and love are 
the prerequisites.” The human must learn to present their own vibration as 
input to the heterodyning process while simultaneously accepting the higher 

Figure 26.1  A schematic of the heterodyning process  
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vibration input from the spirit being. The proper intention will create the 
difference potential. 

Herr König explained, “Which entity makes contact depends to a a large 
degree on the vibration of the two communicators and/or the vibrational 
base. The whole system of ITC is founded on the principle of resonance. It 
is a circular connection between the experimenter, the technique, and the 
entity of the spirit world.” The process is consistent with the extraterrestrial 
being’s explanation of conjoined frequencies or vibrations, “It means to us 
that it is in resonation, so if two entities are to come together, two different 
frequencies, then the frequencies of the two entities must change so they can 
be conjoined and resonate together.” Conjoining the very different 
vibrational states of two beings is most easily accomplished by 
heterodyning the vibrations so that the beings may resonate at the shared 
difference potential.  

The spirit and human participants in the heterodyning process connect by 
shifting their vibrations to the difference potential. It is then that the spirit 
may affect physical matter. The spirit said, “It is a natural connection 
between worlds of different material qualities, united by the power of 
love; Love makes the wave and the transmission.” Love, for humans, is 
tightly coupled to a dimension of vibration, and so the transmission of the 
ITC is carried on the waves of the heterodyning difference vibration. The 
“worlds of different material qualities” refers to realms that are 
experienced as physical but have different vibrational states. For example, 
out-of-body experiences in the astral realm are said to feel as physical as 
experiences in our realm (Ziewe, 2008). Each realm represents matter with 
its own unique vibration.  

According to Herr König, not all spirits are able to arrive at the state of 
vibration that is optimal for our realm. He said, “The possibility of 
transmission is also related to the technique used. Because of the proposed 
vibrational basis, certain entities can manage to communicate with us while 
others cannot. Any communication system does not allow all entities to 
manifest themselves acoustically in our world.” That is, a spirit can have 
difficulty affecting our physical world if the heterodyning difference 
vibration is suboptimal. When the spirit’s level of vibration is too low, the 
heterodyning difference potential will be too low as well for work to occur 
in the vibration of our realm.  
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Discussion 
The extraterrestrial cosmology, combined with the pioneering work of Herr 
König, led to a model of ITC based on the heterodyning process. A spirit 
needs to have access to the vibrational level of our realm in order to affect 
matter there. This can be achieved by heterodyning with the vibration of a 
human like Herr König.  

For the sake of discussion, frequency as rational numbers will be used 
instead of vibrations which are ordinal. In the example of Figure 25.2, the 
designated frequency of human consciousness and the instrumentation is 8 
Hz. When the spirit consciousness has a frequency of 16 Hz, the 
heterodyning process creates a difference potential also at the frequency of 
8 Hz. The spirit being may temporarily move its frequency to the 8 Hz 
difference potential in order to more easily affect the instrumentation 
already at that frequency.  

To apply the heterodyning process in an experimental EVP setting, the 
experimenter would move to a state of love and mentally solicit the 

Figure 26.2  A hypothetical heterodyning scenario  
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assistance of a spirit being also wishing to communicate by voice. The spirit 
would adopt the vibrational state needed to produce the appropriate 
difference potential. After moving to the difference potential, only the spirit 
being would find itself at a vibration different from its original state. The 
new vibrational state would be that of the human and the instrumentation. 
Since it is a higher vibration being, it would have the internal bandwidth 
required to create in the lower vibrational state. (This is discussed further 
by Treurniet and Hamden (2020) in the chapter subsection, “The creation 
and perceptual processes.”)  

Herr König’s observation that not all spirits have the ability to produce the 
ITC voice phenomenon can now be understood. He said, “Because of the 
proposed vibrational basis, certain entities can manage to communicate 
with us while others cannot.” Referring to the analogy of Figure 26.2, if the 
spirit being’s frequency were too low (i.e., less than 16 Hz), the difference 
potential would be lower than the frequency required to affect the 
instrumentation. The heterodyning process would not help a being affect 
the human realm if its highest possible vibration were lower than 16 Hz.  

On the other hand, since a spirit being behaves like a low pass filter, a high 
vibration being would be aware of the required level of vibration. In the 
analogy of Figure 26.2, a spirit being with a frequency higher than 16 Hz 
would lower it to the 16 Hz needed to work in the Earth environment. The 
heterodyning difference potential would then be at the frequency required 
to affect the human’s instrumentation.  

The spirit being may use the heterodyning process to communicate speech 
information to the vibrational level of the Earth. The frequency of the spirit 
being would be modulated by the speech signal to be communicated. 
According to the analogy of Figure 26.2, the information would be 
transposed to the lower difference frequency, since the human’s frequency 
is constant. The spirit being could use the modulated difference frequency 
at the human’s level to affect the instrumentation. 

Herr König claimed to improve the process over the years by changing his 
apparatus. This suggests that spirit beings may find some lower-vibration 
processes easier to affect than others. However, it is important to recognize 
that nothing at all would be affected without creating the means for the spirit 
being to reach the instrumentation. This requires a conjoining of the correct 
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vibrations from the human and spirit participants with the heterodyning 
process.  

An EVP experiment described in Chapter 24 concluded that speech data 
created by a spirit being was written directly to computer memory as an 
apport. Herr König’s instrumentation could have been affected by audio 
apports as well. As explained in Chapter 25, an apport appears when the 
vibrational state of the object is transposed to match the perceptual process 
of the perceiver. Similarly, the spirit being’s higher-vibration speech data 
would be transposed to the vibration of the heterodyning difference 
potential. 

The relationship between spirit and medium has always been one-sided, 
with the spirit being controlling the progression of events. The analysis of 
Herr König’s ITC work suggests that there is a technical explanation. The 
heterodyning process uses the human level of vibration as a constant 
reference point for the spirit being’s activities. The human vibration is 
required only to create a difference vibration modulated by the spirit being’s 
speech data. The modulated difference vibration then influences the 
instrumentation in the human realm. The asymmetric relationship between 
the human and the spirit being is a direct result of their respective roles.  
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27. Orbs on indoor photographs 
Photographs that some people take may contain little lighted disks generally 
known as orbs. They are assumed to be spherical because they always 
appear as circular disks in the photos. The image displayed in Figure 27.1 
is a photograph of the German medium, Kai Muegge, who is holding up a 
portable cabinet presumably used in séances. The photograph has a number 
of orbs that were cropped out of the image and analyzed. 

The orbs often have a prosaic explanation. They can be dust particles or 
water droplets that reflected the light from a camera flash. But this is not 
always the case. They are sometimes said to move about as if they were 
guided by an intelligence. Further, a close examination of an orb sometimes 
reveals complex internal details that can look like features of human or non-
human faces. Skeptics would say that such recognition is pareidolia, the 
illusion of patterns in displays of random data, but recognition of a face 
happens too often to be dismissed in that way.  

Seven of the most prominent orbs in Figure 27.1 were studied and only the 
four labelled with numbers showed fully featured faces. The other three had 
some facial features that were distorted. The labelled orbs were enlarged 
and enhanced with equalization. They are displayed in the following 
Figures 27.2a, 27.2b, 27. 2c, and 27.2d. 

The face in each orb is framed by a circle of light. Each face is different, 
and none is a human face. Three of the four orbs were closer to Kai 
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Muegge’s body than the others. Perhaps this helped to improve image 
quality inside the orb. 

 

Figure 27.1   A sample of orbs in a photograph. Credit for 
original image: Stephen Braude (reproduced with permission) 
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In an interview with an extraterrestrial Zeta being (Treurniet and Hamden, 
2019), the following exchange took place regarding such orbs. 

 

Interviewer: Some of the smaller orbs seem to have faces in them, do these 
represent beings? 

Zeta: Often yes, they are also a intermediary process, a projection of an 
entity that is wishing to communicate. 

Figure 27.2a The face in orb No. 1 

Figure 27.2c The face in orb No. 3 Figure 27.2d The face in orb No. 4 

Figure 27.2b The face in orb No. 2 
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Interviewer: Are these orbs portals, used by a being to observe us? 

Zeta: That is what I have said. 

Interviewer: How are the orbs placed there? 

Zeta: Simple function, you have your model aircraft - they have remote 
controls. It is the same process. They are technologies. 

 

The Zeta agreed that many orbs are explained prosaically as reflections 
from particles floating in the air, but some are quite different. They are 
attempts by beings in other realms to communicate. A face that is seen in 
an orb might represent an actual entity, or it may be an avatar, an 
intermediary process chosen by the entity. Such an orb is a portal 
technology that is controlled remotely by a being in another realm. Its 
intention is to observe and to communicate. The Zeta said, “Even the spirit 
people are able to create a non-threatening process,” implying that at least 
some of these beings communicate from the spirit realm. 

Ledwith agreed that the orbs are under intelligent control (Ledwith and 
Heinemann, 2007). He even claimed to communicate with an entity based 
on “yes” and “no” answers, although the details were not disclosed. A few 
of his photographs showed masses of orbs organized into an amazing vortex 
structure. He concluded, “The overwhelming nature of this evidence has to 
show at least a significant level of consciousness in most if not all the orb 
forms. It is equally evident that they can also exhibit a group ‘mind’ when 
they appear, disappear, or otherwise maneuver in perfect unity.” 

Ledwith proposed that orbs communicate from an extension of our physical 
reality. Different levels of this reality are in widely separated octaves of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. Our reality is invisible to beings in a higher 
octave until they develop a technology capable of seeing our part of the 
spectrum. He believed that orbs are such a technology.  

The extraterrestrial cosmology offers a different but analogous mechanism. 
A spirit being remotely operates an orb from another realm or state of 
vibration. The technology enables interaction with the lower vibration of 
our physical realm. Perhaps a being of a higher vibration realm heterodynes 
with the lower vibration of a human like Kai Muegge to gain access to the 
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vibrational state of our realm. There is anecdotal evidence that the 
appearance of orbs in photographs tends to develop over time and may 
depend on the vibrational state of the photographer. This potential 
application of the heterodyning process is discussed further in Chapter 28 
which examines how speech is received by Hans Otto König from the spirit 
realm. 
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An expanded view of reality 
 

 

What it all means in the context of the extraterrestrial cosmology is outlined 
in this section. A change in perspective by conventional scientists is 
necessary, and this will be rewarded by explanations of ‘magical’ processes 
in science. These include the origin of the ‘big bang’ in the currently 
popular theory of cosmology and the experimenter effect in the ‘double slit’ 
physics experiment.  
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28. A science that explains the inexplicable 
A comprehensive cosmology grounded in consciousness was described in 
an earlier publication (Treurniet, 2019). For convenience, much of the 
description is reproduced in this chapter. It came from conversations that 
many people had with extraterrestrial beings speaking through a medium. 
It provides a theoretical basis for well-known but inexplicable phenomena 
such as near-death and out-of-body experiences, telepathy and remote 
viewing. The instantaneous materialization of matter that was observed is 
explained, as well as some puzzling behaviors of presumed extraterrestrial 
craft. The cosmology offers a basis for new research that was previously 
unthinkable. 

Consciousness has attributes that include a multidimensional vibration and 
intrinsic processes of creation and perception. A being’s perceptual process 
transforms configurations of the energy of consciousness so that it is 
experienced as sensations. The sensations are commonly but incorrectly 
interpreted as matter that exists independently of a being’s consciousness.  

The phenomena explored in this book are hard to explain in the current 
mainstream scientific context. However, the context is changed by the 
extraterrestrial cosmology. It is consistent with a philosophy known as 
‘ontological idealism’. Kastrup (2019) argued convincingly that the 
philosophy is more logical than scientific materialism which dismisses 
subjective experience as an epiphenomenon. Subjective experience is all 
there is in a greater reality where all is consciousness. 
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The cosmology stands on its own merits, but some readers might appreciate 
that it came from beings of an extraterrestrial race speaking through a 
human medium while he was in an altered state of consciousness. These 
beings have the advantage of actually experiencing what the cosmology 
describes. Interviews with them are documented in the books by Hamden 
and Treurniet (2020) and Treurniet and Hamden (2019, 2020).  

Some of the unusual phenomena discussed in the earlier chapters are 
thought to be created by advanced human technology that likely resulted 
from secret military research. Other phenomena are thought to be created 
by extraterrestrial technologies. A science based on the extraterrestrial 
cosmology should be better able to evaluate whether the described 
phenomena have a human or extraterrestrial origin. 

A cosmology of consciousness 
All experiences, including matter, are generated by consciousness which 
has a number of fundamental attributes. These attributes are arranged in 
broad categories in Table 28.1. The table and the following descriptions of 
the attributes are reproduced from Treurniet (2019). 

The General attributes column of the table says that consciousness is 
malleable, and that all possible configurations exist simultaneously as 
potentials in a unitary concept. 

 The Specific attributes column says that consciousness has properties 
analogous to those of an acoustic or electrical wave. A part of the waveform 
may or may not resonate with a different part. Beings may thus see 
themselves to be ‘in separation’, contrary to the conclusion drawn from the 

General attributes Specific attributes Intrinsic processes 
Existence  Vibration Creation 
Wholeness Resonance Perception 
Malleability Potentials Intention 
 

Grid 
 

Table 28.1  Essential attributes of consciousness 
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General attributes column. The potentials in consciousness are a being’s 
experience of sensations. Finally, a grid is instantiated as needed by the 
creation process to support thought forms. 

The Intrinsic processes column lists operations that are fundamental to 
consciousness. These are the tools available to consciousness so beings can 
have experiences. These tools function in the context of the attributes of the 
first two columns. When a being has the proper intention, a relatively 
permanent representation of its thought, a creation, is placed in the grid at 
the being’s level of vibration. The thought is experienced again when the 
representation is decoded by a matching perceptual process which 
instantiates specific sensations in consciousness. Sensations are the 
potentials experienced by a being. Other beings at the same level of 
vibration or higher may also perceive the creation and share in that 
consensus reality. 

The following list explains the table entries in more detail.  

Existence - All that is possible already exists. Things not yet revealed via 
the creation process (see Creation) could be described as potentials in 
consciousness. A particular potential is the possibility of an existence.  

Wholeness - The total consciousness is a single entity containing all that 
exists. Layers of separation are illusions experienced by individual facets 
of consciousness. 

Malleability - Consciousness is configurable. They include the thought 
forms experienced as matter. Consciousness can be reconfigured to transfer 
information between processes or to effect change. 

Vibration - Vibration is a multidimensional property of consciousness on 
an ordinal scale. That is, a given vibrational state is higher, the same, or 
lower than another, but there is no metric for measuring the distance 
between them. An entity has a highest possible vibration but may achieve 
higher vibrations by resonating with other entities. 

Resonance - To achieve resonance, two entities raise and lower their 
vibrations until they are in harmony together. A state-dependent boundary 
is experienced when an entity is unable to resonate with a particular energy 
of consciousness. 
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Potentials - A potential is the possibility of an existence in consciousness 
such as a sensation. Sensations are instantiated by the perceptual process 
(see Perception). 

Grid - The grid is a multidimensional construct in consciousness required 
by the creation process (see Creation). It is a mental substrate in which 
thought forms persist so they may be experienced by their creator and other 
beings of like vibrational state or higher. The grid is a potential in 
consciousness until it is instantiated to support newly formed creations. 

Creation - Creation is the instantiation in the grid of a thought which 
already exists in total consciousness as a potential (see Existence). The 
creation process occurs at a vibrational state available to the creator being. 

Perception - The perceptual process of a being transforms creations into 
consciousness potentials. The transformations may be experienced only by 
entities who have access to the vibrational state of the creation, and so share 
a consensus reality with the creator.  

Intention - To have an intention is to place a belief structure in thought that 
something will change. An intention enables one configuration of 
consciousness to modulate another. 

 

The human race is restricted on a vibration dimension of consciousness to 
a range which defines our physical universe. This range of vibration is 
known as the etheric realm. Realms also exist at higher vibrations that 
humans cannot sense in their waking state of awareness. Because the human 
race exists at lower vibrations, we are unaware of much information that is 
beyond our reach. In all realms, beings create in order to gain experience.  

Creation 
The intrinsic process of creation enables a creator being to place a pattern 
in the grid that represents a thought form in its mind. The creation process 
is analogous to making a simple physical hologram. States of consciousness 
ordered according to their vibrational level are analogous to the spectrum 
of light. A being has a highest possible vibration analogous to the frequency 
of light used to make a hologram. When the being has the intention to 
create, the thought of the desired object typically modulates the highest 
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possible vibration. The modulated energy is combined with the 
unmodulated energy to produce an interference pattern. The interference 
pattern is preserved somewhere in the grid, a mental construct analogous to 
the hologram’s photographic plate. 

The holographic-like patterns in the grid are known as quanta. The quanta 
represent the experience of a thought as it was conceived in a creator’s 
consciousness. A created pattern is not a concatenation of less complex 
patterns, unless that was the creator’s intention. 

Although the creation process is intrinsic to consciousness, humans in the 
etheric realm are generally unable to bring new matter into existence by 
thought alone. Small effects of human mind over matter have been observed 
(e.g., Schmidt, 1977; Jahn, 1982; McTaggart, 2007; Radin, 1997; 2012), 
but only rarely is it reported that a human can materialize objects of matter 
(Haraldsson, 1987; Talbot, 1991). The reason may become clear by analogy 
with modulation of a radio frequency carrier wave. The carrier can be 
amplitude modulated by a voice or music signal to be transmitted. The 
modulated carrier contains frequencies higher than the unmodulated carrier. 
This is analogous to modulation of a being’s highest possible vibration in 
the creation process. The modulation requires a space of expansion to 
accommodate vibrations beyond the highest possible vibration (Treurniet 
and Hamden, 2020). Humans in this realm typically lack the space of 
expansion, so they are unable to create thought forms. 

Perception 
A creation is experienced anew when it is acted upon by a being’s 
perceptual process. Perception transforms the information in the created 
interference pattern into the thought from which it was created. Like the 
virtual image of a physical hologram, the thought is recovered by 
‘illuminating’ the interference pattern in the grid with the unmodulated 
vibration of consciousness that participated in the creation process. The 
thought then becomes part of the being’s experienced reality. Other beings 
who have access to that vibrational state, including those whose highest 
possible vibration is higher, can reconstruct the same thought. In our 
particular universe, things are experienced when etheric patterns are 
transformed to sensations by the matching perceptual process. A being 
infers matter from the experienced sensations.  
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Like all matter, the human body is an object represented in the grid by 
vibrating quanta. The consciousness of the body, or spirit, is a facet of a 
higher-vibration entity known as the higher self. Sometime after conception 
the facet merges with the etheric body to become the local consciousness 
which has the body’s highest possible vibration.  

The local consciousness merged with the etheric body filters sensory 
information sampled from quanta in the grid. The information is passed to 
the higher self which transforms the information to consciousness potentials 
experienced as sensations. 

Multidimensional vibrations 
Everything that exists has a vibration that distinguishes it from other things. 
Vibration is multidimensional and has an ordinal scale, meaning that a 
given vibrational state is higher, the same, or lower than another state, but 
the distance between them is not defined. 

The extraterrestrial beings often used the word ‘frequency’ but agreed their 
use of it was not appropriate. Frequency is a function of time, and a 
dimension of time is not a basic attribute of consciousness. A more 
appropriate word with a similar meaning is vibration, a sensation that can 
be felt and compared in the ‘now’. 

One vibration a being has is normally constant on a Physical type of 
vibration dimension. Humans are on this dimension in the range that defines 
the etheric realm. There appears to be a unique coding for each individual 
human. Higher levels on this dimension define the astral and spirit realms. 

Another dimension encodes the various patterns of energy that represent the 
structure and function of the physical body. Each individual also has a 
dimension of Harmony which refers to the relationship one has with all that 
exists. Humans with a low vibration on this dimension experience much 
fear, despair, or sadness, whereas high-vibration humans have more 
positive feelings such as compassion, gratitude, and unconditional love. 

A being’s vibration on the Physical type of vibration dimension, combined 
with its vibration on the Harmony dimension, is its highest possible 
vibration. Figure 28.1 shows a simple model of vibration limited to two 
dimensions, with X and Y as examples of individuals. A being’s highest 
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possible vibration is used in the creation process, and limits what can be 
revealed to a being by the perceptual process.  

The etheric, astral and spirit Physical types of vibration are existences 
accessible to humans. Quanta everywhere on the plane defined by the 
Physical type of vibration and Harmony dimensions are experienced as 
matter when transformed by a matching perceptual process.  

Other physical races have vibrations that are located elsewhere on the 
Physical type of vibration dimension. These races are not accessible to 
humans if their vibrations do not resonate with the human vibration. Also 
not shown in the figure are other dimensions that may include non-physical 
existences. 

The existence of realms 
Realms are regions in the multidimensional vibrations of consciousness that 
differ in their vibrational states and, therefore, cannot be accessed by all 
beings. Recall that a thing placed in the grid by the creation process can be 
perceived only by beings having access to the vibrational state of the 
creation. This applies to realms as well.  

Realms are different from one another because they vibrate at different 
levels. A realm boundary exists for an inhabitant when it does not have the 

Figure 28.1  Positions on the physical plane of vibration 
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ability to resonate with particular energies. The state of consciousness of 
the being resonates with energies inside the realm but not at its perceived 
edge. The realm boundaries are important because they help the realm 
inhabitants define who they think they are. 

Like matter, realms are perceptions created in the mind. When a being 
manages to raise its vibrational state, it can become aware of previously 
hidden regions in the vibrations of consciousness. Beings that exist at the 
highest states of consciousness do not experience realm boundaries at all. 

Heterodyning states of consciousness 
Consciousness has information that is distinguished by its vibrational level. 
The flow of information can be controlled by a process known as 
heterodyning. The process is similar to that used by humans in the design 
of electronic circuitry. A simple circuit creates an output signal that depends 
on the properties of two input signals. Specifically, the frequency of the 
output is the difference between the frequencies of the inputs if the inputs 
pass through a non-linear device such as a transistor.  

The heterodyning process in consciousness is analogous to the physical 
process used in circuits (Treurniet and Hamden, 2019, 2020). It enables one 
vibrational state to communicate information to another vibrational state in 
a controlled way. For example, a person might wish to raise their vibration 
on the Harmony dimension with the assistance of a higher vibration being. 
The being could be part of the human’s spiritual belief system.  

The process begins with a request to the higher vibration being to share its 
vibrational state. The human then moves to the highest state of love that is 
already possible to achieve. The feeling of love increases the human’s 
capacity to shift to the even higher state of love facilitated by the 
heterodyning process. The non-linearity needed for heterodyning to occur 
is the intention of the participating beings. With the right intention, the 
heterodyning process forms a potential in consciousness at the difference 
between the vibrations of the human and the higher vibration being. The 
difference potential facilitates movement by both beings to that vibrational 
state. The human will feel the love from being at the higher vibration.  
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Relationship to human science 
Human scientists who can put aside their biases should be able to accept the 
extraterrestrial cosmology since it merges easily with already known 
materialistic theories. The cosmology does not negate the natural laws 
known to science, and the scientific basis for existing technologies would 
continue. Matter would be no less real in practice if it were accepted as an 
illusion of consciousness. However, a change in perspective would be 
needed to accommodate a cosmology of consciousness, and the altered 
perspective suggests new possibilities.  

The new perspective offers solutions to some unresolved issues in science. 
For example, an unsolved theoretical issue is the empirically demonstrated 
observer effect in quantum mechanics. Another issue is the unknown origin 
of our universe that formed with the ‘Big Bang’. There would be advantages 
to accommodating the extraterrestrial cosmology.  

Integration with quantum theory 
According to the extraterrestrial cosmology, what we perceive as physical 
reality emerges from holographic-like patterns in the energy of 
consciousness. These patterns are transformed by the perceptual process 
which is a fundamental operation of a being’s consciousness. The 
transformation yields the sensations experienced in the mind of the 
perceiver. 

These concepts are similar to those expressed by Close (2000) in his book, 
“Transcendental Physics”. Close argued that our perceptual processes must 
create physical reality. He examined the implications of certain advances in 
physics (EPR_BELL_ASPECT) that expanded on the Copenhagen 
interpretation of quantum mechanics proposed by Niels Bohr. This 
interpretation holds that at the quantum level there is no phenomenon until 
it registers as an observation or measurement.  

Given that the effect of a photon exists only when an observation occurs, 
Close inferred that a photon does not exist as a particle before it strikes a 
receptor in the eye. In turn, the elementary particles in the receptors do not 
exist until they have an effect on other receptors further along the chain of 
interactions to the brain. Matter and energy become objective entities when 
they register as effects.  
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Close argued that something other than quanta of physical particles must 
stop this otherwise infinite sequence of effects. The final receptor in a 
conscious observer is real but must be non-physical. It cannot be composed 
of quanta of matter and/or energy. This final non-quantized receptor in the 
conscious observer he called individualized consciousness. 

The same logic was applied to the whole universe which was thought to 
have come into existence instantaneously by the “Big Bang” event. But how 
could the first quantum of energy have taken on an objective existence as a 
particle when no other particles existed for it to affect? Could the receptor 
of the first particle have been non-physical? Close argued that, as in the 
termination of the chain of effects in the conscious observer, there must 
have been a non-physical terminator to receive the first particle. Otherwise, 
the physical universe as we know it could not have come into being. He 
called this receiver, primary consciousness. 

Close suggested that a non-physical terminator is a receptor of the 
information carried by the final set of quanta in any physical chain of 
events. The receptor forms non-quantized images of physical reality. A 
construct is formed that is the instantiation of a potential in primary 
consciousness where potentials of all possible constructs are held. A 
feedback loop via the perceptual process exists so that primary 
consciousness can observe itself. Close explained, “Structure and form, 
originating in primary consciousness, is projected as a spectrum of 
potentialities. The process is completed when one specific structure or form 
is selected by observation and confirmed again in the nonlocal space of 
consciousness.” 

He concluded, “…observable reality depends upon quanta, and that non-
quantum consciousness, primary and individualized, are necessary 
ingredients of reality, participating in the processes that cause the universe 
to exist as it does.” 

Close believed that the bases of human science should be reinterpreted. 
Consciousness must have a continuous existence separable from the 
quantized universe of matter. Matter cannot exist without the spectrum of 
potentialities projected by the primary consciousness.  

The collection of wave functions defined by quantum mechanics are usually 
interpreted as the probabilities of particular states of particles. In the 
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extraterrestrial cosmology, a particle is defined by the set of potentials from 
a holographic-like representation in consciousness. Potentials are selected 
from the set by the perceptual process and transformed to non-quantized 
sensations in consciousness.   

The potentials projected by the representation of matter are the spectrum of 
potentialities that come from primary consciousness. When these potentials 
are superposed, particular states are chosen by an observer and a “collapse 
of the wave function” occurs. The photon takes on the properties of a 
particle rather than a wave.  

In summary, a link to quantum theory can be made by recognizing that 
potentials in quanta, the holographic-like representations of matter in 
consciousness, are equivalent to the probabilities of quantum states defined 
by the Schrödinger equation of quantum mechanics (e.g., Harvey, 1962). A 
being’s perceptual process selects from these quantum states. What 
quantum theory says are the most probable states are those chosen by the 
observer. The consciousness potentials instantiated by the perceptual 
process are the sensations experienced by the perceiver. Such sensations are 
the only means whereby the physical universe can be known, and so the 
physical universe exists in consciousness. It has only the appearance of 
things in separation from the observer.  

The effect of the observer on quantum states 
It is now known that knowledge about an experimental physical process can 
affect what is measured. That is, consciousness appears to play a role in 
how reality unfolds. A well-known example of such an experimenter effect 
in physics is the double-slit experiment (Horgan, 1992; Hillmer and Kwiat, 
2007). Monochromatic laser light is directed toward two parallel slits in a 
screen. The light passes through both slits and forms an interference pattern 
visible on an adjacent screen. The interference pattern indicates that the 
light is behaving like a wave. However, when the path taken by the light 
can be known, the interference pattern is replaced by the pattern expected 
if the light were a particle passing through one slit or the other. Mere 
knowledge of the path of the light causes it to behave like a particle rather 
than a wave. 

When photons in the light behave like a wave and an interference pattern is 
seen, the possible quantum states of the photons are said to be superposed 
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so that their paths include both slits. However, when the photons behave 
like particles, their superposed states somehow become a particular state. 
The knowledge of the experimenter is correlated with the outcome, so the 
state appears to have been chosen by the consciousness of the experimenter. 

Radin et al. (2012, 2013, 2016) found that the amplitude of the interference 
pattern was reduced in the double-slit experiment when test subjects 
focused their attention on the pattern. The intention of the subjects caused 
a significant shift to particle-like behavior. The many variations of the 
double-slit experiment and the experiments by Radin et al. indicate that 
consciousness has a direct effect on causality.  

An explanatory framework for understanding the effect of mere knowledge 
can be found in the extraterrestrial cosmology (Treurniet, 2019). The 
cosmology introduced the concept of prime focus. An experimenter’s prime 
focus in a particular double-slit experiment would include all that could 
possibly be known about that experiment. The scope of the knowledge may 
be beyond the experimenter’s conscious awareness. Also, resonance of 
vibrational states is an important characteristic of consciousness. Seeking a 
higher state of resonance may be an organizing principle and a goal of the 
perceptual process.  

The following is proposed to account for the effect of experimenter 
knowledge in the double-slit experiment. When a photon is in a state of 
superposition, its resonance with other matter is low or undefined. An 
experimenter’s consciousness with a prime focus selects a quantum state for 
the photon that is consistent with knowledge of the apparatus. If a possible 
path through one slit of the apparatus is known to exist, a quantum state is 
chosen that takes the photon along that path. Otherwise, the photon remains 
in the state of superposition and both paths are taken. A state is not assigned 
by consciousness unless a choice leading to one path is known to exist. As 
a result, the overall state of resonance in the apparatus would stay the same 
or improve.  

In other words, consciousness would seek the highest state of resonance that 
is possible among the various elements of the experimental situation. If a 
path of the photon cannot be known in principle, nothing can be done to 
improve the resonation among the various elements of the experiment. In 
that case, a quantum state cannot be chosen based on the information 
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available to consciousness. However, if a possible path for a photon is 
known by a consciousness with the prime focus, a quantum state of the 
photon is chosen so it takes that path and resonates with the state of the 
apparatus. 

Resonance or harmony of the total experimental situation within a prime 
focus of consciousness could be a new principle for physicists to 
investigate.  

The mystery of the ‘Big Bang’ 
Human scientists committed to materialism have no explanation for how 
the universe began. It is commonly said to be the outcome of a process 
known as the ‘Big Bang’ (e.g., Williams, 2015). This cosmic event is 
thought to have occurred roughly 13.8 billion years ago. Elementary 
particles suddenly came into existence as a very small ball with infinite 
density and intense heat. The matter expanded and the universe evolved 
until it became what it is today.  

There is no explanation for how the ball of infinite density formed. 
However, properties of the extraterrestrial cosmology can be exploited to 
understand how this could have happened. Our universe or realm is a 
creation, and so the thoughts and intentions of an entity were responsible 
for creating it. The entity created the space we know as well as the 
holographic-like representations of subatomic particles that came into 
existence. The properties of the representations permitted the universe to 
grow and change according to the laws of nature that humans have since 
discovered. For example, the creation included detailed physical properties 
of matter such as electric charge. The particle representations interacted and 
combined according to their states of resonance as the universe evolved.  

Applications of extraterrestrial science  
The cosmological theory has some immediate applications learned from the 
extraterrestrial race. For example, they explained how the human body 
heals itself using the heterodyning process to transfer information from one 
level of vibration to another. They also explained how their craft can behave 
in ways that puzzle human scientists. 
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The self-healing process 
The human body, like all matter in the universe, is defined by quanta in the 
range of vibrations of the etheric realm. The quanta of the etheric body 
contain information that corresponds to the form and function of the 
physical body. When the quanta are transformed by the perceptual process, 
the etheric body is experienced as the physical body. 

A ‘blueprint’ of the physical body is retained by the local consciousness in 
the form of consciousness potentials. The blueprint came from the generic 
template for a body of the human race, modified according to the 
characteristics of the particular individual. 

A healthy, uninjured body conforms to the blueprint defining the body. The 
etheric body is normally kept in the state specified by the blueprint 
information in consciousness so that the experienced physical body has the 
expected function and appearance. When there is an injury to the body, 
cellular reconstruction is guided by the blueprint of the original form. The 
injured body heals according to the blueprint information in the local 
consciousness. 

With the intention of the local consciousness, a continuous heterodyning 
process monitors the state of the physical potential of the etheric body. The 
physical potential is the etheric vibration on the Physical type of vibration 
dimension. It is constant throughout a healthy body and is the lower-
vibration input to the heterodyning process. The higher-vibration inputs are 
the consciousness potentials representing the body blueprint. These 
potentials vary according to the blueprint information.  

When the body is healthy and undamaged, the heterodyning difference 
potentials follow the varying consciousness potentials of the blueprint since 
the physical potential is constant. When the body is damaged, the physical 
potential at the site of the injury is distorted from its constant level. The 
distortion causes the difference potentials to deviate from the consciousness 
potentials defining the healthy body. A significant deviation of the 
difference potential identifies a need for healing at the location where it 
occurred. 

The local consciousness initiates the healing process when the difference 
potential indicates that it is required. When the body is healed, the physical 
potentials at the site of the injury are restored to the normal constant level, 
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and the difference potential is brought back into line with the blueprint 
information. 

Telepathy and remote viewing 
Telepathic communication is the ability to send and receive messages 
without using the physical senses. Messages may be heard as a voice or 
seen as a vision. Similarly, symbols, colors, or emotional energy may be 
telepathically exchanged. To communicate telepathically, a being creates a 
message in the form of quanta in the grid. The perceptual process of the 
recipient is tuned to the vibrational state of the message in order to 
transform the message quanta to sensations.  

A similar skill is known as remote viewing, the awareness of a scene at a 
location beyond the reach of the senses (Puthoff, 1996). It differs from 
telepathy in that objects to be viewed exist already as quanta in the grid.  

A remote viewer’s perceptual process would transform quanta at the target 
location as if they were a telepathic message. Both the remote object and 
the telepathic message are transformed to higher-vibration consciousness 
potentials to be experienced. 

Near-death and out-of-body experiences 
All objects of matter in our universe are configurations of consciousness. 
The configurations are holographic-like patterns, or quanta, existing in the 
etheric range of vibration. Since the human body is matter, it too is 
represented as quanta. The body can be perceived only with perceptual 
processes tuned to the normal human vibration. This role of the perceptual 
process is the key to understanding the near-death experience (NDE) and 
the out-of-body experience (OBE). 

The idea that a spirit consciousness persists after the failure of the body is 
becoming more accepted. Many people have reported a NDE when the body 
fails temporarily after a heart attack or other potentially life-ending events 
(e.g., Ring and Cooper, 2008; Van Lommel, 2010; 2013; Long, 2010; 
Alexander, 2012). The consciousness of the person separates from the 
distressed body and finds itself in a similar body that is invisible to other 
humans in the room. In this state, the consciousness may have various novel 
experiences (e.g., Alexander, 2012), which may include meetings with 
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deceased acquaintances. Eventually, the consciousness returns to the 
injured body to tell others about the experience.  

A consciousness may also separate from an uninjured body. This tends to 
occur when it is not aware of the body. The consciousness finds itself in a 
similar body in another place which can seem more real than the familiar 
waking experience. This is known as an OBE (e.g., Buhlman, 1996; Ziewe, 
2008, 2015; Peterson, 2013; Kirkpatrick, 2015; De Foe, 2016). 

A consciousness can be characterized as a low-pass filter. It experiences 
lower vibrations but not vibrations higher than its own highest possible 
vibration. During the near-death and out-of-body experiences, the 
consciousness has moved to a higher vibration body that cannot be sensed 
by a perceptual process operating at our normal waking state of 
consciousness.  

When the NDE or OBE begins, the creation process intrinsic to 
consciousness automatically brings a higher-vibration astral body into 
existence that is patterned after the familiar etheric body. The created astral 
body also has a holographic-like representation in consciousness that is 
encoded with the higher vibration. It appears physical to a perceptual 
process operating at the higher vibration. However, other humans in the 
room cannot decode the information in the astral body because their 
perceptual processes are tuned to the lower vibration. The consciousness in 
the astral body is still aware of the lower-vibration physical body and its 
surroundings since any being can transform quanta at its vibrational level 
or lower.  

Ziewe (2008, 2015) observed that thought occasionally influenced objects 
and events during his astral experiences, although all thoughts were not 
equally effective. Thinking spontaneously or allowing thoughts to arise 
naturally out of expectation was more powerful than merely having the 
intention to create. Ziewe concluded that there were still ‘laws of nature’ 
influencing such higher-vibration experiences.  

Returning to the original body at the end of the NDE or OBE simply means 
that the consciousness has returned to the lower etheric vibration. The 
individual’s perceptual process can no longer experience the higher 
vibrations, and so it experiences life in the earthly realm once again. 
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The materialization of an apport 
Under certain conditions, an object known as an apport may suddenly 
appear in midair and fall to the ground. Chapter 25 describes such an event. 
The appearance of the apport cannot possibly be understood according to a 
science based on materialism, but it is easily accommodated by the 
extraterrestrial cosmology.  

Like all matter, the object exists in the energy of consciousness as a 
holographic-like pattern. The pattern is typically a copy of an existing 
object on Earth somewhere in space and time. A spirit being copies the 
etheric body, simultaneously transposing its Earth vibration to the being’s 
higher vibration. When any desired modifications are complete, the 
encoding of the copied object is transposed to the Earth’s level of vibration 
and it falls to the ground wherever it happens to be. Matter objects attract 
other matter objects when their respective vibrations resonate, and so the 
apport falls to the Earth according to the law of gravity. The object 
immediately behaves like any other object of matter. 

Unusual performance of craft 
The properties of extraterrestrial craft and their method of propulsion was 
discussed in Treurniet and Hamden (2019, 2020). The observed aerial 
performance of the craft is sometimes beyond human technological 
capabilities. Chapter 3, “A toroidal artifact near UFOs in images”, 
discusses a toroidal pattern that often accompanies a craft. The pattern is 
thought to be a three-dimensional projection of a hyper-dimensional 
transport mechanism. The visual evidence in photographs suggests it is the 
source of a strong magnetic and/or gravitational field. An extraterrestrial 
craft is distinguished from human technology by the presence of the toroidal 
pattern. 

The pilot or the craft itself is able to interfere with human observation of 
the craft. The craft is said to be a sentient organism and is able to hide from 
view by altering the wavelength of light it reflects. It can be the same color 
as the background sky or be outside the spectrum of human vision. 
Conversely, a human may be given a vision of a craft that is not really there, 
perhaps to cause the person to behave according to the wishes of an 
extraterrestrial being. 
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The craft can alter its state of materialization to enter our space or to leave 
it. Beings in our universe perceive the craft when the quanta representing 
the craft resonate with the vibrations of the etheric realm. It leaves a 
universe when the vibrational states of the quanta no longer align with the 
vibrations of the realm.  

According to the extraterrestrial information on materialization, the signal 
to transpose a craft’s vibrational state must be sent from a technology 
outside the craft. The requirement that the signal be external implies that 
the entire craft does not enter our space. The propulsion mechanism, which 
appears to humans as a toroidal magnetic and/or gravitational field, does 
not materialize for humans and it may incorporate the signal source. The 
vibrations of the propulsion mechanism and the signaling technology would 
always remain unaligned with the Earth vibration. Only the part of the craft 
where occupants are situated would materialize relative to human 
perception. This component of the craft would have the shape often seen. 

Unidentified craft occasionally execute movements that should be 
physically impossible. The most baffling are the high accelerations 
observed and the very rapid changes in direction that imply control over 
inertia. This suggests exceptional control over gravity and inertia which are 
known to be related.  

We learned from the extraterrestrial beings that matter has a frequency or 
state of vibration. When the matter of a craft does not resonate with the 
matter of the planet, there is no mutual gravitational attraction. 
Gravitational mass is equivalent to inertial mass, so inertia should be 
affected as well. With minimal gravitational attraction and inertia, the craft 
would not resist sudden changes in direction or speed. 
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29. Evidence of a multidimensional reality 
The extraterrestrial cosmology described in Chapter 28 applies to physical 
existences in more than our realm. Other levels of vibration like the astral 
and spirit realms, and the realms of so-called extraterrestrial races, are 
physical as well. The process for experiencing matter is the same in all these 
realms. However, doing so is not always possible for a given entity because 
of mismatched levels of vibration. 

Some beings are able to manipulate the configurations in consciousness that 
represent matter. Matter is altered by changing its quantized, holographic-
like representation that exists in a particular vibration of consciousness. 
Experiencing such an effect of consciousness on matter is rare for humans 
in the Earth environment for technical reasons (Treurniet and Hamden, 
2020). It can seem like magic when it does happen. 

The chapters in the book discuss phenomena that human science in the 
public domain cannot explain. They are either the outcome of secret 
research by the military-industrial complex or produced by manipulations 
of realm vibrations by extraterrestrial technologies. Certain ‘technologies’ 
are mental processes whereby one consciousness affects another. Others are 
processes in consciousness or technologies combined with the mental 
processes of conscious beings. An example of the latter is the synthetic 
quantum environment (SQE) that can be created by the Zeta race as well as 
others (Treurniet and Hamden, 2019, 2020). The SQE technology 
interacting with the vibration of a Zeta consciousness can create a copy of 
a physical environment.  
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The phenomena described in this book likely did not involve SQE 
technology, however. The various photographs recorded activities of 
extraterrestrial races, human spirit beings, humans using secret technology, 
and possible collaboration between humans and spirit or extraterrestrial 
beings.  

The control system discussed in Chapter 2 would have inhibited attempts to 
scientifically explain any of the phenomena, ostensibly to minimize the fear 
that such knowledge might create in society. For example, sightings of 
UFOs have been trivialized and mocked by the mainstream media for many 
years. This has delayed the replacement of scientific materialism with an 
alternative world view founded on consciousness. However, the time of 
great uncertainty in the general population about the mysterious phenomena 
may hopefully be nearing an end. The phenomena are explained in the 
context of a cosmology in which our universe is part of a greater 
multidimensional reality. 

Toroidal shapes near craft 
The toroidal artifacts seen next to UFOs in many photographs are discussed 
in the book. The tori suggest that the UFOs are craft flown by a non-human 
intelligence. The artifacts are thought to be visible manifestations of a 
particular configuration of a higher dimensional space created by 
extraterrestrial craft. The images in several chapters support this view.   

The magnetic and/or gravitational fields created by the propulsion system 
of such craft can arrange matter in our atmosphere into a toroidal shape. 
The visible shape suggests that a three-dimensional (3D) space is rolled up 
into a four-dimensional (4D) cylinder. The 4D cylinder is a shortcut through 
4D space. The craft would be able to travel a great distance in 3D space by 
moving across the 4D ‘seam’ of what may be called a duocylinder bridge. 
Chapter 4 described how it could have been used by a triangular or 
pyramidal extraterrestrial craft to approach a Russian rocket that failed to 
launch successfully. 

Chapter 6 showed images from two photographs that were taken 
milliseconds apart. The images show an orb flying near an aircraft. When 
these images were enhanced, a large toroidal pattern was seen in the sky 
accompanying the orb and the aircraft. An analysis of the two images 
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suggested that the torus was associated with the orb. This implies that the 
orb was a craft, or as in Chapter 4, part of a distant craft’s propulsion 
system. 

The toroidal pattern appeared next to objects in the images of several other 
chapters, and so these objects were also presumed to be extraterrestrial 
craft. Chapter 7 showed an image of a UFO flying above an aircraft 
approaching an airport. A torus can be discerned in the space next to the 
object. The image in Chapter 5 showed two toroidal shapes next to a large 
object flying near an aircraft. The tori were on mutually perpendicular 
planes as if they were 3D projections of a 4D duocylinder created by the 
craft. Chapter 8 showed an image of a UFO, again with two mutually 
perpendicular toroidal shapes next to it. Such a phenomenon is now more 
than just an observation. Creating the tori is far beyond human science, but 
like the theoretical wormhole known as an Einstein-Rosen bridge, there is 
a plausible theoretical explanation. 

The manifestation of a duocylinder indicates that a spatial dimension is not 
equivalent to a vibrational state. That is, configuring a fourth dimension by 
rolling up 3D space is not the same as shifting to another vibrational state 
to experience another realm. According to the extraterrestrial cosmology, 
all is ultimately the energy of consciousness, including space that is folded 
into a higher dimension. The higher dimension would be accessed by 
manipulating a space already defined in a realm of a certain vibration.  

According to a Zeta being, a craft in another realm can materialize in our 
realm when it receives a signal to do so that is external to itself. The signal 
source must remain external to the part of the craft that materializes in the 
lower vibration Earth environment (Treurniet and Hamden, “Gravity”, 
2020). Perhaps part of the craft remains in the higher-vibrational state so it 
can be the platform that holds the signal source. What is seen by humans as 
a craft would then be part of a larger device.  

Human or non-human technology? 
An unusual craft in the sky cannot be assumed to have an extraterrestrial 
origin. Chapter 9 discussed an image of a craft photographed over Kauai, 
Hawaii. The triangular shape of the craft suggested it might be 
extraterrestrial since triangular UFOs have often been seen in recent years. 
On the other hand, since it was stationary in the clouds near a US military 
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base, it could have been a human technology developed secretly by a 
military project.  

A hexagonal antenna extending from the craft would imply that radio was 
the medium of communication. Radio communication cannot exceed the 
speed of light and so would be an inefficient medium for beings from light 
years away. On the other hand, a spherical antenna approximated by two 
mutually perpendicular hoops was attached to the craft. The shape suggests 
it might be an antenna for longitudinal or scalar waves. The velocity of a 
scalar wave is uncertain at present, but Meyl (2001) suggested it is 1.5 times 
the speed of light. Scalar wave technology is discussed in the scientific 
literature, so it may be used in secret military craft. Unfortunately, what can 
be seen of the craft in the photograph does not prove that it was of human 
or extraterrestrial origin. 

Many people have reported seeing orbs of light moving through the sky, 
apparently in a controlled manner. Some observers assume that these are 
also evidence of extraterrestrial technology. However, there is little to say 
that this is always true. The behavior of some orbs suggests that covert 
scientific research by humans has made it possible to create a ball of plasma 
at a precise location high in the sky. Bearden (1984) maintained that a 
physics of superpotentials could allow this to happen without a transfer of 
energy through the space between a ground-based apparatus and the ball of 
plasma in the sky.  

Chapter 10 showed images of orbs extracted from a video recorded in 
England. The orbs moved at the tremendous velocity of 6 to 48 km/sec at 
the elevation of the clouds, depending on assumptions about the camera. 
The orb was more likely created by a projector on the ground. An easily 
achieved angular velocity of .8 to 7 revolutions/sec at ground level would 
account for such a high tangential velocity of the orb at the level of the 
clouds. This proposal assumes that a technology exists to create such an orb 
by an apparatus on the ground, and the science to do that is not yet in the 
public domain. 

The existence of such technology to create orbs is supported by another 
video examined in Chapter 11. The video showed a set of three orbs in close 
proximity. They were joined over several frames by a fourth. The initial 
triangular pattern was transformed to a square configuration. Chapter 12 
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showed frames from still another video in which an orb was approached by 
an aircraft. The orb randomly oscillated around a mean position. The 
random jitter may have been caused by the vibration of a mobile device 
mounted on a vehicle with engine running. 

The likelihood that humans have a technology to create balls of plasma in 
the sky was examined further in Chapter 13. Images of such objects have 
been seen that appeared to be composed of small balls of plasma. These 
balls appeared to be voxels for drawing three-dimensional objects. A night-
time image showed three connected orange-yellow orbs. These are the 
colors of plasmas consisting of nitrogen and oxygen gases that are relatively 
abundant in the atmosphere.  

In Chapter 4, evidence from a video suggested that an orb was part of the 
proposed duocylinder method of propulsion and so was most likely created 
by an extraterrestrial technology. Thus, the mere sighting of an orb is now 
insufficient to identify its origin. It is now unclear whether an orb seen in 
the sky is human or extraterrestrial technology.  

The crop formations in the fields of England are sometimes associated with 
balls of plasma that people have seen moving near the crops. As discussed 
in Chapter 16, an analysis of a crop circle suggested it was created by 
electrical heating from a plasma ball positioned several meters above the 
ground. If a human technology can create an orb at any geographic 
coordinates, complex patterns in crops or in the sky could be created with 
the help of a computer-controlled positioning mechanism. 

Chapter 16 described four low resolution images decoded from data found 
in the 2010 Wilton Windmill crop formation. The images and the image 
decoding algorithm were obtained by reading the same data in the formation 
in different orders. The images showed two humanoid figures waving, a 
bunny from a child’s book, and a child on a tricycle.  

Representing so many images in the same data is a difficult optimization 
problem for humans. A cost function defining the problem is required as 
well as a method for converging to a solution. The many mutual constraints 
evident in the formation suggest that the function would be complex. The 
quantum computer technology of an extraterrestrial race might have been 
used to converge to a good solution. After the crop formation was designed, 
human circle makers could have created it in the field using conventional 
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methods. Perhaps the formation was created by humans collaborating with 
non-human beings in this way. 

A recognizable image was decoded with the same image decoding 
algorithm from data that appeared eight years earlier in the Crabwood crop 
formation. The surface features in the formation were an obviously non-
human being holding a disk full of binary data in its hand. The low-
resolution image hidden in the data was of a three-fingered being extending 
a hand in greeting. Given the precision required to create the disk of binary 
data in the field, human circle makers may have had access to sophisticated 
technology. As suggested by Bearden (1984), secret human technology may 
exist to create orbs in arbitrary locations. On the other hand, an 
extraterrestrial race with an appropriate technology may have offered to 
help. 

Two images were also decoded from data said to have been received 
psychically in 1980. According to the recipient, a US military officer, the 
data was implanted in his mind during an encounter with a landed 
extraterrestrial craft (Pope et al., 2014). The data was released from his 
mind after it was recorded on paper hours later. The retention of 1296 bits 
of data in the officer’s mind could only have been brought about by non-
human beings who had a better understanding than humans of how human 
memories are represented. The images decoded from the data were low 
resolution likenesses of an animal like a dog and of people at work or play.  

The images that were encoded in 1980 and 2002 could not have been 
decoded until 2010 when the decoding algorithm appeared in the Wilton 
Windmill crop formation.  

Another technology accessible to both human and extraterrestrial beings 
was discussed in Chapter 18. A field that interferes with the integrity of 
matter was said to be generated by extraterrestrial craft, and some military 
aircraft crashed while pursuing them. A communication with 
extraterrestrial beings indicated that the accidents were caused by the field 
which reduces the “molecular binding force” of matter. Both Hutchison 
(Wood, 2010) and Sarg (2009) discovered a similar physical effect on 
matter. Further covert development of the technology by a human agency 
seems to have occurred, since there is evidence that the technology has been 
used by other humans. 
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Communications between realms 
The spirit realm is vibrationally distinct from the etheric realm of our 
universe. It is often thought to be the destination of spirits of deceased 
humans. Humans have communicated in séances with departed loved ones 
in the spirit realm through a medium. Witnesses are particularly impressed 
when interactions with such spirit beings alter their environment in some 
way. For example, the spirits may create a physical object out of nothing in 
mid-air. Such an object is known as an apport. 

Apports can be experienced as speech sounds as concluded from 
experiments on Electronic Voice Phenomena described in Chapter 24. In 
the experiments, the experimenter played unintelligible speech using a 
player on a computer. A so-called spirit technician changed the 
unintelligible information to intelligible speech as it was re-recorded on the 
same computer. The re-recorded audio file was up to 10 percent longer than 
the played audio file. An experiment suggested that the changes to the audio 
data were sent as an apport to the file medium containing the re-recorded 
audio data.  

The spirit technician appeared to perform complex speech processing in a 
realm that is incompatible with the human experimenter’s perceptual 
process. The experiments suggested an information processing model 
describing what was done by the spirit technician. The unintelligible 
acoustic information was analyzed by the technician, occasionally modified 
to intelligible speech, and sent as an apport to the recording medium. 

Materializations like apports can be understood from the perspective of the 
extraterrestrial cosmology. Chapter 25 discussed how an object of matter 
appeared out of nowhere. According to the cosmology, all matter is a 
perceptual transformation of representations in consciousness known as 
quanta. An apport would appear in a séance setting when a spirit 
consciousness transposed the vibrational state of the quanta to a vibration 
compatible with the human perceptual process. 

Another way that beings in the higher realms have been known to change 
the physical environment is to heal a human body. Chapter 20 described the 
partial restoration of a human’s loss of hearing by spirit entities working 
through a medium. The improvement of hearing was easily measured with 
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an audiometer. According to the medium, spirit entities created a prosthetic 
ear invisible to humans since it was not transformed by the human 
perceptual process. The device was able to gather acoustic energy and 
communicate it directly to the person’s auditory sense. Sound vibrations 
and the human sensory apparatus would both exist as holographic-like 
patterns in consciousness, so hearing could conceivably occur by their 
interactions in that form.  

In another case of healing, a human’s skin ailment was treated by an 
extraterrestrial Zeta being working with a medium. The healing was 
described in Chapter 21 as the effect of a vibrational implant that restored 
the body’s natural ability to heal itself. The Zeta described self-healing as a 
homeostatic process. It maintains the alignment of the body’s configuration 
in a vibration of consciousness with a blueprint of the healthy body held in 
a higher vibration of consciousness. The self-healing process is described 
in more detail in a subsection of Chapter 28, “Applications of 
extraterrestrial science”. 

Self-healing is mediated by processes in the energy of consciousness. It is 
consistent with the nature of physical reality according to the extraterrestrial 
cosmology. That is, changes to a body’s configuration in consciousness are 
experienced as changes to the physical body when transformed by the 
perceptual process. 

Visual communication with extraterrestrial beings through art also 
occurred. Chapter 14 revealed images of art forms created in the medium 
of clouds in the sky which were photographed by the author. The creator of 
at least one cloud configuration was an extraterrestrial being. This was 
suggested by the presence of a nearby extraterrestrial craft in the image. Its 
propulsion system was revealed as an adjacent toroidal pattern. In 
retrospect, the interpretation of the image predicted the author’s activities 
during the years that followed.  

The other artistic creations shown in the chapter were readily interpreted as 
human or animal beings and were all photographed sequentially in about 
half an hour. The appearance of four readily identifiable images in such a 
brief interval of time seems highly unusual. It suggests they were not 
random arrangements of cloud material but were the creations of someone 
with an artistic talent. 
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The two still images of Chapter 15 appeared on an infrared trail camera 
video. They featured what appeared to be a nearby star system and an image 
that might represent portal technology. The contents of the first image were 
consistent with human astronomers’ knowledge of the Alpha Centauri 
binary star system. A conical shape in the second image was interpreted to 
be a representation of a communication portal. A portal was said to permit 
the flow of information between different levels of vibration (Treurniet and 
Hamden, 2020). This image seemed to say that communication of the 
images to the camera was via portal technology and might even have 
originated from another realm. The images seemed to be direct attempts by 
extraterrestrial beings to communicate. 

Visual messages in data sets in other media, discussed in Chapter 16 and 
summarized above, were perhaps less direct. Cartoon-like images were 
digitally encoded in crop formations and in a large data set stuck in a 
person’s mind until written down. All of these images were linked by a 
common decoding algorithm. The data set took about 30 years to become 
public. The images were most easily characterized as non-threatening and 
this was thought to be the intended message. That is, the authors of these 
images were saying that they themselves should not be seen as a threat. 
Further, they are likely not human in appearance, else this message would 
be trivial. 

An extensive series of physical mediumship séances known as the Scole 
experiment were described in Chapter 22. Spirit entities spoke through two 
mediums in an altered state of consciousness, so they were unaware of what 
was happening in the room. Many physical effects experienced there can be 
understood as manipulations of the vibrational state of matter objects or the 
people in the room. 

According to the extraterrestrial cosmology, the perceptual process of all 
conscious beings has the characteristic of a low-pass filter. The Scole 
phenomena were unusual because of this property. Things normally 
existing at higher vibrations appeared anomalous when a spirit being 
transposed them to a lower vibrational state. Also, when the human entered 
an altered state of consciousness, the vibration of the perceptual process 
may have risen so a higher vibration object or entity could be experienced. 
This would have been facilitated by a heterodyning process shared by the 
human and a higher vibration entity. Chapter 26 described a model of how 
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heterodyning the vibrations of a human and a spirit being could facilitate 
the creation of speech in an EVP experiment. Similarly, Chapter 26 
proposed that the same process would facilitate the appearance of orbs in 
indoor photographs.  

If the phase coincidence model discussed in Chapter 17 is correct, it 
clarifies our understanding of the vibrational nature of realm boundaries 
and how they may interact. This might have been an important purpose of 
the TDC communication with the Scole group. The phase coincidence 
model is another indication that we live in a multidimensional reality where 
separate realms exist. 

Non-human beings, such as those in the spirit realm and the realms of other 
races, appear to share an interest in experiments on communication between 
realms. As in the Scole audio decoding problem, their participation may 
have an ulterior motive. Perhaps their efforts are intended mainly to 
stimulate our thinking about the nature of reality. The analysis of the Scole 
TDC data raised awareness of the technical difficulties in communicating 
between realms. The phase coincidence model that resulted is a hypothesis 
about the nature of realm boundaries. The experiments on EVP discussed 
in Chapter 26 showed that there are beings in other realms who can 
communicate and that the heterodyning process may help to make that 
happen.  

We are currently held back by our scientific materialism and the belief that 
the universe we know is all there is. Human thinking about reality will not 
evolve significantly until the limitations of such materialism are recognized. 
Those who live in some other realms believe that the extraterrestrial 
cosmology described in Chapter 28 is correct.
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Summary 
Some of the phenomena discussed in the book appear to have been created 
by non-human beings who exist in other levels of vibration or realms. 
Extraterrestrial beings in craft from some of those realms are able to enter 
our realm. The craft are often associated with a toroidal optical distortion. 
In a photo of a craft next to a rainbow, the index of refraction of the space 
occupied by the torus was altered. Further, the momentary presence of such 
a craft was associated with a magnetic field that was oddly focused in the 
space above some trees. The magnetic field persisted after the craft had left 
the scene. These effects suggest that the craft can alter the permeability of 
space itself.  

Transcripts of conversations with extraterrestrial Zeta beings (Hamden and 
Treurniet, 2020) encouraged the adoption of a cosmology in which 
consciousness is the foundation of reality (Treurniet, 2019). They would 
like humans to take that perspective in order to facilitate communication 
between humans and non-human beings.  

There is a sense that non-human intelligences are working to communicate 
with humans. Acceptance of the extraterrestrial cosmology should help to 
achieve that. Information can be transferred from one level of vibration to 
another by heterodyning vibrational states. With the assistance of a higher 
vibration being, heterodyning can have the effect of raising a meditating 
human’s state of consciousness. Perhaps the process could be exploited in 
other ways to improve communication among different realms. 

The analyses of images containing orbs high in the sky indicate that human 
scientists can now reproduce the appearance of orbs that were thought to 
have a natural origin or to be an extraterrestrial technology. One can no 
longer assume that a mere sighting of an orb indicates an extraterrestrial 
presence.  
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The orbs created by humans probably do not yet have the functionality of 
the orb discussed in Chapter 4. It appeared to participate in the creation of 
a duocylinder bridge which enabled a craft to transition through a shortcut 
in hyperspace. Two mutually perpendicular toroidal shapes seen near some 
craft (Chapters 5 and 8) were thought to be manifestations of a four-
dimensional duocylinder. The dual toroidal feature indicates that a 
duocylinder in a higher dimension is a real phenomenon.  

The following summarizes other evidence that we live in a 
multidimensional reality. 

• the shift in the vibrational state of craft to achieve materialization 
and dematerialization (Chapter 28)  

• the phase coincidence model of the communication channel across 
realm boundaries (Chapter 17)  

• the information processing and heterodyning process models 
(Chapters 23 and 24, and 26, respectively) from EVP experiments 
on communications across realm boundaries  

• the appearance of a crystal apport presumably from another realm, 
and the images of people inside it when backlit (Chapter 25)  

• the various anomalous experiences of sitters seated around a portal 
to the spirit realm in the Scole séances (Chapter 22)  

• the logical conclusion that most alien abduction experiences must 
occur in another realm (Chapter 19) 

• local and long-distance healing of humans by beings in other realms 
(Chapters 20 and 21) 

• facial features in photographed orbs said to be devices remotely 
controlled from another realm (Chapter 27) 

In order to advance, human science must be able to account for phenomena 
like those discussed in this book. Our universe and its contents should be 
recognized as configurations in the energy of an unlimited unitary 
consciousness. The configurations compatible with a being’s perceptual 
process are sampled and transformed to sensations. The existence of matter 
is inferred from those sensations. There are other realms incompatible with 
our perceptual process that we cannot experience. Although the realms are 
normally out of reach, humans can occasionally communicate with beings 
who live there. 
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